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I. Summary of Research Results

The research results from this grant are summarized below.

The work resulted in six publications in refereed journals.

These publications are listed in Sect. II. The work also

resulted in six presentations at scientific meetings.

XPS and UPS studies of 4-keV Ar+ bombarded K2 TiF6 , K-abF-,

and K2TaF 7 have revealed the reduction of the central transition-

metal atom to lower oxidation states in all cases. The tantalum

and niobium in K2 TaF 7 and K2NbF 7 are reduced 'a oxidation states

of IV, II, and 0, while the titanium in K2TiF 6  is reduced to

oxidation states of III and II. The various oxidation states

have been identified through binding energy shifts of the XFS

core level spectra. Atomic concentration measurements were used

to estimate the surface compositions. These results are

discussed in ters of the thermal spike model, and the behavior

of the specific compounds is shown to correlate with the relative

stability of the possible reaction products.

Scattering of molecular nitrogen ions ir the 1.5-4.5 keY

range from gold and graphite surfaces has resulted in a small

fraction of surviving molecules and molecular . r- in addition to

atoms and atomic ions resulting from dissociatL The kinetic

energy (Ek) distributions of scattered N+ and N+ ions have been
Foi

measured directly by means of an electrostatic sector analyzer For

(ESA) and the velocity distributions of the scattered N, and N

neutrals pLus ions have been measured by time-of-flight J-OF) '_

techniques. Scattered ion fractions were dutcr"ined from the TOF
L/

measurements. The relative Ek distributions of the scattered ty Co4.u
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atomic ions indicate that dissociation from excited repulsive

electronic states which are populated during the collision

dominate the mechanism, rather than purely vibrational or
2 ++

rotational excitation from the X Eg ground state of N2. The

excited dizzociative Cu and D2 IIu states of N2 are accessible

by Franck-Condon transitions from the X2r state. The data are

consistent with a mechanism in which these two dissociative

states contribute their repulsive energy to the large relative Ek

distributions of the scattered N+ ions. The electronic

excitation occurs via electron promotion during the scattering

collision through the rano-Lichten mechanism.

The chemisorption of OCS on polycrystalline Ni foil, in the

77-923 K temperature range, was investigated by XPS, UPS and AES

electron spectroscopies. At all temperatures studied,

chemisorption was found to be dissociative yielding absorbed S

and gas phase CO. The reaction is found to be strongly

exothermic with a low activation energy.

Boron nitride formation from bombardment of boron with 0.5-5

keV N ions has been studied by in situ XPS and AES measurements.

A dynamic process of nitrogen implantation and surface sputtering

leads to the formation of a BN layer whose thickness equals the

range of the nitrogen ions in the boron. The maximal nitrogen

entrapment is determined by the stoichiometry of B1; excess

nitrogen is released. No diffusion of nitrogen to the bulk nor

expansion of the BN layer is detected a: room temperature for

prolonged bombardment. The results are in accord with a simple

coliisionza- a±Lered layer model that is presented.
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The technique of time-of-flight ion scattering and recoiling

spectrometry (TOF-SARS) has been developed. TOF-SARS uses a

pulsed low keV ion beam and TOF methods for analysis of both

scattered and recoiled neutrals and ions simultaneously with

continuous scattering angle variation over a flight path of -i m.

The capabilities of the technique are demonstrated by the

following examples: (i) TOF spectra versus scattering angle

9 for the system Ar + on Si(100); (ii) Comparison of LEED and AES;

(iii) Surface and adsorbate structure determination for the

systems of clean W(211) and 02 and H2 chemisorbed on W(211);

(iv) Monitoring surface roughness on W(211) ; (v) Surface

semichanneling along the troughs of the W(211) surface;

(vi) Measurements of scattered ion fractions for Ne+ on

magnesium; and (vii) Ion induced Auger electron emission for Ne-

on magnesium. A historical prospective of low energy ion

scattering has been presented and surface structural

determinations for various systems are tabulated.

Studies involving ion-solid interactions in the range or a

few eV to a few keV that are intermediate between thermal gas-

surface interactions and high energy bulk implantation have been

collectively examined. The interactive process has been traced

in a phenomenological manner by providing a simple treatment of

the different physical and chemical phenomena involved. The

kinematics of noble gas ion as well as atomic and molecular

reactive ion interactions with surfaces has been treated in terms

of classical dynamics and experiments are described that probe

the nature of ion-solid interactioi potentials by examining the

3



scattering of ions from surfaces and the charge exchance

processes operative during scattering. Molecular ion scattering

has been investigated ana the behavior interpreted in terns of

partial dissociation that results in both atomic and molecular

scattering. A neutralization model has been described that

considers the interaction domain to be divided into three steps:

the incoming trajectory, the close encounter, and the outgoing

trajectory. A spectrum of possible results from the interaction

process is described; these include reaction and chemical

alteration of the target surface, desorption of adsorbate atoms

by hyperthermal physical/chemical interaction, and accumulation

of a high surface concentration of the projectile species, viz.

film deposition. These studies investigate the science basic to

a number of technological phenomena and represent an elegant

approach to the simulation of a number of these phenomena in the

controlled environment of ultra-high vacuum. Qualitative and

quantitative argu 1tents are made for a number of the experimental

results and cross-examination of data from different laboratories

is made in terms of simple kinetic and ther-modynamic concepts to

illustrate fundamental similarities in the various studies.

II. List of Scientific Publications Resulting From Grant

1. C. S. Sass and J. W. Rabalais, "Ion Beam Induced
Decomposition of Transition-Metal F luoroanions", J. Phys.
Chem., 92, 2072 (1988).

2. C. S. Sass and J. W. Rabalais, "Dissociative Scattering of
1.5-4.5 keV N+ and N on Gold and Graphite Surfaces", J.
Chem. Phys., 89, 3870 (1988).
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3. C. S. Sass and J. W. Rabalais, "Chemisorption of Carbonyl
Sulfide (OCS) on Ni Between 77 and 293 K", Surface Sci.,

194, L95 (1988).

4. P. Mezentzeff, Y. Lifshitz, and J. W. Rabalais, "BN
Formation From Bombardment of Boron With N*", Nucl. Instr. &
Meth. in Phys. Res. B, submitted.

5. 0. Grizzi, M. Shi, H. Bu, and J. W. Rabalais, "Time-Of-
Flight Scattering and Recoiling Spectrometry (TOF-SARS) for
Surface Analysis", Ninth International Summer Institute in
Surface Science (ISISS 1989), Aug. 1989, submitted. To be
published in Chemistry and Physics of Solid Surfaces, Vol.
8.

6. S. R. Kasi, H. Kang, C. S. Sass, and J. W. Rabalais,
"Inelastic Processes in Low-Energy Ion-Surface Collisions",
Surface Sci. Rpts., 10, 1 (1989).

III. List of Presentations Resulting From Grant

1. "Dissociative Scattering of Diatomic Ions at Surfaces", 42nd
Southwest Regional ACS Meeting, Houston, TX, November 1986.

2. "Interactions of Low-Energy Ions With Surfaces", Third
International Workshop on Desorption Induced by Electronic
Transitions, Shelter Island, NY, May 1987.

3.* "Low-Energy Mass-Selected Ion Beams For Film Deposition",

Southeastern Regional Meeting of the American Physical
Society, Nashville, TN, November 1987.

4. "Exchange of Electronic Energy in Low-Energy Ion Bombardment

of Solids", Minnesota Chapter-American Vacuum Society
Symposium, Minneapolis, MN, April 1988.

5. "Interactions of Low-Energy Ions With Surfaces", Gordon
Conference on Particle/Solid Interactions, Plymouth, NH,
July 1988.

,

6. "Exchange of Electronic Energy in Low-Energy Ion Bombardment
of Solids", Amer. Vacuum Society Symposium, Rochester, NY,
June 1989.

*Invited Lectures
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IV. Personnel Supported

Project Scientist: J. W. Rabalais
Research Associates: Oscar Grizzi
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H. Kang

Graduate Students Ming Shi
S. R. Kasi
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V. Equipment Purchased

MDC Vacuum Products - GV-1500M VHV Stainless Steel
302001 Gate Valve
$803.78
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$2,291.79

Micro Science Inc. - Electron Gun
$6,685.30

EG & G Ortec - MCA Computer Card
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Physical Electronics - Power Supp>:
$781.56

Huntington Labs - Valve

$644.43
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1i R !oj era Incau pr, rIe in 1- -,r! ri. t i

Reattion capture cross secetion
Od  Desorption cross section
T Ion neutralization parameter
W Surface plasmon frequencs

I. Introduction

The interactions of 1o's energy react, e ions with surfaces is a fascinating
subject because of the potential of the techniques and the range of phenomena
involved. The terms Im,& ener," and r'acte bnls are used herein to denote ions
with kinetic energies t ) in the broad range of one up to several thousand
electron volts which are capable of reacting with the target surface atoms to
form chemical compounds. In this L' range many of the collisions are inelastic.

that is. ion translational E is converted into electronic excitation and ioniza-
non energy and vibrational and rotational motions. When the ion translational

E can be channeled into the reaction coordinate of reactions with substantial
activation barriers, such barriers can be surmounted at low temperatures. The
selectivity and specificity oi these beam -surface reactions is high since it is
possible to use mass selected ions with well defined L. 'The reactive ions can
be introduced at precise spatial Iocatiom. in controlled concentrations. These
capabilities afford the advantage of altering the chemical nature of the
outermost surface laer(s) in locali7ed regions without disturbing the underly-
ing or surrounding cr\stal structure.

This resieA Ireats the fundamental interactions of low energv reactive ions
with surfaces. These interactions include electronic processes ion- surface
charge exchange transitions. excited state formatuon. and photon and electron
emission). molecular dvnamics (kinematics and collisional dissociation). chem-
ical reactions (kinetic and thermodynamic parameters). and beam particle
deposition induced b% the collisions. This is an extremel.,, br,,ad range of
phenomena to cover. Investigations of these phenomena represent currentl,

.ictie areas of research: as a result. nee, data. interpretations, models and
calculations are constantl\ emerging. The review selectivel, fot.uses on eluci-
dation of the elementary steps describing the electronic, kinematic, thermody-
namic. and kinetic aspects of low energ\ reactive ion surface interactions with
the ultimatc goal that such an understanding will allo,% control of the
interactions so that the,, can oe used for specific chemical modifications of
surfate properties It is also hoped that thi, res io will kindle interest in the
unique panorama of chemical reaction,, that can be induced b\ this method. In
such in undertaking. it is inevitable that some works \ ill be ovcrlooked. \%e do
not claim io be comprehensive, but onl, to present our best assessment of the
current ,tate of the field Excellent revie\ss on beam surface interactions are
alread\ a\ailahle for the %er- low energy (below - I eVi f1 31 and high

energy aIhoxe a fe,. hundred eV) [4-9] regions.
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.1 R au ei al lnehimsc prix.eS(% in lom *tnerp of iio i urlai t , liii ,

2. General Io% enerZN reactive ion beam-surface interactions

2.1. Role of kinetm en'rgv

The interactions of gaseous ions and neutrals with surfaces are strongl\
influenced b, their kinetic energies E. This E plays a major role in determin-
ing whether the impinging particle will scatter from the surface or remained
trapped in a potential %ell at the surface. The probabilit, that a particle
becomes trapped and remains on or within the surface is called the sticking
pruhuhilhv ( P, ). The probability that the particle is reflected from the surface
is called the wateringprohabilitv ( P, ). Obviously, P, + P = 1. The P,, spans
many different kinds of trapping mechanisms, such as van der Waals attrac-
tions. physisorption. chemisorption, chemical reactions, and implantation.

Fig. I shows a generalized diagram of P, versus E for projectile ions that
are lighter than the target atoms. The curve does not correspond to an'
specific system; it simply :llustrates the behavior of P,, as E changes over
some ten orders of magnitude. In order to quantitatively represent any specific
system, the curve would have to be adjusted both horizontally and vertically to
represent the behavior. Beginning at very low E, gaseous species are simply
condensed or frozen out on surfaces due to van der Waals attractive potentials
which are deeper than the thermal energy kT. where k is the Boltzmann
constant. P,, is near unity in this region. As E increases towards ambient
conditions (kT - 0.025 eV near ambient temperatures), P, begins to decrease.
This decrease is due to the necessity for dissipating excess E before the
gaseous species can be trapped in a product potential well at the surface. This
is the physisorption and chemisorption region. Physisorption occurs when the
only attractions between the particle and surface are weak van der Waals
forces which proide potential wells that are comparable to the magnitude of
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Fig. 1. Generalized plot of particle sticking probabiitv %ersus particle kinetic energ. The
temperatures corresponding to the kinetic energies are shov,,n at the top of the plot. I he dashed

line represents room temperature
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T. Chenlsorption occurs when chemical bonds arc forned hetween the
particle and surface atonms these bond energies are tpicall, larger than A I
and in the range 1 10 eV. H\perthermal molecular beams extend the E range
up to several electron %olts: this region also exhibits a decreasing I'., with
due to the excess E that must be Uissipated for sticking to oc(.ur. Mkoving to
the very high E region. P,, increases with E above - 10' eV because of the
ability to force the projectiles into the lattice and implant them below the
surface where the' are trapped as implanted material. The implantation
process becomes very efficient for E -, 11" eV and P, approaches unity. The
P., curve goes :hrough a mnimum in the intermediate region between one and
se\eral hundred electron volts.

This inter;,iediate region is a particularly interesting area where little work
has been done. The reason is that this region is not accessible from rnol,cular
beam methcds which use nozzle expansions. Ion beams must be used to access
this region because the ions can be accelerated to any desired energy. How-
ever, because it is difficult to transport and focus !ow t. ( < - 5() eV) ion
beams, most of the ion beam studies have been conducted at higher energies
The attractive feature of the low E region is that it is in the range of chemical
bond cnergies and activation barrieis for chemical reactions. Hence the
translational E of the beam particles can be employed for surmounting
reaction barriers in order to induce surface chemical reactions that do not
occur under ambient conditions, while at the same time avoiding surface
lattice damage induced b, the more energetic ions. e g. sputtering Since the
temperature equivalent to a kinetic E of I eV is about 1.2 x 10' K it follows
that ion-enhanced reactions and deposition offer access to a region of nonequi-
librium processes far beyond the capabilities of thermal reactions. "[he chem-
ical nature of the adspecies as well as its precise concentration can be
controlled by tuning the primary beam E and hs using specific doses.
Molecular ions can he deposited without dissociation at sufficiently low E. In
this energ\ range the cross sections for "chemical reactions" are much larger
than those for " ph} sical processes'" such as sputtering or surface modifications
induced b,, mormentum transfer processes.

Seq en . e q olit lt'" ( t'''t- t It in rv'Jt t ion -i sur/acu eni ,Y'unlhrs

In order to treat the reactive ion surface interaction, it is useful to list
specific elementar, steps which may be important to the total interaction.

although such isolation of individual steps is necessarily artificial. Consider the
following eents in the approach and collision of an active ion wth a surface.
(1) Electronic charge exchange transitions hetmeen the ion and surface can
occur during the approach (or departure) while the pair are separated b-,
se\eral )ngstrOms- Such processes occur bN resonant and Auger electron
transitions and can produce both ground and excited state neutral projectiles.
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(2) Electronic transitions and electron promotion, can occur in the close
atomic encounter where the atomic orbitals (AO's) of the colliding atoms
merge into molecular orbitals (M('s) of a quasi-diatomic molecule. Such
electron promotions can result in neutralization or ioni/ation of the projectile
a.s Aell as production of highly excited autoionizing and metastable state..
(3) Dissociation of impinging molecular ions can ocur as a result of the
charge exchange process or the collision with target atoms.
(4) The impinging molecules or fragments can be scattered in their original or
altered charge state, as daughter fragments of the original molecule, or as some
combination with surface atoms.
(5) Atoms or clusters from the ,urface itself can be directlh recoiled, surface
recoiled. or sputtered as a result of charge and ,or momentum exchange in the
collision.
(6) The impinging particles can be captured hy a potential well at or below%
the surface where they react to form a compound or remain a, implanted
species. If the capture probahilit , is higher than the self-sputtering probabilit,.
there is net deposition of the particles ton the surface and for a sufficient
particle fluence a thin film is formed.
(7) Diffusion of the captured particles. rearrangement of the surface atoms.
and selective or preferential sputtering can occur, resulting In alteration of the
film stoichiometr, expected from the penetration profile alone.
(h) The electronic excitation induced by the collision can result In emission of
both electrons and electromagnetic radiation from the protectile. ejected
surface particles, or from the solid surface itself

2.3. Elastic and itela.st ( O/Iisim,,

Elastc collistions are those collisions in which kinetic energ. is conserved.
i.e. there i.,, no interconversion of kinetic and potential energy. Inelastic

colliston are those collisions in which ion kinetic energy is converted into
potential energy such as electronic excitation. Ionization. and formation of
new chemical species. Reactions of active ions leading to formation of ne%
chemical species are necessanly inelastic. Since such active ion-surface inter-
actions involve a combination of some or all of the events listed in section 2.2.
comprehensive understanding of the processes is best obtained by designing
experiments and developing models which elucidate details of these individual
events. Experiments of this nature have been designed bv various research

groups. Some of the most pertinent experiments for re~ealing information
about these inelastic proceNses are as follows: (i) observations of displacements
in the scattering energy from the elastic scattering position 110-131. (li)
detection of electrons emitted during the collision 114 181. (iii) detection of
photons emitted during the collision [19- 231. (iv%) measurements of the types
and abundance of specific charge states of scattered, recoiled, and sputtered
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species, [24 261. )measurements A' molecular ion excitation and~ survisval
probabilities, during collision 127 -- 311I. i) studies of the kinetics and type of
compounds fornied dunng active ion surface reactions 132 34). and (vii;
measurements of rotational and vibrational excitation and fragmentation
pattern" of scattered molecule,, 135-371. Nlany studies 1.1 401 of inelastic
processes has e been carried otit oin gas-phase collisioin,, s herc (he number of
inelastic chainnels is limited and tractable. In ion surface collisio ns there exists
a multitude of inelastic channels: the question of which of these channel', is
operatis e and dorninan i for specific ion - surface cocli jonls is in arduous
problem \hich constitutes the main themne of this at ticle

24. Plit mial vervuxs henua ipiierf.-ti

Spuitt' mi! has, been defined h\ Si-m und (ref. 1 5). chapter 2) as "the erosion
at the surface of a solid as a result )I energetic partiwl Ic ombardment that Is
ob-seri able in the limit of small particle currents and fluec.es-. Roth (ref. 161.
ch apter 13 has tefined this definition and expounded onl the aspects of
cheil sputtering. In p'nirua! \/'uth'rmf4. time sputtered particles receive
.sufficient enierev- hs' atomic collision, from thie incident particle, as well as
seciindar\ particle,, that are set into motion, in order for them to overcome the
surface hiiidi ng enerev,. The mnechani i of eljection involves collisio n cascades
and,- or local enervs \pke vithin the solid. In hiu a! sputiermg chemical
reactions betss e the incident particles and surfLew atoms produce molecules
is bicli haso c indirne, energies to the surface that ;ire lo w enioughi fior themn to
dcsorb at the temiperature of thle s~ut ate. Recomibi nat ion f ri jectile and
.surface atoms, to form molecules is i iftcii -!!, ,kolhermic process. depositingv
excess internal "nrsI *:hC mole1cular product. In Some cases this excess
e n e r-, can the sufficient to desorb products from thle surface. pro~ ding the
driv.ing forFce for chemical sputtering or desorption. The terminolog\ reaw nrc
ion indi dc~orp rather than chemical sputterin 'L is more appropriate for
the lo\% enere1': ions. considered herein because thle\ remove adisorbates from
0on1\ the ou~ter atomic layer, wkhle spu~ttering implies erosion iof man\ lasers of
A material Wkhen the sputtering process or sputtering yield is altered b,,
hindmucg cnicrg\ changes .is a result of implantation of the prolcktiles. but the
domnii 11t elect ion miechaini si remains t hat of irinie u m transfer. the process
i~s called11 0i1ia/icheltheid or (17cnui ta//i r'ded /r~iiii w0/ i,'ulleruig

The dist inction beiss ecu chemiical and phy' sical sput tetincg is someti tils not
clear. Wkhen compound1. surface lavers, are formied durn- bombardment, Lout-
pounds. clusters - and fragmnt ls iif these cluste-rs are often obsersed in the
Sputtered particles. Whctlir the ejec~tion is Ldllsed K\ dire..t i mirietumn
ransfer from collisions or h\ the co nibi nation if the heat of [ormianoi n if the

compound and the surlAice tem7perall t iic fliiCh lead to thernial des irpi ii n. is
not aas iosivPssaland cheinitiLd sputtering cain be Lil Iferentiated bs,
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comparing the sputtering yields obtained from reactive ions with those ob-
tained from rare-gas ions of similar mass. Also, if the primary energN is below
the physical sputtering threshold, all ejection must stem from a chemical
mechanism. Examples of this are given in section 8.

The dependence of the different sputtering and erosion prtesses on the
primary energ% E and the surface temperature T are shown schematically in
fig. 2. The divisions between parameter ranges are not sharp. They are
determined by the binding energy of surface atoms and molecules formed in
chemical reactions. Surface species are ejected if the, receive energy either
from the bombarding ion or from chemical recombination and thermal energy.
In the former case, the threshold energy for ph~sical sputtering has been
estimated to be about four times the surface binding energy 1411. In the latter
case, a temperature equivalent to about 1/3 of the binding energ. leads to
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measurable molecular desorption of bulk atom evaporation. Fig. 2 is specific
for the case of hydrogen ions sputtering a carbon surface. Hydrogen bombard-
ment results in the formation of hydrocarbons (methane) which hare low
~urface binding energies. This results in a lowering of the threshold energies,

i.e. chemically enhanced physical sputtering. At sufficiently high temperatures
it leads to direct chemical sputtering. On the other hand, %%hen oxygen ions are
used to sputter aluminium, there is chemically reduced physical sputtering
because the aluminum oxide has a higher surface binding energy and is more
resistant to sputtering.

2.5. Di-nanucal a.xpects of the collisions

Since there is no rigorous theor, to deal with this subject, it is informative
to consider the dsnamical aspects of the collisions in the simplest terms. Here
we give simple approximations to the distance and time scales for the

interactions as \well as the changes in energy level positions and widths in a
manner similar to that proposed by Apell 142].

2.5.1 .\itra/atuo1t di. xuiLte

Neutralization of slow ions with deep potential %kells occurs while the ion is
some distance s from the metal surface. An estimate for this distance A hen an
electron tunnels o%er to the ion can be obtained b. equating the work function
it of the surface to the energy of the hole in the approaLhing Ion. Electron,

\kith cncrgy cit below the vacuum lcel. i.e. at the Fermi level, hac the
smallcst barrier to penetrate. The result is

s = QC, ,, . (I)

\%here Q,, is (te ion charge. This simple expression does not il hidc the image
potential shift sshich will further reduce the tunneling harrier nor the broad-
ening of the ionic energy levels due to interaction A~ith the metal. A conserva-
tl\e estinmate using a metallic wxork function of 5 eV is N= 2. 7Q [A]. This
distance is greater than typical atomic sizes and interatomic separations in
solids. Such neutralization transitions therefore occur before the close encoun-
ter betseen the projectile and a surface atoi

5.2 l,1Iow n(e Ir P rlclutrh:attonl
The neutrailization time can be estimated a, the time tri required for in

electron sith Ferni \clocit\ v, to travel from the surface to the ion \%hile the
ion i, at \ its

I he electronic transition period is thus t = 2 1(I :'Q JsJ. I sr , multipl\

charucd ion. \,\c considcr that neutralization take,, place a ,step\kise manner.
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When the ion reaches for a particular Q. the potential changes ito he
proportional 10 I Q 1and s decreases accordingl.y. The time i_, required for
the ion with 'clocit% i,, to travel between successive neutralizations Is

1,= ( H - '(Q(- I 1l/1", e 'I ''it,,

1:or multipl\ charged ions, the filling process can he decst.rihed hi a dimension -

less parameter 7 as:

T = 1-/, (11 u I'QIr, (Q 1A1  QI: J 4)

Writing the ion mass as Al QQ,,in defines the parameter Q_. introduced ill
eq. (4) I Q,, =37(X)). For T 1. thle ion is moving so slowlyI that \\e expect
neutralization to take place instantlN. i.e. slowA multipl\ chiarged ions are filled
by, an avalanche of electrons. For T 1. neutraliiation takes place in a1
,step\%isc fashion electron by electron. F:or %er\ fast ions, there is. insufficient
time for complete neutraliuation.

2 53 .Surla c rewo)mei titnie

The time scale of the electronic re~sponsNe in the solid is important to the
form and strength of the Interaction potential. This response time 'r of the
solid is of thle order of the in~erse surface plasion frequenc\ ,:. i.

tr 1 " S

['his must he compared ito the time iit takes for the ion ito tra e) ito the
sraefrom the position %for neuLtralization:

[:or a singl\ charged ion, assuming that s -2.7 A. the time I, required for
an ion of I (I MOOXX eV to travel fromn to the surface and hack out to i , of
the order of 1i) to 10 4 s. This defines a rapidity parameter 13 as:

0 -IIzQc~ cci ' (7)

Sin.c .: is of thle order of it I. /3 Qt it ,,. wre~re r,, is thle Bohr ,el(-cit\

V-,h Since isI, of the order of r, . 1 is of the same order as 7 for singli.
charged Ions, and aI factor Qlarger than Tr for ions x% ith Q -I.

2 _ 4 ticrgi level vhtfts and hr(iudeni,,g
When an ion approaches aI surface, its energy levels, iiii' shift and broaden

due to interaction% with thle electron hands in the solid. I his interaction cain be
co)mpo~sed of at least three components. iLe. van der Waals attractions, overlap
of electronic %%ave functions, and I Coulombic image force of attraction.
llagstrum (431 has show n that the polarizability of thle ion is so small that the
van der Waal.- forces are negligible for the range oft ion cinergies of interest
here. The oserlap of CLctronic aefunctions results in two effects, an
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resulting in neutralization; reionization can also occur at the crossing along
the outgoing trajectory.

3. Experimental methods

An ideal experiment involving the use of low ene-gy reactive ion beams to
study projectile-surface reactions and collision dynamics includes the follow-
ing features: the beam is mass-selected, has a narrow energy spread, and is
tunable over a large range (1-1000 eV). Both ions and substrate targets can be
chosen from a broad range of materials. The internal state distribution of the
reactants in the beam is well-defined. The beam-surface reaction is initiated
and allowed to progress in UHV conditions, in order to minimize any role of
background gases in the reaction. The reaction products, both on the surface
and in the gas phase, as well as their internal states can be monitored by
several techniques.

C '- 12

0 . ZO504S 50~-

Fig. 3 Schematic drawing of a low energy ion beam assembly and UHV analysis chamber - top
view. The components include: (1) ion source and gas inlet, (2) electrostatic quadrupole doublets.
(3) vacuum pumping port, (4) ceramic isolator for fligbt tube. (5) 60 sector electromagnet, (6)
gate valve. (7) 6* deflector plates (to eliminate fast neutrals) and turbomolecular pumping stage,
(8) rotatable flap serving as a differential pumping baffle and beam aperture, (9) decelerator lens,
(10) LEED/AES hemispherical grid analyzer. (11) He I/He ll UPS source, (12) CMA analyzer.
(13) viewport. (14) RGA mass spectrometer. (15) sample holder. (16) pulsing plate connections.

and (17) variable gas admission scheme.
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Generation of low energy (1-1000 eV) reactive ion beams is one of the most
important aspects of the experiment: this requires the techniques of ion optics
established in mass spectrometry. An example of the low energy ion beam line
and UHV spectrometer system [46-50] currentlv -,pcrated in tile present
authors' laboratory is shown in fig. 3. Ions are generated inside a Colutron
source by electron impact discharge of introduced gases. Since it is difficult to
transport low energy ions over long distances, they are accelerated to several
keV after being extracted from the source. The beam transfer optics are
floated at the negative potential of the acceleration energy. A 600 electromag-
netic sector is used for mass selection in the beam line. Fast neutral species
emanating from the mass analyzer are eliminated by a 6 beam deflector. The
ions are decelerated to the desired energy just prior to impact with the target.
The source ionization region is maintained at 1-500 eV above the grounded
target, thus defining the collision energy.

When reactive gases are used for generating the beam, the source region.

beam line. and scattering chamber must be efficiently differentially pumped.
This allows the reactions to be carried out under ultra-high vacuum condi-
tions, thus minimizing surface contamination and maximizing the detectability
of small amounts of surface products as well as desorhed species in real time.
In the system shown in fig. 3, four stages of differential pumping by oil
diffusion and turbomolecular pumps are used to reduce the gas pressure from
a few Torr in the source region down to the 10 "' Torr range in the main
chamber during ion exposure.

The collision chamber has facilities for cleaning (sputtering and heat

"nnealing) the sample and in situ analytical techniques for characterization of
the target surface as well as the scattered and desorbed species. It contains a
cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) with X-ray and LV source for photoelec-
tron spectroscopy (XPS and UPS) and an electron gun for Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES). a 180' hemispherical retarding grid for low energy
electron diffraction (LEED), and a quadrupole mass spectrometer for residual
gas analsis (RGA). In order to perform time-of-flight ion scattering measure-
ments. ,a mass spectrometer/TOF drift tube is placed in the position of the
LEED optics and a pulsed ion source is placed at the position of the RGA.

The system des,.ribed above was constructed from a conventional UHV

chamber in order to meet the requirements for use with reactive ion beams and
surface spectroscopic techniques for product analysis. If nonreactive gases are
to be used for generating the beam and the interaction of these gases with the
target surface and other components can be ignored. the ,vstem design can be
simplified in several ways. An example is the system designed by Winters
[51,52] in fig. 4 for tne use of rare-gas ions in low energy sputtering experi-
ments. Ions are generated in region V b, electron impact ionization of rare

gases. Electrons are accelerated from the source filament F, into this region
and collected at electrode F. 'he ions are provided with specific energies when
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they are accelerated through the biased grids H toward the target filaments
F, - ~. Tungsten filaments are used as targets and the amount of gas adsorbed
on and/or sputtered from these filament surfaces is determined by flash
desorption/ mass spectrometric detection.

a IiU i LI LAAAAAjAF4
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0 I 2

Fig. 4. Simplified set-up for low energy ion/surface studies. F, and F2 are the surfaces studies.
W ith permi ssion from ref. 1511.
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Scattering experiments can be performed by pulsing the low E beam and
using time-of-flight (TOF) and mass spectrometric detection methods. The
pulsing and TOF detection scheme [491 are shown in fig. 5. The slow ion beam
can be pulsed by using square wave potentials of opposite polarity on a set of
parallel electrostatic plates. By adjusting the delay of these square waves, a
window of less than I fis can be generated in which the sweep voltage goes to
zero, thereby gating the ion beam and generating an ion pulse. The scattered
particles travel through a quadrupole mass spectrometer that serves as a flight
tube (when all elements are grounded) or a mass analyzer for ions. Standard

A
1 19 b 19

PULSE ULSE
GENERATOR ENERATOR PI

START

TIME TO SOIAMPLITUDEI !ST--AM.:P3
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DEFLECTOR + 100w

DEFLECTOR 0

14-TOF CYCLE -"
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Fig+ 5. (A) Schematic diagram of the pulsing arnd ti-me-of-flight ITOF) detection scheme for 0-300
eV ions: (a) ion beam deceleration lens. (h) deflection plates. (c) sample. (d) ionizer. (e)
quadrupole rods. (f) channel electron multiplier. (g) grounded aperture, and (h) flight path.
Components (d) and (c) are grounded for TOE scattering (B) pulsing seq~uence used to generate a

low energy pulsed ion beam With permission from ref. 149).
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[25.53] TOF detection electronics and a channel electron multiplier (CEM) are
used for detection. The CEM detects both neutrals and ion,,. although the
detection efficiency (53-551 for neutrals is poor at low energies. This ulti-
mately determines the lowest E at which scattered neutrals can be detected
without post-ionization.

Lasers or electron beams must be used for post-loni/ation of ,erN low E
scattered. desorbed. or sputtered neutrals. In order to increase the SensitivitN
of the mass spectrometer, the quadrupole should be dirccted towards the
sample and as close as possible. The primary beam can be pulsed or chopped
and a lock-in amplifier used to process the mass spectrometer signals [56]. The
amplitude and the phase shift of the modulated signal allows the determina-
tion of reaction probability as well as reaction time constants for the selected
reaction products. The technique of matrix isolation has been used success-
fully 157.58] for analyzing sputtered and desorbed species. In this technique. a
cryohaffle partially surrounds the sample and ejected species are condensed on
these surfaces. If the surfaces are made of a transpar,-at material. spectro-
scopic measurements such as absorbance versus frequency can be made
through vicwports. Los and co-workers f59-61) have studied trapping prob-
abilities of hvperthermal alkali at-%-, beams (0.5 -30 eV) on surfaces. The beam
is produced by sputtering an alkali target with fast argon ions and energ.
selection is performed by means of a mechanical slotted disc selector. A cross
correlation t-%.hnique is used to determine the time response of the surface
during oombardment by the alkali atoms. The peak in this function corre-
,ponds to the fraction of projectiles which have been reflected b, the surface
and the exponential decay defines the mean residence time of the projectiles
which are initially trapped by the surface but will desorb after some adsorp-
tion time. In earlier experiments. Lemmon and co-workers [62.63] used radio-
active 1

4 C * beams in the range 5 to 100 eV to react with hydrocarbons that
were frozen at - 1960 C on a cold probe. The products were analyzed by
gas-liquid partition chromatography on an instrument that recorded both
mass (thermal conductivity cells) and radioactivity (proportional counter)
detection.

4. Kinematics and dynamics of ion-surface collisions

4.1. Binar collision model

For ion energies in the keV range, the binary elastic collision model
provides a good descnption of ion/surface collision kinematics and the laws
of conservation of energy and momentum can be used to describe scattered
trajectories and energies (641. Classical collision theory treats the scattered
particles as rigid spheres. where the repulsive potential between the colliding
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pair is zero before contact and infinity when the distance of closest approach
reaches the sum of the radii of the two spheres: there is no aitractive potential
in this model. A detailed treatment of classical dynamic, can be found in
several texts [65- 67]. In general. the collision geometry is defined in terms of a
particle of mass M1 and energy E which strikes a target atom with mass M.
which is initially at rest. If there were no interaction between the impinging
particle and the target atom, the particle would pass at a distance s" from the
target atom: this distance is called the impact parameter of the collision. As a
result of the interaction, the projectile is scattered through an angle 6 relative
io tie direction of the initial motion and the target atom is recoiled through an
angle 0 relative to the initial motion. Although a complete classical dynamics
calculation that follows individual trajectories is required for spectral simula-
tion 168.691. the major spectral features of scattered particles can be classified
into the two simple categories described below, for the purpose of interpreta-
tion and discussion. The prefix "quasi" is used in these categories to denote
that the description is greatly oversimplified. i.e. both the scattering and
recoiling trajectories are influenced by more than just one collision partner.
However. for the purpose of spectral interpretation, it is extremely useful to
have such simple classifications for the major features.

4. . I. Quasi-single scattering (SS)
Quasi-single scattering (SS) represents the cast of one large angle deflection

that is preceded and followed by a few very small deflections. This typically
produces a sharp scattering peak whose energy is near that of the theoretical
single-collision energy. This energy E, of a particle scattered from a single-col-
lision is given as

E, E(cos 0 + I nA ± s ' ) - A(10)

where A = M,/M. If the mass of the impinging particle is smaller than or
equal to the mass of the target atom. M1 : .11. and A _ 1. then the positive
sign in eq. (10) is used. If the mass of the impinging particle is greater than
that of the target atom. M, Al. and .4 < 1. both signs are used in the
expression. The energ_ of the scattered particle is then found to be a double
valued function of the scattering angle. i.e. there are two E, for each 6. For the
case of A < 1. the maximum SS scattering angle is

0, , =sin ' A. Il1)

4.1.2. Quast-multple cattering (MS)
Quasi-multiple scattering (MS) represents the case of at least two large

angle deflections that are preceded and follomed by smaller deflections. This
typically produces a scattering peak that is broader and at higher energy than
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the SS peak. The high-energy limit is approximated by repeated application of
eq. (10) for each large angle deflection, For example, in a double collision. eq.
(10) would be applied twice using scattering angles of 0/2 and the E, from the
first collision as the E input for the second collision. The high-energy limit for
MS converges rapidly as several small angles are used to approximate the total
scattering angle. The breadth of the MS peak arises from the various
multiple-angle combinations that can result in deflection into the laboratory
scattering angle 0. Besides the higher energy peak, MS sequences also produce
a broad, lo%,-intensity structure that can lie beneath and extend to lower
energics than mne SS peaL. Thi. broad structurz is a result of MS seq...nccs
that produce slower scattered particles. e.g. a double collision sequence with
one backscattering ( > 90 0 ) collision and one forward scattering collision or a
sequence in which a nrojectile penetrates below the outermost surface layer.
loses energy in collisions, and then re-emerges.

4.2. Extension to low enerKy reactiwe ions

As previously stated, the binary approximation is applicable to ions with
E > I keV. In contrast, for ions with E < I eV, particle motions are coupled to
the surface phonons and the binary collision approximation no longer pro-
vides a valid description of the scattering process. In the intermediate region
(E = 1-1000 eV) there are gradual transitions from the regime of simultaneous
many-body interactions, governed by weak long-range potentials. to that of
sequences of quasi-independent binary collisions, governed by strong short-
range interactions. Likewise at these lower energies. attractive potentials
between active ions and the surface become important.

Tongson and Cooper [701 have studied noble gas scattering using a mass
spectrometric technique and concluded that the binary approximation model
is valid down to 20 eV, whereas Veksler [711 and Arifov [72] reached the
opposite conclusion for the scattering of alkali ions in the same energy range.
Hulpke 1731 has interpreted the scattering of Li* from W(I10) and Si(l11)
surfaces at energies between 2 and 20 eV within the framework of the binary
collision model by appending an attractive part to the interaction p"let'.tiAl
between the colliding partners. The extensive theoretical work of Meyer and
co-workers 1741 suggests that surface rainbows are due to the corrugation of
the interaction potential and therefore allow the determination of the potential
hypersurface. Recently. the importance of such ion-atom potentials in atom
ejection sequences during reactive ion bombardment simulations has been
emphasized by Harrison et al. (751. These authors have found that at low
energies, molecular ejection (some species even containing the impinging
reactive ion) is favored over sputteuing of atomic species. This observation has
significant implications with regard to the correlation of reaction probabilities.
reactive ion induced desorption or chemical sputtering of adla~ers. deposition
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of films by reactive ion bombardment, and associated effects.
Due to the relative lack of experimental data in the low energy regime. the

detailed description of the dynamics of ion scattering primarily comes from
trajectory simulations. One model, developed by Kasi et al. 1491. provides a
good description of the trajectories of both noble gas and active ions in the
1-200 eV range. This model generates the classical trajectories by solving
Hamilton's equations of motion for a sN stem consisting of the projectile and a
model surface atom lattice. The interactive potential for each particle is given
as a sum of pairwise contributions and the force acting on the particle is
obtained by taking the negative of the p,,tenvial gradient The pairwise
potential employed was the Biersack-Ziegler 176] (BZ) potential for the noble
gas ion and a combination of Morse 1771 and Biersack Ziegler potentials
(MBZ) for the reactive ions. The MBZ potential is defined as

V,B,(S =(s ) V,(s) + [ -- f(s)I V,(S). (12)

where s is an interatomic distance. 11/(s) and Vm(s) are the Biersack-Ziegler
and Morse potentials. respectively, and f(s) is the mixing function, given by:

f(s)l. for s_s,.
f(s) =cos'[(s-s,)/2(s.,-s,)]. for s, s,. (13)

f(s) = 0. for s>s,.

The values of s, and s, are deternuned from the conditions

V" (s.) = 0 (14)

and

S, = Sa/lO. (15)

The MBZ potential incorporates both a short-range repulsive, interaction,
modeled by P,,, and a long-range attractive interaction, modeled by Vm .

The differences in the scattering trajectories of a noble gas ion, Ne, and an
active ion, O'. from Ni are shown in fig. 6. Whereas the scattered Ne flux ii
strongly focused around 900 and 120'. the 0* flux exhibits a more isotropic
angular distribution.

Sdected trajectories representing typical SS and DS events for 50. 100, and
200 eV Ne, 0', and C' scattering from the model of Ni 11) into a detector
at =900 are shown in figs. 7 and 8. The impact parameters for these
trajectories lie on the long axis of the surface cell and. consequently, the
•."jcctcries are planar. The ordinates on these plots are the normal distances
of the projectiles from the surface and the abscissas represent the projectile
coordinate along the surface (figs. 7A and 9A) or the time spent by the
projectiles along the course of the trajectory (figs. 7B and 8B). As seen in figs.
7A and 8A. the impact parameters contributing to the scattering angle e = 900
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"' 0 '

A . .. . . . .

Fig 6. rrajectory simulations using a one-dimensional string model for 50 eV Ne" and 0'
scattenng from Ni(l 11) at 45 incidence. The BZ and MBZ potentials have been used for Ne"
and 0. respectively. The perpendicular particle-surface distance versus horizontal distance along
the surface has been plotted. Atomic centers in the string are indicated by small circles. With

permission from ref. 149).

differ slightly for the three projectiles; zero on the abscissa represents the
position of the surface target atom that causes the first large angle deflection.

It is clear from these figures that the reactive ion trajectories, particularly
those with low energies, are bent towards the surface on both their incoming
and outgoing courses and that the large deflections away from the surface take
place within rather short sections of the trajectory. On Ike contrary. deflec-
tions of Ne" trajectories away from the surface are distributed over larger
trajectory segments. It is also apparent from figs. 7A and 8A that in the low E
region, - 50 eV, the active ions have distances of closest approach (so) that
are significantly shorter than those of Ne + . Such a difference cannot be
accounted for by mass considerations alone as attested by the comparable
values of s0 observed at 200 eV. Table I lists so for each atom at different
energies as predicted by both the MBZ potential and the BZ potential. The
ratios of these distances, s,,, = SMBZ/Sz, are also listed in table 1. The s,,
values decrease with decreasing E. indicating that the effect of the attractive
potential on so becomes increasingly important at low energies. This effect is
larger for C than for 0, consistent with a deeper attractive well depth for C.
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The time plots show that the active ions scatter "early" along the trajectory
compared to Ne . A combination of the lighter mass and attractive well depth
results in this scattering feature of the active ions.

Changes in the interaction potentials along the projectile trajectory have
been investigated at 50 and 200 eV for typical SS and MS events and the
results are shown in figs. 9 and 10. The corresponding ion trajectories are
superimposed on the diagrams. It is apparent that in each case a large
deflection ,,ccurs within the regions of the repulsive potential maxima. These
maxima are broader for Ne than iur 0 and C. particularly at low energies.
This indicates that the long-range attractive potential contributions from
nearest and next-nearest neighbors make the repulsive potential regions sharper
for the active ions. Hence, an impinging Ne' ion scatters from a more
uniformly corrugated Ni potential hypersurface than 0 * and C". This makes
the scattered Ne* flux more dependent on the incoming direction (i.e. more
anisotropic) in comparison with the scattered flux of O* , as indicated in fig. 6.
Also, the width of the repulsive scattering regions as well as the shapes of the
corresponding projectile trajectories at 50 eV show that the scattering cannot
be interpreted as a sequence of nearly independent binary collisions and that a
many-body interaction picture must be used to describe the event.

N A -7 'e . S" 'Oev

- C•e,

NI

- .. .. . . - . ..

Fig. 7. Trajectory simulations of typical single scattering collisions of Ne ( ). O ( ).
and C* (- - -) using the BZ potential for Ne and the MBZ potential for 0 and C (A)
Perpendicular particle-surface distance versus horizontal distance along the surfAce. (B) Per-
pendicular parlicle-surface distance versus time (in fs) along the course of the trajectory. The
orign of the ordinate axis repre-gnts the outermost atomic layer of the surface. With permission

from ref, [491.
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Fig. 8. Similar to fig. 7 but for double scattering collisions. With permission from ref. [49[,

Table 1
Calculated fraction of scattered flux ( F) and distances of closest approach s0 for SS and MS " 

of
Ne '. C. and 0* from Ni at 0 - 90* and several primay energies E (from ref. 149)

E (eV) F( x 10 -) h' (A) s8, (A)

Ne' 200 14 0.864 -

(19) (1.06)
100 34 1.06 -

(30) (1.36)
50 120 - 1.30 -

(220) (1.60)

0. 200 5.6 0.735 0.816 0.90
(0.71) (0.853) (1.01) (0.75)

100 6.5 0.839 1.01 0.83
(1.0) (0.982) (1.27) (0.77)

50 5.5 0.930 1.24 0.75
(1.5) (1.03) (1.59) (0.65)

C 200 4.7 0.651 0.753 0.87
(0.33) (0.761) 10.940) (0.81)

100 5.0 0.730 0.941 0.78
(0.39) (0.853) (1.18) (0.72)

50 4.3 0.799 1.16 0.69
(0.48) (0.914) (1.51) (0.60)

Multiple scattering data are in parentheses.
h F is proportional to the differential scattering cros-section.

3 - maUBZ/1&Z
'
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Fig. 9. Plots of the total scattering potential and single scattering trajectories vemus distance

traveled along the course of the trajectory for Ne". 0 ,. and C* tons scattering at (A) 50 eV and

(Bi 200 eV at 8- 90g. The left ordinate labels the potential and the right ordinate labels the

normal distance of the particle from the surface. With permission from ref. [49).

F-

A N 6, T k

Fig. 10 Similar to fig. 9 hut for double %caltering colision, With permission from ref. 149)
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Fig. II Plots of the ratio, of the watlering cnergy to priman, nerg$ (E, .) %crusu primar\
energy E from experimental (EXP) SS and MS measuremnts. the binar- collision appro\imation.

and from the trajectorN (TRJ) calculations With permission from ref (491

The relevance of such trajector% simulations can he seen by comparison to

the available experimental data. Fig. 11 shows the relative scattering energies
E,/E versus E for MS and SS of Ne. C and 0 from Ni. The scattering
energies calculated from the trajectory simulations are in good agreement with
the experimental scattering energies. The trajector , calculations successfully
predict the steep increase in EJE with increasing E for Ne. The calc tions
also predict a sharp decrease in E,/E versus E at low primary energies. for
active ions. however there is no experimental data to confirm this.

4.3. S(altering of pol'alonw ions

The scattering behavior of polyatomic ions in this low energy range is
complicated by the presence of several additional degrees of freedom, namely
rotation, vibration and dissociation. Fig. 12 shows a typical TOF spectrum for
the scattering of 100 eV CO' from Ni(111). The spectrum is broad and
featureless. This is due to the fact that the scattered flux consists of not only
CO but C and 0 resulting from dissociation. When an incident diatomic ion
dissociates, its kinetic energy is distributed to the resulting fragments accord-
ing to their mass. For CO. 58% of the incident energy goes to 0 upon
dissociation while 42% goes to C. The scattering TOF expected for 100 eV CO
multiple scattering as well as for 59 eV 0 and 42 eV C" single and multiple
wcattering are indicated in fig. 12. As can be seen, the binary collision model
provides a good description of the scattering energies for this complex system.

The dominant feature of polyatomic scattering is the collisionally induced
dissociation of the ion. There is ser little experimental data concerning the
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Fig. 12 TOtI spectra for 1W eV CO sc*attering from Ni at A)" !'oiliion marked are for iat 42

e' C multiple scattering. (h) 59 cV () multiplc %caitenng. (c) 42 cV ( * single scattering. Id) 'X
eV O * single cattenjig. and (e) 100 eV (() multiple scattering With pernission from ref [49]

dissociation of polvatornic ions at lok energies. hokexer insight mav he gained
by examining work at higher kinetic energies.

The interaction of keV diatomic ions with surfaces has received a great deal
of interest in recent Near;. When diatonuc ions are scattered from surfaces, the
scattered flux consists of surviving molecular species in addition to atomic
species resulting from dissociation. Most of the work has been concentrated on
H" scattering [28.78-811. At scattering energies up to several keV. small
molecular ion fractions ( - < 5') survive tile collisions, even though the elastic
losses to the surface are much larger than the bond energy of the molecular
ion.

Extension to heavier diatomic ions has been confined primarily to N.'
129,31,82--86]. Balashova et al. [31.84] have found that some N,' survives even
at collision energies up to 30 keV and also noted a strong directional
dependence to the scattered N, flux. Heiland and Taglauer [83] have ohserved
that molecular ion survivJ is strongl\ dependent on the surface condition for
N.' scattering from Ni at a primary ion energ, of 4(X) eV and scattering angle
of 200. The molecular ion yield was found to increase bh a factor of two for
scattering from a nitrided Ni(110) surface as compared to the clean or sulfur
covered surface. They attributed this to more effective vibrational quenching
of the scantered N.' b surface N than bN Ni or S.

4.3.1. General lewtures f idiatomic stattrmy in the ke ' range
The energy spectra for 2.0 keV N, scattering from gold and graphite are

given in fig. 13 IS7. Each spectrum consists of two peaks. the high kinetic
energy peak corresponding to surviving molecular ions and the low energ\
peak corresponding to dissociated atomic ions, Also shown in fig. 13 are the
energies for multiple and single sca,,n-,.. of 2.0 keV N, and 1.0 keV N"
calculated from eq. (10). The motc,-uai ion peak occurs at the multiple
scattering energy while the atomic ion neak occurs at the single scattering
energy. This result is general, having aiso been observed in CO' scattering
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from Mg (271. This is expected as it is more likely that a diatomic ion will
survive multiple soft collisions rather than a single hard collision. The second
point of importaice is the relative width of the molecular peak to the atomic
peak. For N" &,cattering from gold the atomic peak is t\vice as broad as the
molecular ion peak. This is a common feature to dissociation of high energy
diatomic ions (881 and will be discussed in more detail below. The various
aspects of diatomic scattering and the mechanism of dissociation will be
discussed below.

4.3.2. Classical effects
The first theoretical in'erpretation of the scattering behavior of polvatomic

ions was given by Bitenski and Parillis 189-91]. They employed classical
trajectory considerations to explain the survival of high energy molecular ions
reflecting from surfaces. Basically they consider the atoms of a diatomic ion to
move along independent trajectories. The incomit g trajectories are correlated
by the bond distance of the molecular ion and the orientation of the molecular
axis to the direction of incidence. The scattering trajectories are shown iII lig.
14. I the incident molecular orientation i, such that the relative kinetic energy

20 keV N* SCATTERING
AT 8- 22"

GRAPHITE SURFACE

I A

zC
tc

V) D

G COLD SURFACE

BA

20 15 10 05 0
SCATTERING ENERGY (WieA1

Fig. 13 Positive ton ESA spectra for 2.0 keV N2 scattering from graphite and gold surfaces. The
letters represent energies calculated from eq (10) for the following casc (I/) 20 keV N* single
scattenng. (h) 2.0 keV N2 double cattenng. (C) 1 0 keV N ' single scat tnn,. W) 1 0 keV N

double scattenng. With permission from ref. 1971
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V. -

1 2 E1

Fig 14 In-plane double scattering of a diatomic molecule from a single-crvstal surface. The
surface lattice constant of a lov.-index crystallographic direction is d. impact parameters are h
and scattenng angles 9. The internuclear separation of the molecule is I. r, and v2. are the

velocity vectors after the scattering. With permission from ref. 193).

of the two atoms after scattering is less than the bond energy, E ,.of the ion.
i.e.

£,1 = 4'MI ( V1 - V2)- E,, (16)

the scattering is associative. If Er, > Eb, the scattering is dissociative. Using
this approach they were able to derive expressions for the molecular ion
survival fraction. Their treatment also predicts the broadening of the energy
distributions of the dissociated atoms which they attribute to self-scattering of
the individual atoms. The agreement of this model is good for high energy
collisions 131.841 but poor for low energy scattering (861. One interesting
aspect of this model is that it predicts overpopulation of high rotational levels
for the surviving molecular ion. This has yet to be confirmed experimentally.

Jakas and Harrison 1921 performed Monte Carlo simulations of diatomic
scattering and found that such phenomena as target atom recoil and inter-
nuclear interactions play an important role in the suri.,val of the molecular
ion.

4.3.3 Electronw effects
The most extensive work on electronic effects in diatomic scattering was

performed by Heiland et al. [931. The classicai considerations of
Bitenski- Parillis and Jakas-Harrison can account for surviving molecular
ions. atomic ions and neutrals in the scattered flux of a diatomic ion. These
approaches cannot account for the scatterng of neutral molecules as this
%%ould require electron transfer from the surface to the molecular ion. Scattered
neutral molecules have been observed 129,30,49,86,94-96) in time-of-flight
spectra of scattered diatomics from a variety of surfaces. For example. fig. 15
shows the time-of-flight spectrum of 550 eV Ws scattering from Ni(11). The
scattered ions have been accelerated after scattering. It is clearly observed that
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Fig. 15. Time-of-flight spectra of 550 eV N" scattering from NitllI) The sharp peak super-
imposed on the neutral position is due to neutral N 2. With permission from ref. 1931.

the majority of the scattered flux is neutral. Also the sharp feature at the
center of the neutral peak is assigned to neutral N, scattering. Obviously at
the lower energies employed in these experiments, charge exchange with the
surface plays an important role.

Heiland et al. [931 have proposed a model for electronic interaction of
polyatomic ions with surfaces. Fig. 16 depicts schematically the possible
charge exchange processes between an incident diatomic ion and the surface.
Neutralization of the incoming ion can proceed via resonant transfer between
the surface valence band and molecular orbitals of the ion at the same energy

_,

C

C

C

0

Internuclear Separation in Molecule

Fig. 16 Schematic illustration of posible charge exchange processes between a molecule and a
surface. On the left is the "Ferni-sca" of solid state electrons. To the right the ionization energy
of three typical molecular states as a function of the internuclear separation. The ,tte% shown are
the ground statc. an antibonding state correlating with A + B and an excited state correlating with
A* -B. Sonic possible electronic processes are re")nant neutralization RN. resonant ionization

RI and Auger neutralization AN. With permission from ref (931.
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or by Auger neutralization to molecular orbitals lying below the valence band.
Electron transfer into a bound molecular orbital results in neutral molecular
scattering. Transfer into an antibonding orbital results in dissociation and
neutral atomic scattering. The energy of the transferred electron in excess of
the dissociation limit is given off as relative kinetic enerv of the resulti
-e..... :--;. diss.iation, This explains the broadened energy distribution

of the scattered molecular fragments. Snowdon et al. (951 analyzed the energy
distribution of scattered neutral atomic N following N2* scattering from
Ni(1 11) by transforming the experimental energy distributions into relative
kinetic energy distributions in the center of mass system. The relative kinetic
energy distributions they obtained are shown in fig. 17. The relative kinetic
energy distribution is constant for primary ion energies less than 1 keV. At
higher ion energies the distributions broaden and the tail extends to higher
relative kinetic energies. They attribute this to the contribution of rovibra-
tional excitation at higher primary ion energies. Their work suggests that
classical breakup mechanisms (i.e. rovibrational dissociation) is negligible at
primary ion energies below 1 keV and that electronic excitation is the primary
dissociation mechanism at these lower energies.

Additional support for electronically induced dissociation comes from
studies of the effect of lowering the work function of Ni by Cs adsorption on
N* and O' scattering 196]. The effects are shown in fig. 18. The neutral N2
yield increases dramatically upon Cs adsorption. clearly indicating the role of
electron transfer in the formation of neutral N2.

The work of Heiland et al. clearly demonstrates the role of electron transfer
in the collisional dissociation of diatomic ions leading to neutral atomic
scattering. Sass and Rabalais [87) have recently reported a study of N'
scattering from graphite and gold surfaces. They measured the energy distribu-
tions of the scattered N+ ions resulting from dissociation. These energy

10

E < 1keV

-. E =205 keV

5 -. .1 keV

0 .
0 10 20 30 40

C lev)

Fig. 17. Relative kinetic energy dismnbution of N atoms observed following dissociative attch-
ment to N." ai a Ni( Ill) surface. E0 is the pnmar ion energy. With permis.ion from ref. I93l
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Fig. 18. Neutral partice dme-d.-fligit spetra of 1.5 keV N+ interacting at grazing incidence with
(a) clean Ni and (b) Ni+ Cs. For O under ideaicai coaditions (c) and (d) are observed. With

permision from ref. [93).

distributions were then converted to relative energy distributions in the center
of mass system and are shown in fig. 19. The behavior is similar to the neutral
N data of Heiland [95]. These relative kinetic energy distributions reflect the
energy released upon dissociation. The incoming N+ can undergo resonant or
Auger neutralization according to the mechanism of Heiland 193] leading to
neutral scattering. Ionic scattering arises from those molecules which eurvive
in their original charge state or are reionized on the outgoing trajectory. Those
molecules which survive in their original charge state collide with a surface
atom in the close encounter. In the close encounter significant orbital overlap
between the target atom and the molecular ion occurs, resulting in electron
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Fie, 19. Relati%%: kineit. energy di,.trihutions of the nitrogen atomic N ' ons~ resulting from 1.5.
3.0. and 4.5 kc%' N." caittenng from gold and graiphite ait 9 22 * With permission from re:f 171

promotion iccording to the Fano- Lichten mechanism [971. Electron promo-
tion into an antibonding state of the molecular ion results in dissociation. For
N,". the relative kinetic energy distributions indicate that most of the molecu-

34, 7 - -
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Fig. 20. Encrg lcesl diagram for N," [he ordinate represents the potential energy of all electron
hound to N,* . The zero of energ, is the zere-point energ.y of ground state 11' neutral N. The
Franck -('ondon region illustrate% a transition leading io dissociation into N( S 1) ' P With

permission from ref l171
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lar ions dissociate from levels 0-9 eV in excess of the dissociation limit.
Examination of the N,' energy level diagram in fig. 20 shows that electronic
excitation of N, in the close encounter to the dissociative D-, I state or
predissociative C'- Y state will give rise to these relative kinetic energies. Thus
electron promotion in !he close encounter may also play an important role in
the collisionally induced dissociation mechanism of molecular ions.

4. 3.4. Extension to large molecules
Cooks and co-workers [35,98,991 have studied the fragmentation of large

molecules such as metal carbonyls and hydrocarbons following low energy
( < 100 eV) impact with metal surfaces by mass spectrometry. The fragmenta-
tion patterns show a strong dependence on incidence energy, however in
general much richer fragmentation patterns are obtained from this method
than from gas-phase collisional induced dissociation. This area of research
promises to develop into a powerful new analytical tool in mass spectrometry.

5. Charge transfer process in ion-surface collisions

Inelastic processes in ion-surface collisions can result in the conversion of
translational kinetic energy into electronic excitation and ionization of the
atoms in the collision pair. This electronic excitation of the scattered or
sputtered particles can result in such phenomena as shifts in the scattering
energy from the elastic scattering position [10-131. variation in the specific
charge states of the sputtered or scattered species 124-261 or emission of
electrons and photons from the projectile or target species 114.19).

In the past, most studies of inelastic collisional processes have been carried
out in the gas phase [38-401 where the number of inelastic channels is limited.
The study of ion -surface collisions is comp!;,i:-.".;d by the multitude of inelastic
channels possible. One of the major goals of research in this area is to
determine which of these inelastic channels are operative in specific ion-surface
collisions.

Projectiles scattered in distinct single binary collisions (SS) with a surface
atom offer a unique opportunity to study inelastic ion-surface collisions in
that their trajectories and velocities are well defined. Likewise, directly re-
coiled (DR) surface atoms constitute a specific case of secondary particles for
which the collision energy. DR atom velocity, trajectory and point of origin
are well known. The study of these well defined cases of primary and
secondary particles allows the channels by which the translational energy of
the primary ion is converted to electronic excitation and ionization energy to
be determined. The fraction of primary or recoiled atoms in an ionized state as
a result of a specific scattering or direct recoiling event is determined as the
differential ion fraction Y ,. The ion fraction is the ratio of the number of
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positive, N*, or negative. N-, ions to the total number of particles recoiled or
scattered into a specific solid angle, and is given by

Y, [( + '--) -N ]IN +N* N ),(17)

where N is the number of neutrals. In this chapter we will attempt to give an
overview of the methods by which ion fractions are measured and the
information that the measurement of ion fractions provide on the charge
exchange channels operative in ion -surface collisions.

5.)1. Experimental considerations

The measurement of scattered and recoiled ion fractions requires the ability
to separately analyze the scattered or recoiled neutral and ion flux. Two basic
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approaches to this problem have been employed. In the first approa.h [100).
the reflected ions are first analyzed with an electrostatic analyzer. The neutrals
are then analyzed by first electrostatically deflecting the scattered ions from
the scattered flux. The remaining scattered neutrals then pass into a stripping
cell where they are ionized by collisions with a buffer gas. The resulting ions
are then analyzed with the electrostatic analyzer. The ion fraction is then the
ratio of the signal for scattered ions to the signal when the neutrals are
ionized. This approach suffers from the efficiency of the stripping cell which
limits the accuracy of the measured ion fractions and the types of species
which can be studied.

The second method for the measurement of ion fractions employs time-of-
flight detection of the scattered and recorded particles [251. A schematic of the
apparatus used in these experiments is given in fig. 21. Basically, a pulsed ion
beam is directed at the sample and the scattered and recoiled flux is velocity
analhzed by time-of-flight (TOF) techniques. TOF analysis allows the simulta-
neous measurement of the velocity spectrum of both the neutrals and ions.
The TOF spectrum of the neutrals only is then measured b electrostatic
deflection of the scattered ions before they reach the detector. The ion fraction
can then be obtained by subtracting the neutral only (N) spectra from the ion
plus neutral (N + N- + N ) spectra. The ion fractions determined by this
method are more accurate than those determined with the use of a stripping
cell since the neutrals are measured directly. It is also applicable to any
system. This method does suffer, however. from the inherently lower resolu-
tion of the TOF velocity analysis than electrostatic energy analysis.

5.2. Model for scattered ion fractions (Y. )

Scattered ion fractions have been measured for several ion/surface combi-
nations [19,24.25.100-110]. For noble gas [109] and active ions 1105] on metal
surfaces. Y, values range from 0-70%, while for alkali ions [110]. Y, is
typically > 80%. In order to trace the phenomena that contribute to this wide
range in scattered ion fractions, the collision sequence must be analyzed at all
points of the scattering trajectory. Due to their low ionization potentials, the
alkali ions represent a specific case of primary ion and will be treated
separately below.

We divide the ion trajectory near the surface into three segments: (i) the
incoming trajectory, (ii) the close encounter, and (iii) the outgoing trajectory.
In steps (i) and (iii), it is assumed that charge exchange occurs via Auger and
resonant transitions according to the treatment of Hagstrum [1111. In segment
(ii). the ionization and neutralization probabilities are determined by the
distance of closest approach. s,, according to the Fano-Lichten mechanism
[97.1121.
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5.2. 1. Incoming and outgoing trajectories
The transition rate R(s) along the incoming or outgoing trajectory is

assumed to be only a function of the perpendicular distance s of the ion from
the surface. Assuming a simple exponential rate function (I11.

R(s) =.4 exp(-as), (18)

where A (time -1) is a pre-exponential constant and a (distance ') determines
the ion-surface interaction range. Defining P,(s, t,,) as the probability that a
particle with incoming velocity v, perpendicular to the surface will reach s in
its original charge state, it can be shown that

P,(s. )= exp[ - ( A,/a', ) exp( -as). (19)

For an outgoing particle, P0(s, vt) is the probability that a particle with
outgoing velocity t' perpendicular to the surface will reach s = X in its
original charge state and is given by

P.(s. ' = exp(A,,/at,)[exp( -as) - 11. (20)

5.2.2. The close encounter
In the close encounter. we define two additional processes, P.(so) and

P,(s,,) which are functions only of the distance of closest approach s, for a
given projectile/target combination. P,(s,,) is the probability for neutraliza-
tion of ions that have survived the incoming trajectory and Pl(so) is the
probability that neutrals formed along the incoming irajectory will be re-
ionized at s. The mechanism for Ps(s(,) and P1(s) is according to electron
promotion in the close encounter as described by united-separated atom
diagrams [97.1121. i.e.. the Fano-Lichten mechanism. These processes, coupled
with electron transfer on the incoming trajectory. P,. and outgoing trajectory.
P,. are shown schematically in fig. 22.

In the discussion above, it was assumed that the scattered primary ion can
assume only two charge states, namely m -0. + 1. This is because the
production of negative charge states for noble gas ions. the primary ions used
in the majority of these studies, is negligible. Also at the primary ion kinetic
energies used in these studies (0.1-10 keV). the production of multiply charged
positive ions is insignificant.

5.2.3. Final Y, expressimns
Based on these assumptions. expressions for the scattered ion fractions Y.

are derived by considering a primary ion beam of No" ions impinging on the
surface. The yield of scattered atoms in charge state m. "', is given by

N"'= kN,(d/d2) WM2 nP"', (21)

where k is a spectrometer constant, do/dfl is the differential scattering cross
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Fig. 22 Denvation of the probabilities for consectutive neutrallIZItIOn and ionization alonP the
three segments of the ion trajectory Only two channels yield ions: the upper channel producex

PoR type and thc lower channel produces P(-. type ions. With Permission from ref. 11091.

section. .AS2 is the acceptance solid angle of the detector, n is the surface atomn
density and P"' is (he probability for atom N to he in charge state ni = 0, + I
at s = ic following a scattering event. Tracing the probabilities for consecutive
neutralization and ionization along the three segme its of (he scattering
trajectory as shown in fig. 22. it ts found that only two channels yield scattered
tons, P) and P( t- OR represents ions which have survived neutralization in
all three segments of the scattering trajectory while P(., represents ions formed
by reionization of neutrals formed on the incoming traj ectory in the close
encounter. The overall positive ion scattering probabilitN is then

P*= P(tR + P(+ - (22)

where

The neutral scattering probability is given by

Po P, ( - P, )(I - P') + P.P, + (I1- P.) P,(I - P") +t (I - P, (I - P,)

(24)

The scattered ion fraction is then

Y 4 = N /( N *+ N ) -POR + PF (25)

Eq. (25) has the expected behavior in the limits of low and high kinetic energy.

For example, at low incidence energy where st, is large. inelastic processes in
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the close encounter are negligible, hence

P, =Pi- 0  and ', =P",
as described by Hagstruin [1111. In the high ener-v limit.
C' = I

a

and therefore
P,=P- I.

Y, is then gi\en by
Y=I - P,.

i.e.. the only neutrals are those produced in the close encounter.

5.2.4. Transition probahilties
Rigorous calculation of the electronic transition probabilities or charge

exchange probabilities in the close encounter and along the incormng and
outgoing trajectories are beyond the scope of this paper. Such calculations
represent an active area of research 1113-119]. This section presents a qualita-
tive approach which can be used to understand the general behavior of ion
surface charge exchange.

10

8 Ar.22-

6 Ne.22

w
z
W,

ij Ne,45
1111

z

0.2 0.4 0.6
DISTANCE OF

CLOSEST APPROACH (A)

Fig. 23 Catculated distances of clo,-st approach %ersus primary ion kinetic energ) for Ne/'Mg
collision, it 220 and 45' and Ar/Mg collisions at 22' The sum of the radii of maximum radial
charge denit\ for Varnous combinations of the L and K shells are indicated on the figure With

permission from ref. 11091.
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Consider electron promotion in the close encounter. The processes oc-
curring in the close encounter P, and P, have a strong dependence on the
actual distance betwkeen the colliding atoms. The distance of closest approach
s,, can be calculated from scattering calculations [1091. Plots of s,, versus E are
shown in fig. 23 along with the positions corresponding to the sum of the radii
of maximum radial charge density for various combinations of electronic
shells of importance in Ne' and Ar* collisions with Mg. The plots show that
for incidence energies greater than - 2 keV. significant penetration of the core
atomic shells is achieved.

Specific electron promotions in the close encounter can be predicted [1121
by constructing separated-united atom diagrams and using diabatic correla-
tions 1120J. Such diagrams. as fig. 24. show that as the separated atoms merge
to form a molecule, filled MO's resulting from inner shells cross neutral MO's
that correlate to higher principle quantum number AO's of the separated
atoms. As atoms approach and recede from each other, electronic transitions

100

3p3 39*

4 44. 4f.

Ol4f. 3. 5d,

/ P/

4_ 3d 4 2v-

/ 3d, 2.
2 V. /0

2p.//
105d 2e Is

iO2@'

2. /p 2s '~

C 2.-
-L 10 Zi2o

'Ti Ne*Mg Ar Ne*°O

Internuclear Distance

Fig. 24. United-separated .m correlation diagram for electrons in the field of two differently
charged nuclei. Diahatic MO's connect levels of the infinitels separated atoms (nght) with those
of the united atom (left), maintaining the same value of the quantum number difference (n - /y
MO*, with m - 0. I. 2 (o. ir. 8) are denoted by solid, dashed and dotted lines. repectiiels With

permission from ref 11091
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can occur at these crossings with the result that electrons can he trapped in
AO's of high principal quantum number. The resulting electronic configura-
tions yield autoionizing and highly excited discrete states whose lifetime
(10-7-10 '4 s) are longer than the collision times (10 ' I0 " s).

For Ne-Mg collisions, fig. 24. the diagram shows that excitatin energy can
be channeled into Ne through its 2p orbital which correlates \.,th the highlk
promoted 4fo MO. Electronic transitions [1211 from the 4fa MO to other n
MO's (e.g.. 3s, 4p. 4 s. etc.) can occur via radial coupling and transitions to ir
MO's in which the component of orbital angular momentum along the
internuclear axis. .\ changes by one unit (e.g.. 3p. 3d. 4f) can occur b\
rotational coupling. Autoionizing and excited states produced in this encoun-
ter are major contributors to high Y, values. Although such diagrams are only
qualitative, the significant feature is that electrons occupying highly promoted
MO's are very weakl\ bound to the molecule ( - I eV binding energy) and are
easil\ ionized.

Consider the incoming and outgoing trajector of the scattered particle.
Electronic transitions along these trajectories are governed b the relative
positions of the electronic energy levels of the solid and scattered particle. The
transitions can he divided into two categories, resonance and Auger transi-
tions. Letting N" represent a scattered ion of charge state m and S represent a
target surface with v electrons in its valence hand. a resonance transition can
be represented as

N"+xe 5 iN" +v -- l)e 5  (26)

In such a resonance surface-to-particle charge-transfer transition fS - N)
an electron tunnels from a filled level of the solid into a leel containing a
vacancy at the same cnerg\ of the particle. Transition I or (S - N) can occur
onlN when the particle possesses a vacancy in the level F, which is within the
energy bounds ' I I E,' I <  IE[I or J-'1 I <  I E,' I I E, . Resonant par-
ticle-to-surface charge-transfer (N - S) transitions can only O.tur when the
scattered particle possesses an occupied level Ei' which satisfics the condition

,"' < E, and E", < E,
A tmo-electron or Auger surface-to-particle charge-transfer transition ( ,- S

- N) in\olxcs the simult:neous transition of two electrons such is

N"+ ve, .N"' ' -(I-2)e, +e (27)

In this process an elctron from a filled valence band of the solid tunnels into
the scattered particle %%ell and dropps into a discrete vacant level: a second
electron of the solid is excited into the conduction hand or ejected into the
continuum -\n Auger transition can onlN occur when the scattered particle
possesses a \.awanc\ in the level E,' which satisfies the conditions, for a metal
E, < E,' and for an insulator I 1  I < E,' and ! 1.,' 21 L" 1,
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5..?E x ten oon of moel to direct/i rt mled ([DR) toll Ira( tion

D)R Ion fractions are typicall\ lcss thar, 30 1 122 1 2_51 IThe model of Ion
fractions of scattered Ions is dircctl applicable to he Ion fractions of DR
particles with two rnidi fikations. First. since thle DR particle originates at the
surface, its trajectory consists of" onlN t5~o segments: (I) the close encounter
and (it) the outgoing tr.IJeCtkir\. Secondlk, the orig.inal charge 'tate of the DR
atoni in the surface is not as clearly defined as an Impinging Ion.

Two Fano -Licnten tvpe processes are defined in the close encounter. P"'
and P'. Considering target atoms in charge state oz. P" IN the probabilit%
that these atomis will be reduced to charge state ( m - I I and P' is the
probability that these atomns %%ill lose one electron to produce charge state
(P7 -t 1) as, a result of the collision. These processes are shos' n scheinlaticall.\ in
fig. 25. Hlere the subscripts 1. 2. and 3 denote. respctivel\. the undisturbed
targelt morn, the a torn immediatels after the close encounter %klith a projectile
atom, andtile atomn infinitely far from the surface folloks ing the outgoinu,
trajector\ . Prior to the close encounter. the number oif target atoms in charge

stt IN i 1  Following the encounter the charge states are described by, N,'.
%xhere a = in. i + 1. 1 fo.r i I and 0and ii - anird I for mn = 1. These
bounds liim the maximum charge state to it 1 and prohibit the reduction
t( negatis e Ions Pi - I as a resLilt of the collision. The upper limita,1tion

r?- I is used for simplification and because preVious studies 110,41 hav e

Surfce Ac,,,CIcse Encourter

N Ni" N,'(1 - -P

NN2 -1 412
N,

2 = ,

Charge m Cutgoinq Trajectory
After Eocooni.'

N' 'N 2 P0

I i 2t tmartjn f4 the priihuhiines for cciw ,Uitse charge cs. hingc during the 1,,c enco'unter
.ind 'uting irae,5c~.r\ 4. a DR sequence With Pcrimi-cw' fhi ref 11241
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shown that the fraction of multiply charged DR ions produced in this energy
range is Io%% [he neglect of reduction to n = - I during the collision is
supported b, experimental data, for. as expected. a relatively unstable species
such as a negative ion will tend not to survive in the violent high-energy
environment of the close encounter.

Electron exchange on the outgoing trajectory occurs via the same mecha-
nism as for scattered ions. The probabilit, that the particle x ill reach s = x in
charge ,tate m is given by eq. (20).

These processes are shown schematically in fig. 25. At X. the charge
states are described b N,". where n = ni. mI - 1. - 1. This limits electronic
processes on the outgoing trajector, to electron pickup by the particle. i.e..
charge reduction dow n to n = - 1 rather than the energetic process of electron
loss by the particle. e.g.. ionization. Using the scheme of fig. 25. the prohahili-
ties for production of a DR in charge state in. P"'. can he derived for various
initial charge states. The resulting V.,, values are listed in tahle 2: here the
initial negative and positive charge states are taken as - I and + 1.

Analogous arguments to those for scattered ions give a qualitative descrip-
tion of the transition probabilities of DR. Fig. 26 shows that in Ar- Si and
Ar 0 collisions, excitation energy can be channeled into Si and 0 via their 2p
levels which correlate with the highly promoted 4fa MO. Electronic transitions
to 4fo and other promoted MO's produce autoionizing states in the DR as the
atoms recede. Transitions to partially filled Si 3p or O2p orbitals can produce
high Y values. Experimentally it is observed that 1'. values for O" and (
DR are considerably lower than those for Si* 1124).

Table 2
-xpressions hr . f osr initial neutral. negar., and poiivc bonding entrrs,n,cni, and the

hmits of ) as v,, x and 0 (from ref. 11091)

liu, of '.

. 0 1i,. _Z"

D)R 'frosn n'utrsi erv i rwinictir
P' = ': P,- 1, 1"

),=P;'13 I -p': P"* ) J P .,

P' = . K' P(," P V.i
)i, [",P . I I - r" 0', P 1 II '

I - I''i'. (t I ". P: ) P . P' P, 1 . p

OR l1'w~5 f5.s5U r ,tr-mk~siw
P I', - I' ) ',I t

t-p'i' - t"' t r' i t',P rP., P:
S - I",'(I P ', P 1 P I I'') I -P." P,'( I '." 0
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Fig 26i United atom (UJA) -separated atom (SAl correlation diagrams for electrons in the field
of t~o different]% charged nuclei Diabatii. MO's connect the lesels of the infinitel, separated

atoMN (right side) with those of the unitcO atoms (left sidei, maintaining the same vralue of the
quantum numher difference (n -v 1+The diagrams are %ptcificallk for Ar 'Si and Ar/() collisions
arid experimental energy lesels are used. MO's with M - 0. 1. '- I a-. + ) are denoted b\ solid.'

di~shed. and dotted lines. respctiselv. With permission from ref 1124),

This result is in agreement with the predict~ons of Barat and Lichten (112].
i.e.. excitation cross sections should rise to a maximum for collision partners
of similar Z and decrease with increasing Z. The similar atomic number of Ar
and St results in goid orbital matchups and efficient promotion.

In the outgoing trajectory, resonance charge exchange can occur between
the DR and the surface as shown in fig. 27 for Mg DR from Mig and MgO.
Auger transitions are also important as shown in fig. 28 for Si DR from Si and
SiO1.

For the Si case, Si 'ions can he neutralized by (S -N) and (-S -N)
transitions and Si -ions can be neutralized by (N - S) transitions. Emerging
neutrals cannot undergo (N - ) transitions to produce positiv.e ions because
the valence band of Si is filled. For SiO, the large band gap makes it
improbable for emerging Si * and Si to undergo charge exchange processes
wxith the surface. resulting in enhanced Y, values+
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Fig 27. Electron eererg\ diagrams representing aparticle departing a surface as a rcsult ,I
collision. The electronic hand struciures are for magnesium metal (a) and magnesium oxide ih,
and the discrete ionizaion potential of NII is shii~ti int the pstfenfi;l well. The absy 'st represert'

lte distancee from the surface ito the departing parties. and the ordinate represents% the cnergy 'if

an electron in the solid or partic:le The filled valence hand is shown shaded The nmost prohable
charge-transfer electron transition that can occur hetscen the particle and the surface while the
departing particle is Aithin Angstroms of the surface is indicated. 'Ihis represents a resonance
su rface-to- particle (S -N) transition froint the %alence hand to vacant level. E,'. of the particle.
c~g . resonance neutraliation of a departing positroc ion into an excited level or ground state of

thc necutral species. A resonance parile-to-surfa~e ( N -S) transition from an oc-cupied level. F:.
of the pajrticle into the conduction hand can occur if the two levels are rcsoitasit A t\%o-electron
Auger process in which a valence hand electron tunnels into a particle %acancs at I., and the
energ\ gained is transferred to another %aleticc hand electron \hivh can he ext.ited into the
conduction hand or ejected into the conttinuum. c . Auger ttcutrali/ation iif a departing positive
ion can occur if E, <. E ,' Ifor a metal and E ,' I> 12fEr I I E, fur an insulator. With

peritssion fromti ref (1I231.
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5.4. Example otf DR and scattered ion fractions

Fig. 29 shows the primary ion energy dependence of the scattered ion
fractions of Ne' and Ar' from Mg. The Y, values are strongl[ dependent on
the primary ion kinetic energy E and scattering angle 0. The Y. values all rise
steeply at low energies and reach a plateau at high energies and theN are
several times higher for collision partners of similar Z. e.g. Ne ,Mg. than for
partners of widely different Z.

Y. values for direct recoils show a similar threshold behavior as shown in

fig. 30 for F" and Li" recoil from LiF. The F fraction and Y values in
,cneral show a very diffeient behavior, usually exhibiting a maximum or fna

region at some intermediate energy and decreasing with increasing energy. It is

evident that the Y. and Y values show a distinctl,, different energ, depen-
dence.

5.5. Applcation of the modelv of waitered and DR ton racttonls

5.5. I. Scattered ion fractions
Eq. (22) has several unknown parameters including P,. P1.. 4,. A,. and a.

In order to fit this expression to experimental data, it is necessary to make the
assumption of equality in the close encounter. This assumes that at a given
distance of closest approach s,, P,. and Pi are constant and independent of E
and scattering angle 0. Eq. (22) can then be solved for P, and P,.

S T t - -r 1 r T T

z 06-

O 0.4'
z
0

U 0.2

Ar.22'

0 4 6 8 10

KINETIC ENERGY (keV)

Fig. 29 Scattered in fractions Y. ver,.u, primar' kinetic energs E for Ne ",attering at 220 and
45' and Ar' scuttenng at 22' from Mg. The kinetic energies corresponding to owcrlap of ,pecific

atonc ,hell, are indicated on the figures as A - Ne t Mg, (450 j. B - Nc \1g, (22
° ). C

Ar,MgK (22'). 1) - Ar, Mg, (220 ) The sotid line% represent the fit of eq II )tothc Ne" *

22" and 450 data. With permission from ref 11t041
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Fig. 30. Direct recoil Li '. - . F and (F + F ) on fraction% from Ar' honihardment of [IV
With perrmssion from ref (1251

The model predicts that Y. = P,,P, in the low energy limit. Fig. 31 shows a
plot of In Y. %ersus (I/i, + 1/v,) (eqs. (19) and (20)). The plot is linear, as
expected. for energies belo%, 4 keV for Ar'/Y' collisions at 220. No linear
region is observed at 450 scattering angles, indicating that the low energy limit
is obtained only for lower incident kinetic energies (larger s , values).

The slope of the line in fig. 31 gi e in estimate of the parameter ratio
.A 'a = 5.5 x 10' cm,,'. This ratio has been laheled 141 431 the "'characteristic
vehscit'" v. The linearity of the plot indicates that excitaiions in the close
encounter. P, and P. are neligible at E < 4.0 keV and 0 = 220 hut not at
450 for even the lowest energies measured. Similar results are obtained for
Ne' /Mg collisions 11231 in which P, and PN were negligible at E < 1.5 keV
and 0 = 22' but not at higher scattering angles. Estimate', of = : A/a
[126 1281 range from 10'-I08 cm/s and the \,alues determined from this
model fall well within this range. Fitting eq. (22) to the experimental data
gives 3 < i < 6 A 1 and transition rates of 101' < A < 10I" s '. This is the
expected order for radiationless Auger and resonant transitions.
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The values of P, and P, determined from fitting the data for Ne */Mg and
Ar'/Y collisions are shown in fig. 32. Consider the Ne'!Mg results. The
probabilitv P, of reionization of neutrals formed on the incoming trajectory
rises from zero at .% 0.68 A to unity' at sO = 0.17 A. The steep rise begins
near the s values corresponding to the distance for Ne L- Mg L shell overlap.
The probability P, of neutralization of ions surviving the incoming trajectory
goes through a maximum in the 0.3-0.6 A region. In general as ., decreases P,
and P, increase due to electron promotions resulting from L shell overlaps. In
this region PN < P, because the small inelastic losses provie for preferential
population of the lower energy excited states rather than higher energy
autoionizing states. For s,, < 0.5 A. P, continues to increase while P, de-
creases slowly. In this region, the large inelastic losses result in preferential
population of autoionizing states, yielding high ion fractions.

5.i.-. Positwe DR ion fractions

The expressions of table 2 show that Y. in a neutral environment is
determined by the ionization probability in the close encounter P" and the
survival probability P," of the ion leaving the surface. Similar expressions are
obtained for the two other environments. In the negative environment there
are two consecutive ionization probabilities in the close encounter, i.e. from
negatase to neutral (P-) dud then from ,eutral to positive (P''). In the
positive environment, (1 - P') is the probability that a positive surface atotn
is not neutralized in the close encounter. The expression for the neutral
environment Y. = P°P* has two parameters. Pi and A/a. which must be
determined for each projectile-target pair. Plots of In Y. versus 1/1,,, do not
provide satisfactory linear plots, for P(2 is velocity dependent 1106.107]. As
previously discussed, values of A/a were determined for Ne * scattering from
Mg and Ar scattering from Y at low energies where P2 approaches zero,
these values are 4.9 x 106 and 5.5 x 10' cm/s. respectively. Such low energies
are not practical for DR measurements because relatively high ion energies are
required to produce DR neutrals that are sufficiently energetic for detection.
Due to the relative insensitivity of the previously determined 1109] A/a values
to the specific scattering system, an average value of .4 /a = 5 X 10' cm/s is
used in the expression Y, = P(. P, for the purpose of observing the energy
dependence of P',. The resulting P*' values as a function of energy are shovgn
in fig. 33. The somewhat arbitrary manner of assigning A/a renders arbitrari-
ness in the resulting P' values, however the trends observed in P', as a
function of energy remain valid and provide a physical interpretation of the
ionization process. In all three cases. P2 rises from a small value at low energy
and reaches a plateau region at higher energy.

5.5.3. Negatwe DR ton fractions
The expressions of table 2 show that Y., for atoms in a neutral environ-
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ment. is determined by both PO and PO' as well as the probability Po of the
neutral atom leaving the surface without capturing an electron. The PO and
Po values calculated above along with the experimental Y values can be
used in this case to determine P.". The probability that a neutral atom will
capture a surface electron on its outgoing trajectory is then given by (I - PO).
The quantity (I - Po) is plotted in fig. 33 as a function of E for Si- and 0-
direct recoils. The plots show that (1 - PO) is high at low velocities and either
decreases or remains approximately constant as velocity increases. For surface
atoms in a negatively charged environment, the probability of neutralization of
a negative ion in the close encounter P- becomes important (table 2) and Y
as a function of E0 depends on the behavior of the product P,'P . For surface
atoms in a positivel,, -1iroed nvironment, the prohability of neutralization of
a positive ion in the close encounter P becomes important (table 2) and Y_
depends on P', P0+. and P0.

5. S. 4. General trends in DR ion fractions
The data presented herein show that high negative and positive ion yields

are obtained for some DR species and that the behavior of these two
oppositely charged species as a function of energy is distinctly different. This
different energy dependence indicates that the two types of ions are produced
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by distinctly different processes. These processes can be represented qualita-
tively according to the expressions derived (table 2) from the model.

The positive ion yields rise from a value near zero at a specific collision
energy, increase with energy, and eventually reach a plateau at higher energies.
This threshold-type behavior indicates that inelastic processes occurring dur-
ing the close encounter, such as ionization of neutrals (P'), are responsible for
positive ion formation. The negative ion yields are usually high at low energy
and exhibit a flat or decreasing yield with higher kinetic energy. This behavior
indicates that formation of negative ions does not require the violent colli-
sions. Their formation is largely dependent on the ability of the outgoing
neutral to accept an electron from the surface. This probability is described as
(I - P0°), where the survival probability of the neutral Poo increases with
increasing energy. As noted from table 2. other terms such as P', P, P.,
and P+ can be involved in the Y_ function depending on the initial charge
state of the surface atoms; combinations of these terms can result in unusual
shapes for the Y_ yields versus energy.

5.6. Effects of chemical environment on DR ion fractions

The data show that Y,._ values are strongly dependent on the chemical
nature of the atoms in the surface. For example. comparing Si to SiO 2, MgO
to Mg(OH) 2,. and graphite to hydrogenated graphite, the Y,_ values exhibit
large differences. Both the chemical environment of the atoms and the
different charge exchange probabilities along the outgoing trajectory can
contribute to these different ion yields.

5.6.1. Influence of H on 0 and C DR ion fractions
The large influence of hydrogen on the 0' and C* yields is particularly

interesting. Both oxygen and carbon have positive electron affinities, their
negative ions are stable, and their positive ions have a higher probability of
being neutralized along the outgoing trajectory than the negative ions; all of
these factors contribute to high Y_/Y ratios from the oxide or graphite
surfaces. In the case of a OH or CH moiety, a direct collision from Ar will
result in transfer of most of the momentum to the heavier 0 or C atom. The
recoiling 0 and H or C and H atoms will have different velocities, leading to
dissociation of the OH or CH group. It should be noted that we have never
observed molecules in DR spectra, indicating that the severity of the collision
results in efficient dissociation. As the XH (where X = 0 or C) moiety
dissociates, we can consider the dissociation products of XH- and XH (the
latter produced by charge exchange with Ar ) as shown in fig. 34. The most
stable products resulting from concerted dissociation of XH- will be XH- -
X- + H, whereas XH will yield XH - X + H and XH - X- + H'. During
dissociation of the XH moiety, the many potential energy curve crossings that
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result upon leaving the high density of states of the collision complex region
favor production of these most stable products. For an unconcerted dissocia-
tion mechanism, X- is also strongly favored over X ' based on energetics. The
high sensitivity of the X' yield to the presence of hydrogen strongly suggests
that hydrogen is intimately involved in the dissociation mechanism. This large
influence of hydrogen implies that there is concerted dissociation of XH - (and
XH) to yield the most stable products, i.e., X - and H.

5.7. Scattered alkali ion fractions

The mechanism of neutralization of scattered ions near the surface is not
directly applicable to alkali ions because alkali atom ionization potentials (IP)
are smaller than or in the same range of the Fermi levels I EFI of metals or
top of the semiconductor valence bands I ET I In other words, the lowest
energy vacant level of an alkali ion I Ei, I typically lies at a higher energy than
I EF I or I Ei 1. The model would therefore predict that the probabilities of
resonant and Auger neutralization of the alkali ion on the incoming and
outgoing trajectory are Pi = P,, = 0. However, when an alkali approaches a
surface, its valence level is broadened and lowered due to the image potential
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induced in the surface. This can result in a partial overlap of E,' with the
valence band of the surface, therefore, near the surface, P,, P, * 0.

A model of the interactions of low energy alkali ions (< 100 eV) with metal
surfaces has been developed (129-131] and successfully extended to energies
in the keV range 126.132.133). The broadening of the alkali valence level near
the surface can be represented by a Lorentzian distribution [1311 of width
F(s) = AR(s), (28)
where R(s) is the transition rate near the surface and is given by eq. (18).

The probability of resonant neutralization is determined by the position
and width of the alkali valence level E,' relative to the ET I or I EF I. When
the shifted and broadened E,' lies totally below I ETI or IEF 1, resonant
neutralization can occur freely. If Ei' lies above I ET I or I EF 1, resonance
neutralization cannot occur. When there is partial overlap of E,' with the
valence level, neutralization can occur with a probability determined by the
degree of overlap. The system is adiabatic if the alkali is moving infinitesi-
mally slowly. Under these conditions, an equilibrium is established between
the charge density on the surface and on the alkali with the electrons
occupying the lowest available energy levels. For real systems, the alkali has a
finite velocity and this equilibrium situation cannot be maintained at all points
along its trajectory. In order to treat such a system, the concept of a "freezing
distance" s* is introduced [134]. s* is the distance beyond which the charge
exchange probability becomes negligible. Equilibrium is possible only when
the broadened E,' overlaps with the surface valence band. If a true equi-
librium situation is attained along the outgoing trajectory, the final charge
state of the ion bears no memory of its initial charge state or charge transfers
in the close encounter [26,110,134). The measured ion fraction of the scattered
particles therefore reflects the equilibrium charge state at s.

E, -434e

388
° 499 .

r=O23ev r~o'3A'

S,

Fig. 35. Energy level diagram representing K* approaching a silicon surface. The discrete 4s
energy level of potassium at 4.34 eV is broadened during the approach to the surface. Thc width
of the 4s level r is show~n for the cases of v', corresponding to angles a - 7 ° and 14*

. The
silicon valence band (VB) is hatched and the conduction band is labeled (CB), The portion of the
broadened K4s level that overlaps with the Si valence band is shaded. With permission from ref

(1351.
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Fig. 36. Neutral TOF spectra from clean Si(100) induced by 4 keV K at different incidence
angles a for - 21 * along the (011)azimuth. With permission from ref. (1351.

Fig. 35 shows a schematic energy level diagram for K ' scattering from Si
[1351. The K 4s level at 4.34 eV lies above I ETI = 4.99 eV for Si. At large
separation there can be no charge transfer between Si and K+. The broadening
of K4s calculated by eq. (28) is shown for two values of incidence angle a and
therefore two values of perpendicular take-off velocity from the surface. Note
that at a = 140. overlap of K4s with the valence band is negligible while at
a = 70 there is measurable overlap. Therefore, it is expected that neutraliza-
tion is more significant at lower values of a. Fig. 36 shows the dependence of
the neutral scattering spectra of K * from Si as a function of incidence angle a.
As predicted. the neutral K scattering decreases from a = 70 to a = 160.

Algra et al. have derived an expression [261 for the equilibrium occupation
n(s) of the alkali valence level

n(s) = [arctg 2( -ET + E,)/'I- arctg 2( -EB + Ei )/1'J/s', (29)

where ER and ET are the bottom and top of the surface valence band,
respectively. The calculated n(s) curve as a function of exit velocity of the
alkali perpendicular to the surface v, is shcwn in fig. 37 along with experi-
mental ion fractions for the K/Si system at scattering angles of 0 = 210 and
330 . For any given scattering angle Y0 is only a function of v, , as predicted.
However, the difference in Y0 as a function of 0 indicates that a second
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multitude of points at each 6 are obtained by using several primary K* energies E The curve

represents the probabilits of occupation of the polassium 4s level (n( s )) calculated from eq.

(29). With permission from ref. 1135]

phenomenon, most likely neutralization in the close encounter, is important in
the overall neutralization process.

5.8. Charge exchange in low energy atomic and molecular ions

Snowdon et al. 1136-138] have recently reported a number of elegant
experiments on charge transfer of low energy ( < 1.5 keV) atomic and molecu-
lar ions upon grazing collisions with surfaces. At the low angles of incidence
used in these experiments, E, to the surface is small and in the range of
chemical binding energies. The small E, makes the assumption of distinct
binary collisions between the ion and surface atoms no longer valid. In
scattering of Si* from Cu(l 11), Snowdon et al. [136) observed discrete energy
losses in the scattered positive and negative ion peaks. They attribute this to
transient adsorption or a skipping motion of the ion along the surface. It is
proposed that at the low perpendicular velocities v, of the ion, the charge
equilibrium between the ion and the surface is nearly adiabatic, i.e. the
occupation of levels in the projectile approaches that corresponding to an
adsorbed atom on the surface. They have developed a theoretical formalism to
describe this behavior [13 7 1. This work has been extended to polvatomic ions
[1381. In 0 and CO * scattering from Ag(11) production of 0 - and CO-
are observed. These species have been suggested as intermediates 1139] in the
dissociative adsorption of CO2 and O, on Ag, supporting the adiabatic
approximation and also suggesting that this technique can provide a probe of
intermediate states in adsorption and reaction at surfaces.
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6. Reactions of energetic ions with clean .urfaces

A basic objective of reactive ion beam induced interactions at surfaces has
been in the application of the fundamental steps of the interactions to
alteration of surface properties and in controlling surface interactions in
hostile environmeats. Examples of the former include preparation of films that
are chemically inert and corrosion resistant, surface hardening and passivation
(carbides, nitrides), preparation of catalytic surfaces that are reaction specific.
and tuning electronic band gaps in materials (oxides). Examples of interac-
tions in hostile environments include plasma etching and p-ocessing of materi-
als and development of non-equilibrium plasma phenomena.

The fundamental research that has preceded technology involves a broad
spectrum of ion beam--surface interactions. For convenience, the reactions
have been divided into those involving atomic ion and molecular ion beams.

6.1. A tomic ion beam interactions with surfaces

In general. measurements of ion beam interactions with clean surfaces are
described in terms of "initial" sticking or reaction probabilities (P,). This
requires that the total atomic ion flux preceding measurement of P, be kept
suitably small to ensure that the measured P, reflects true gas atom-lattice
atom interacuuns. A typical study involves exposing a well defined target
surface to a known flux of reactive ions and then using a combination of
surface and gas-phase anaiytical tools to measure the fraction of primary ions
trapped at the surface. While such an experiment can be performed with a
variety of species, this section will concern itself with .,,ose species which have
been studied in most detail, namely C, N, 0, F and alkali atoms.

6.1.1. Reactions of low energy C *, N , 0 + and F * ions
Reactions of 3-300 eV C + ions with Ni(lll) [47]. Si(100). and polycrystal-

line Au 1140] have been studied recently. For the C+/Ni(Ill) system, experi-
ments have been carried ou, both as a function of ion energy and dose. A
stable carbide phase of the deposit is formed for doses of - 2 X 10"
atoms/cm2 at all E: the behavior of P, versus E for C * is shown in fig. 38. Pr
is highest at low E (- 0.85) and decreases fairly c'apidly at E > 100 eV. The
behavior of P, as a function of ion fluence for 20 eV C * is illustrated in fig.
39. There is no significant variation in the P, for fluences corresponding to the
surface lattice atom density; for Ni - 1.86 x 1015 atoms/cm2 . Continued C'
exposure to surfaces in the range 30-800 eV results in formation of deposits
that highly resemble diamond. This aspect is discussed in greater detail in
section 9.

P, data for the 0/Ni(II) system 147], illustrated in figs. 38 and 39. is
qualitatively similar to the C"/Ni(lll) system. However. Pr remains invariant
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even for EF> 60 eV (fig. 38). The P, of 20 eV 0' as a function of 0O* fluence is
plotted in fig. 39 and shows a gradual decrease in the reaction probability as
the 0 adatom coverage increases.

Nitridation reactions have been carried out by 0- 100 eV N *bombardment
of Mo [341. The atom capture probability or reaction cross section was found
to be nearly independent of E. Fig. 40 illustrates this feature and compares
nitridation efficiency on Mo using 0-100 eV N* and N*. The nitridation
reaction involving N *. W~ /Mo is discussed in greater detail in section 7.2.
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Fig. 39 Variation of reaction probability P, for 20 'V C,. 0'. and CO as a function of surface
coverage . With permission from ref 1471.
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Fluorination of polybutadiene, polystyrene, and polyacetylene surfaces by
means of I keV mass-selected beams of (i) F'. (ii) CF, , and a non-mass
selected beam of (iii) CF,* (n = 0, 1.2, 3) has been studied 1141] by XPS. The
bonding environment of fluorine in the films was determined from the C Is
XPS chemical shifts and the fluoropolymer film thicknesses determined from
XPS intensity ratios. The results showed that -CHF- and/or -CF,- fluorine
bonding environments, which are independent of the type of unsaturated sites
in the target polymer, can be produced by selective ion bombardment. The
fluoropolymer films were found to be considerably thinner than film thick-
nesses predicted by ion range calculations, due to electronic stopping mecha-
nisms associated with the -eactive fluorine atoms.

0. 12. Reactions of low energy alkali atoms
The first studies of the chemical aspects of atom-surface interactions in the

hyperthermal range are those of Hurkmans et al. 159.60). involving the
interaction of alkali atoms with tungsten surfaces in the 1-20 eV range. Fig. 41
plots the trapping factor, Pr for K atoms on W(I 10); P, decreases from near
unity for E < I eV to zero above 15 eV. This rather dramatic variation in the
P, with E is in contrast to the more gradual changes in P, observed with C
and ) atomic interactions. Such differences can be understood in terms of the
reaction energetics. the exoergicity of C-Ni interactions being more than three
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Fig. 41. Trapping probability of K atoms by W(110) as a function of incident energy for seven

different angles of incidence at T,-O1150 K. The angle of incideea 0, is measured from the
surface normal. With permission from ref. 160].

times larger relative to the K-W system:

C + Ni - Ni-C, JH = -7.3 eV. (30)

K+W - W-K, AH= -2.05 eV. (31)

P, measurements have been carried out for the K- W system [601 as a
function of the incidence angle of the impinging reactive atoms. The atom
capture probability is highest at the grazing geometry and also exhibits a
relatively slower decrease with particle energy at these angles. This observation
can be iplained in terms of the higher probability for trapping a particle in a
potential well at the surface at large angles with respect to the surface normal.

The trapping phenomenon for the K/W(1 10) system was approximated by
Los and co-workers 160] by calculating the in-plane trajectory of a projectile
scattered from a diatomic surface molecule. The important feature observed
was the conversion of tangential momentum to normal momentum of the
projectile. Two interaction patterns were identified as a function of the
incidence angle. At grazing incidence, many-body effects were dominant,
whereas at near normal incidence, single particle interaction was found to
contribute most to momentum transfer. The attractive interaction between the
incoming atom and a surface atom was modeled by a square well potential D
that is merely the experimentally measured desorption energy. This factor was
added to E to give a net energy E + D. The Born-Mayer potential was used to
model the repulsive interaction between projectile and surface, Fig. 42 plots
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Fig. 42. Comparison of measured values of the trapping probability for K on W(l10) with results
of the trajectory calculations, as a function of energy for three different angles of incidence.
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the trapping yields predicted by trajectory calculations along with the experi-
mental data; the agreement is satisfactory.

6.1.3. Factors affecting reaction probabilities
It is well known that for many adsorbate/metal substrate combinations, the

presence of adsorbate atoms can significantly alter the reactivity of the surface
towards certain reactants. Los and co-workers [601 have extended their study
of 0-30 eV alkali atom interaction with W(110) by examining variations in
trapping yields for oxygen covered W(110). Fig. 43 plots the trapping p-ob-
ability of K atoms on the oxygen covered W(110) surface for a number of
angles of incidence, as a function of primary energy. By comparing this data
with that for a clean W(ll0) surface (fig. 41), it can be seen that oxygen
adsorption (0.5 ML) causes a considerable enhancement in the trapping
probabilities. Such an effect has also been verified for other alkali atoms. In
addition to the enhanced trapping effect, an increase in the desorption energy
of the trapped particle was observed. The enhancement in the trapping
probabilities vas explained qualitatively in terms of mass considerations and
relative efficiency of energy transfer between the different collision partners,
viz. K/O and K/W.

The dissipation of energy. necessary for adsorption at surfaces is generally
discussed in terms of lattice vibrational excitations. In contrast, the role of
electronic excitations has been given mainly theoretical consideration fl].
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Recentl\, direct measurement of the excitation of electron-hole pairs at single
crvstal surfaces, by the scattering of ground state Xe atoms over the range
-2-10 eV has been reported [1421. This represents the first experimental
e% idence for the nature and extent of partcipation of electronic excilations in
hyperthermal gas- surface interactions.

In order to derive meaningful mechanistic information regarding the inter-
action processes. it is useful to isolate physical entrapment phenomena from
chemical trapping. This can be achieved b using inert gas ion beams. When
beams of rare-gas ion, are employed, there is little chemical affinity between
the beam particles and the lattice atoms. In -such cases the majority of the ions
diffuse to the surface and escape rather than remaining in the shallow
potential wells of the trapping sites. By studying those ions that remain
trapped in the lattice, one can gain insight into the relative physical trapping
abilities of materials and the available trapping sites. An example for such a
reference study , given in the following section.

6.2. Afohcuahr ion heantinteractio.s ith surfaces

The chemisorption behavior of niolecules at thermal energy. range from

cro sticking probability to associati\.e or diss ciaiie absorption. Addition of
kinetic energ\ to the molecule opens a number of ne%% interaction channels.
The particle translational energy can be dissipated via rotational or vibrational
excitation, molecular tragmentation and subsequent chemical reaction at the
target surface.
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6.2.1. Reactions of lIo energy homonuclear diatonw ions
Winters and co-workers have measured the relative fractions of incident

ions dissociatively backscattered or captured versus those molecularly back-
scattered for N,/Mo and other s~stems [143]. In subsequent studies [51.1441.
P, and saturation coverages of nitrogen for N.* /'W at several impact energies
were reported, as also the energy transfer from the gas-phase molecule to the
W lattice [145].

The oxidation of lead due to 44 eV O' bombardment of Pb to high doses
was shown [146) to produce an oxide layer - 200 A thick due to a diffusion
effect. A study of D bombardment of Mo 1147] showed a high P, ( > 0.8) at
low doses, but also an accompanying low thermal stability (at T > 320 K) of
the deuteride. Cooks and co-workers 11481 have studied the reactions of
various sulfur containing moiecular ions with lead and found various chemical
states of the reacted lead and sulfur depending on the parent ion type and
energy.

Rabalais and co-workers have spectroscopically characterized reaction
products on surfaces resulting from the interaction of 500 eV N.* beams with
surfaces of a metal M. and its oxides MO and MO. [149]. For M = Si. Ge the
N2 ions were found to undergo charge exchange and dissociation at the target
surface to form hot N atoms, producing corresponding aitrides. No nitrates or
nitrite tormation was observable from XPS measurements. With tin and its
oxides, reaction was barely detectable. while no reaction \as observed for
M = Pb, in accord with known instabilities of such nitrides. Similar N,"
exposure studies have also been performed over the range 0.3 -4.0 keV on Al
11501.

Ion beam nitridation of the first row transition metals (Ti-Cot has been
carried out over the range 0.2- 3.0 keV [149] and the metal 2p chemical shifts
in the XPS for the nitrided samples found to decrease to the right across the
first transition row, consistent with the decreasing enthalpy of formation and
stability of the nitrides. Isotopic labeling experiments carried out by 1 keV
bombardment of V with 1'

4 N,/ N, mixtures followed by TDS measurements
showed that there is complete isotopic mixing in the metal nitride, implying
complete dissociation of the parent molecule in the collision at the surface.

The nitridation reactions have also been studied under more controlled
conditions. 0--50 eV mass-selected N,' beams have been used to induce nitride
film formation on Al, Cu. Mo, Ni and Ag [33]. The efficiency of nitridation,
monitored by KLL. nitrogen AES signal intensity, exhibits a large E
dependence below - 30 eV as shown in fig. 44. The threshold impact energy
for nitndation varies for the different metals: it is nominally zero for Ai and
Ni. - 4 eV for Mo. > 0 for Cu. and does not occur at all at any energy below
200 eV for Ag. The difference in the ion dose required to produce similar
nitride signals on various metals suggests that the surface electronic structure
plays an important role in the reaction probabilities. Another feature of the
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induced dissociation of the N, molecule. The reaction probability for the
molecular ion surpasses that for N ' at E = 30 eV and reaches a plateau at
- 100 ev.

6.2.2. Chemical effects in low energv ion beam studies
An interesting extension to the nitridation studies is the study of the

reactions of 30-500 eV N and NO' beams with surfaces of carbonaceous
materials, where a range of chemical reactivities can be probed by using
graphite, diamond, Teflon and graphite monofluoride as the primary targets
11511. For NO'. reaction of hot N and 0 atoms produced in the collision step
with graphite produced two products, a cyanide or oxide type compound and
interstitial N or 0 atoms between the layers of rings or at defect sites.

6 12 8 4 E,

MO's of CO
Ion Energy 4e (5a i.)

3 ev

5 eV

7 eV

z
Cr 9 ev

ies

Cleon Ni d -boncl02 C2p\\

16 12 8 4 E,
BINDING ENERGY [eVI

Fig. 45 Hell photoelectron spectra of clean Ni(11) and CO' bombarded Ni(lII). A CO* dose
of I 0x 10' ions c-m 1 was used at lunetic energies of 3. 5, 7. 9.11I 13. and 20 eV. The two peaks
41 8.1 and 10.9 eV correspond to ionization of the (So+ la) and 4o MO's respectively, of
molecular CO on the surface. The peak at - 6 eV corresponds to ionization of the 2p AO of the

oxide. With permission from ref. 1471
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Reactions of N,* with the other carbonaceous materials produced only a
cyanide-type compound. Ion kinetic energy in the range 30-3000 eV served
onl,, to drive the ions deeper into the target and had little influence on the
chemical alteration itself.

It was mentioned previously that comparison of inert gas ion and active ion
interactions allows separation of chemical trapping and physical trapping
effects. Such studies have been carried out using 30--3000 eV Ar' and Xe"
interactions with carbonaceous materials 11521. Implanted rare gases from a
500 eV beam in doses of - 1.5 x 10 - A/cm2 could be detected only in
graphite and graphite monofluoride, the binding energies of the rare-gas atoms
indicating entrapment as neutral atoms within the lattice. Reduced carbon
species were formed in both Teflon and graphite monofluoride.

More recently. some interesting chemical dynamics measurements have
been carried out by reacting 1-300 eV CO' with Ni(ll) [46,47]. CO, in
contrast to N,, chemisorbs associatively on Ni(111) at room temperature. Fig.
45 shows the evolution of UPS spectra for Ni(1ll) surfaces bombarded by
CO' beams of different E, but same total fluence. For E < 7 eV. the
dominant process is addition of molecular CO on the surface. With increasing
E. dissociative addition of CO occurs, with the formation of inAividual carbide
and oxide bonds to the surface Ni atoms. Fig. 46 plots the corresponding
variation in Pr(CO'/Ni(Ill)). The CO dissociation function, although not
readily apparent from fig. 46 because of the logarithmic E scale, increases
almost )inearly with E in the range 3-20 eV. A linear least-squares fit to the
data provided a threshold for CO bond rupture of - 2.7 eV. This value is
considerably lower than the bond dissociation energy of ground state CO
(11.16 eV). suggesting that a significant fraction of the incident CO flux is

O- N,011) X CO/UPS * O/AES
S0 C/AES & O/XPS

C /CIXPS a O/UPS

<-. --?.---

ID

0 02A

047
z r

<_o

4 x

0i !---' - I

ION KINETIC ENER GY (eV)

Fig. 46. Variation of reaction probability P, for CO'° as a function of projctile kinctic energy E
mnonitored h, both AES and XPS. With permission from ref 1471
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Fig. 47. Simplified potential energ) diagram for the reaction of incoming CO* with a Ni(llI)
surface. Ground-state neutral CO i% shown as the zero-energ reference point. Various combina-
tions of the simplest possible reaction products, along with their reaction enthalpies relatie to
Ni(s) ('Og). are shown on the right-hand side. All energies are in eV With permission from ref.

1461.

neutralized into excited states (section 2.2) which would have lower dissocia-
tion energies. The activation barrier is also a strong function of the orientation
of the molecular axis with respect to the surface plane during collision. The 2.7
eV energy threshold is therefore considered as an averaged factor over an
ensemble of electronic states and molecular orientations. Fig. 47 shows a
simplified energy diagram for the reaction of CO with Ni( I 1). Ground-state
neutral CO is chosen as the zero-energy reference point. Various combinations
of the simplest possible reaction products, along with their relative reaction
enthalphies. are shown. The fact that Pr for CO /Ni(l 11) is a significant
number for E up to 30 eV indicates an activation barrier whose height ranges
from 2.7 to 30 eV. Such a wide distribution of barrier heights is a consequence
of the diverse impact geometries and electronic states accessible in molecutar
ion interactions with surfaces.

6.2... Low energy molecular ion reaction dynamics
The energetics for molecular CO addition and desorption can be qualita-

tively expressed in terms of a simplified potential energy diagram shown in fig.
48. For thermal energy CO. translational energy is easily dissipated to rota-
tional or vibrational motions upon impact on the surface leading to trapping
in the upper rovibronic levels of the CO/Ni potential well (path A). When E
is of the order of a few eV, the excess energy remaining after collision can he
significant compared to the CO/Ni potential well depth, favoring CO desorp-
tion over chemisorption (path B). Thts explains the fact that P, < I at low E.
CO dissociation does not occur until sufficient energy is aval 'lle for
surmounting the reaction activation barrier (path C). Once the b,,rrer is
overcome, it can be seen from fig. 48 that the resulting carbon and oxvgen
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Fig. 48. Simplified potential energy diagrams for Ni-CO, NiC. and NiO as a function of the
Ni-X coordinate. Ground state CO(g), Cts). O,(g). and Ni(s) are chosen as the zero energy
reference point. The curves are fixed at the equilibrium Ni-X distances and bond energies.
although the shapes are drawn qualitatively. The observed threshold for CO dissociation ,t 2.7 eV
is indicated as E.. The three different paths represent (A) molecular chemisorption of thermal
CO. (B) scattenng of hyperthermal CO. and (C) dissociation of high energy CO With permission

from ref J471.

atoms are trapped in their respective potential wells in Ni-C and Ni-O bond
formation.

A simple quantum mechanical model has been developed 133] to describe
chemical reactions of low energy (E < 30 eV) beams of diatomic homonuclear
cations X with metal surfaces to produce binary compounds MXfi. The
overall reaction is simulated by four elementary steps: (1) neutralization of the
incoming ion (section 2.2), (2) impact dissociation of X, (3) de-excitation and
thermalization of X. and (4) chemical reaction between M and X. The
neutralization process is treated by a simplified quantum mechanical proce-
dure involving resonance and Auger neutralization probabilities and
Franck-Condon and HonI-London factors for X, transitions to the ground
and excited states and rovibronic levels of X . The probability of dissociation
from a given rovibronic level is modeled through use of a function developed
for the decomposition of gas-phase polyatomic molecules. Model calculations
using free electron and modified free electron hands for the metal and various
manifolds of electronic and vibronic states for X and X 2 are presented in
that work. to illustrate the sensitivity of the model to individual steps in the
mechanism.

7. Beam-surface reaction kinetics

7. 1. Kinem-5 model

In order to model the surface concentration N(t) (atoms cm Z) of reacted
beam atoms as a function of exposure time, it is necessary to define the
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maximum number of surface sites per unit area N,,, that are available for
reaction. N,, is primarily dependent upon the mean ion penetration depth
and hence the ion impact energy. The model assumes that all of the , sites
are within the sampling depth of the analytical technique employed for
measurement and, hence it is applicable to depth-integrated elemental analyses.
Employing a rudimentary concept of depth, consider that there are two guest
atom populations in the host lattice, one occupying near-surface sites with
concentration N, = N,() and another occupying sub-surface site, with con-
centration N. N(t). Under an active ion flux densitt (P (atoms cm - s -).
atoms are captured at a rate

dN,/d o ( N, - N1 ), (32)

where o, is the reaction-capture cross-section (cmz ) for the outer sites. A
similar expression can be written for dN,/dt using o, and N. Both a,
and o,' are averages over various binding sites available on polycrvstalline
surfaces. The reacted atoms are sputtered by the incoming atoms at rates
dN,/dt = - a,,ON, and dN2/dt = -a,,ON2 with sputter cross-sections o,' =
0. but it is carried forward for symmetry and because its omission does not
significantly simplify the solution. Also note that al, and a., include all
product loss mechanisms including the reverse reaction to liberate N, gas. The
impinging ions may cause transport of some of the N, population to N, at the
rates dN/dt = -oa,1 N, and dN./dt = 12

0
.Ni. with o, being the beam-in-

duced N -. N, transport cross-section. Transport in the N,- N, direction
also may occur by similar mechanisms but is probably dominated by host
lattice sputtering which uncovers N, atoms so that they become part of N.
The rates dN,/dt= -oPN 2 and dN,/dt=o,,(PN, have been derived
elsewhere [153] under the assumption 0,2 -o, the lattice sputtering cross-sec-
tion. Collecting the capture, sputtering, and transport rates for each popula-
tion. the overall rates are

dN/dt = o(..P( N ... - NI) - o1 , PNI + a, 1'ZN, - C14 , (33)

dN,,di = oz,, ( N 2 ., - N,) -o,,PN, - 0,1 ON,, N 1 . (34)

Impose the following definitions:

aMr = 0I10"@.MMX. (35a)

"I, I -(OFI, + (I. + 012)'P. (35b)
a : = 2,¢ ,(35b)

a1, = o,0. (35c)

a,,,(Y~4PN2"=x(35d)

a,,= o,0, (35e)

a 2 = -(o, + 02 + 021)0. (35f)
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Then simplify eqs. (33) .nd (34) to

dN 1/dt=a11 N1 L aIN 2 +',+a . (36)

dN,//dt = a, N, + asN 2 -t a.. (37)

These coupled equations can be integrated, yielding the solution N( N) = N, +
N.. Letting the initial surface concentrations be Ni, and N.,,. the solution can
be expressed as:

N(t) = A, exp(at) + A. exp(at) + B, (38)

where
a,2  (a, +a-..)] ± ',(ai -a-) +4a2a,,j (3)

and

.2= [(a. - a2 + a,1 )/a, 1 C1,. (40)

with

c .. = ±_ ( - ,_) [a.,,,,,- .., - a. )U,, + a ,r . (41)

and with

F = (a.1al, - alla-oi( aiia. - a,,a,2 ' - (42)

Finally.

B = Ia 1 ( a. - a. ) + a.0 (a 1 2 - a,,)j}( ,aa. - a.,a 1 2 ) . (43)

Eq. (38) is a hi-exponential "'growth" from areal L ncentration N A, + A,
+ B at t = 0 to a steady state N = B at I = x. Growth is en-quoted because

A,,2 can be positive or n.*gative quantities, corresponding respectively, to the
case in which sputtering dominates and to the case in which beam atom
capture dominates. Simplifications occurring in some physical cases include
negligible N, -. N, transport (012 = 0) or negligible N, - N, transport (o., = 0).
either of which lead to simplification of eq. (39) for a,2 (the curvature
constants of the exponentials), i.e, the apparent cross-sections derived from
experiment. Setting c, = o, = 0 decouples eqs. (36) and (37) to give
, W( = -%","+ ( A""- N,) ex-X-('g,+01,)0r], Ii= 1, 2. (44)

where, generically.

N,,=,N(I= C) = /( ,o+ o). (45)

Allowance for the existence of two captured beam atom populations is
intended as the simplest implementation of the concept of depth in a model
that otl-wise refers onlN to concentrations as atoms per unit area. integrated
over depth. By this structuring, expressions can be obtained (in the no-capture
case f1531) for surface concentrations versus fluence that have the same
functional form as Sigmund et al.'s [1541 expressions (their eqs. (32) and (33)).
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Of course, the detailed meaning of those expressions differs from these in that
they use a relocation cross-section (1551 of an isotropic form (eq. (27) of ref.
[154)) while these use the o, "a,, coupling to allow a simple kind of
inward/outward transport anisotropy. However, these do not consider ex-
plicitly the relocation of the host matrix atoms as do Sigmund et al. In general,
that model is more rigorous than this one in that it is depth-explicit rather
than depth-averaged. but it was intended for higher ion impact energies than
employed here.

7.2. Reacion of A,* and N ' with molybdenum

Gaseous N2 does not react with the passivated Mo surface used in this
study at room temperature. The beam,-surface reaction was driven by energy,
both potential (ionic) and kinetic. supplied by the accelerated ion bem. The
reaction mechanism 133,341 includes neutralization of the ion followed by
collisioi.-induced dissociation of the neutral N, with subsequent thermalization
and chemical bonding of the individual atoms. Of course, either the molecule
or its fragments may backscatter and hence not react, and product loss occurs
through self-sputtering and reverse reaction to form N, gas. Ion neutralization
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controls the bond strength of the neutral N. via known processes (331. but the
collisional dissociation of the neutral, as well as the penetration. stopping and
bonding of the beam atoms, and the corresponding motions of the host matrix
atoms to accommodate this. are poorly understood. Experiments to directly
probe these processes have not yet been attempted, and computational ap-
proaches are difficult because of the strong coupling of electronic and nuclear
motions in these events.

Fig. 49 shows the surface nitrogen uptake for N;' impact on Mo. There are
two distinct nitrogen uptake regimes. The first is a fast initial uptake. that is
strongly developed for E > 10 eV. The second, slower uptake is encountered at
doses higher than (3- 5) x 1016 atoms/cm 2. Wirz et al. (156] have described a
third uptake regime associated with growth of bulk nitride, but this occurs at
higher temperatures and doses, not encountered in the former work. The
concentration versus dose plots of fig. 49 reach a plateau at high doses as a
steady state is achieved with a fast capture/self-sputter competition.
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Fig 50 Cross sections obtained hv fitting the kineucs model to the corscmtrauon versus dose
curves are %hown (or the high dose study of fig 49. With pernssion from ref. 132).
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73. Applcaton of kinetics model to .N'" and N * rea(tini.f Vtith Mo

The major resvt of the kinetics investigation is that the concentratioli
versus dose curves can be fitted by A double-exponential rate law. i.e.. one that
is the sum of two single-exponential rate laws of the algebraic form of eq. (4 4 ).
This is in contrast to previous studies, albeit on other ion/surface Comhina-
tions [157 159). in which a single-exponential rate la%% sufficed. From the
results of analysis Aithin a double-exponential rate law. reaction cross-section
(o) and extent of reaction (N) values can be obtained for different L.
Reaction cross-sections obtained b, fitting the kinetics model to the con-
centration plot of fig. 49 are shown in fig. 50. The cross-sections are remarka-
bly independent of energ, above 3) eV for N.' and at all energies for N ".
The rise from the assumed zero value at 4 eV threshold for N,' to the plateau
around 30 eV is due to the increased efficiency of collisional dissociation with
impact energ,.

8. Desorption induced by energetic particl- bombardment

A genera. overview of desorption processes occurring under energetic
particle bombardment has been given in section 2.4. E-xperiments and model
computations designed to shed light on "physical" sersus "chemical" desorp-
tion processes form the focus of this section. The surface under consideration
can be that of a clean metal or semiconductor, an eutectic or any multiphase
alloy. an ordered adsorbate (o~er) laser on a single crystal or other possibili-
ties. In order to keep the discussion tractable the focus will be on sputtering of
adsorbate atoms from metal substrates. A number of excellent reviews have
appeared recently [160- 162) that discuss the other aspects of the desorption or
sputtering problem.

8. 1. Pvmcal vputtering effects of ton -surface interactions

When energetic particles impact on a surface, transfer of energ to ad-
sorbate and lattice atoms can result in a number of secondary effects: (1)
adsorbate and/or lattice atoms can be ejected from the surface by a direct
knock-off, (2) the primary ion can impact an adsorbate atom after reflection
from a lattice atom and eject the former, and (3) sputtered lattice atoms can
remove adsorbate atoms during their outward movement at the surface. Such
processes have been grouped together as physically induced desorption. To
eliminate anN complications arising from use of reactive ions (section 8.3).
most of the work on these momentum transfer processes has involved the use
of inert gas ions.

Sputtering of N, chemisorbed on W by inert gas bombardment has been
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Fig. 51. Sputtering yield versus ton cner for inert gas sputtering of nitroger adsorbed on W. A is

the secondary electron ooefficient. With permission from re. (1631.

reported [52,163). Fig. 51 shows the sputtering yield for nitrogen chemisorbed
on W, using different inert gas ions at various energies. If the desorption
proceeded with formation of molecular nitrogen, a desorption rate propor-
tional to the square of the surface coverage would be expected. The desorption
yield is coverage independent at low surface concentrations suggesting desorp-
tion of the nitrogen as atoms. The yield is found to increase with E and the
mass of the primary ion and shows some interesting features. There is an
apparent energy threshold for removal of nitrogen for all the projectile ions
investigated. however, the yields for nitrogen are large despite the high binding
energy of 1 to W. This latter observation is consistent with preferential
ejection of lighter elements in the sputtering of a multicomponent system or
the "mass-effect" (1611. The behavior was explained in terms of direct knock-
off and/or reflected primary ion impact, steps I and 2 from above.

Molybdenum nitride films formed by 100 eV N2 bombardment to satura-
tion of polycrystalline Mo have been sputtered to high fluences by normally
incident 100 eV Ar* and He* and 15 eV Ne* 11531. The choice of sputter
beam parameters was based on the fact that removal of nitrogen was by
momentum transfer: (1) 100 eV Ar should sputter both N and Mo efficiently,
(2) 100 eV He' should sputter N preferentially, and (3) 15 eV Ne' represents
a sputter threshold case and should only remove accessible nitrogen. The
nitrogen AES si& Ai was found to decay exponentially as shown in fig. 52. to
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belowx sputtering levels for the 15 eV Ne" and llt) e\ He cases and
hi-cxponentially to near bulk contamination levels for the 100 eV Ar case.
The degree of nitrogen desorption for the three cases is in agreement with a
momentum transfer type mechanism for the sputtering. A tvso-laver adapta-
tion of the standard model for adsorbate monolayer Nputtering \vas used to
model the kinetics.

Taglauer et al. [1641 have reported studies of the de-,orption of S from Ni
surfaces with inert gas ions of energy in the 200-1600 eV range. The
experimental results were compared to calculations by Winters and Sigmund
and with numerical model calculations. Agreement was found in the depen-
dence of the dcsorption cross-section (ad) on the ba,,ic parameters and the
absolute vields agreed within an order of magnitude.

Ion impact desorption of oxygen (:5 1 monolaye;) on Ni has been studied
by the same authors [1651 by He" ion scattering. Desorption cross-sections for
non-nor-nal incidence of Ne' and He" ions with E in the 500-1600 eV range
have been measured and compared to those predicted by model calculation-
order to understand the influence of various parameters Caicula' -
experiments sho" the same dependence of a, on E. i.e. o, increases ...... in
the given range. for Ne ions and that there is a slight decrease %ith increasing
E for He ions This has been explained in terms of the effectise contribution
of sputtered Ni atoms to 0 desorption.

Sputtering of carbon from thin films deposited on metal substrates using
Ne iors at E as low as 1000 eV has been reported 11661. The sputtering yield
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Fig 53. Plots of In 1./l. versus ion dose for spuntenng of carbide and diamond films, on Nil Ill !)
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was found to increase fairly rapidly with ion energy. Such measurements for
carbon have been extended to very low energies and under well-controlled
exposure conditions (501. Fig. 53 plots the decay tn the carbon K[L. AES
intenstis for 2 0- 300 eV Ne>, Ar*, and O" sputtering of a carbide overlaver
and a dtamonid ftlm on Ni(1l)i. The efficiency of carbon removal increases
with E for the inert gas ions and is reflected in the correspondtng sputtering
cross-sections listed in table 3.

Table 3
Sputtering cross-sctions, fi" c.arbide and diamond film surfaces on Ni( 111l) using 20. 75. and 275
eV O'. Ne>* and Ar " primary ions (from ref. 15011

I arget Bombarding Spuutenng cross-set, tions IA:)I
ion 20eV 75 1V 275 c'

Carbide O"63 3 4 _59
N - 0.05 0.27 3
Ar 005 024 12

Ne " ---- 0 Ii -- -- --- 4
Ar D-S 0 05 - ---
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8.2. Electronic effects and model calculations

Physical sputtering of the p(2 x 2) chemisorbed oxide phase on Ni(lH) b,'
bombardment with 5-200 eV Ne' at n,;tmal incidence to the surface has been
investigated by a combination of techniques [1671. Decreases in surface oxygen
as a function of Ne" ion dose were monitored by AES and TOF-DR using a
pulsed grazing incidence 3 keV Ar beam (fig. 54). Oxygen removal has been
observed down to 20 eV and a, is - 7 A2 (the corresponding sputtering yield.
S = 0.43) at E > 150 eV. The desorption of 0 for E _ 120 eV is postulated to
be mainly by direct knock-off, while at the higher energies removal is mainly
by sputtered Ni atoms moving outward through the surface region. The
structure in the experimental ad versus Ne* E data, in the form of local
maxima and minima, cannot be explained on the basis of a binary collision
model of sputtering (momentum transfer), where a smooth dependence of o
with E would be expected. Electronic sputtering has been suggested to be the
origin of the structure, and the actual sputtering mechanism for the Ne'/Ni()
system is a composite of momentum transfer and electronic sputtering. Elec-
tronic sputtering takes place as follows: When the incoming trajectory brings
it near an oxygen atom. Auger neutralization of Ne' is possible by electrons
tunneling from the oxygen valence band. The process involves an 0 2p
electron filling the Ne* hole, while another 0 2p electron is promoted into
either the conduction band or vacuum continuum of states. The process leaves
the oxygen atom with two holes it its valence band. consequently. the
originally attractive Madelung potentials become repulsive, and desorption
occurs. Similar mechanisms have been proposed to interpret low energy ion
induced desorption of F from LiF samples [1681. A second possible electronic

6- cAES A -04

i aTCF-DR 0 0 0

-5 U 0 35-
E 0 A

4 A- / • 02 c

0 o &0/o /0

I VNe-P(2,)0/N (11
0 40 60 80 00 120 40 '60 !80

ION E(PGY [eil

Fig. 54. SpuUenng to. sections and ields for 5 200 eV Ne' sputtenng of oxygen from the
p(2 x 2)O 'NitI 1).surface. The ,,ohd line represents sptteienng ,ield S calculated from the Monte
Carlo simulation A represents the typical uncertainty in the expenmental points With permission

from ref [:67
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sputtering route involving merging of Ne and 0 A's into MO's of a
quasi-diatomic molecule, resulting in electron transfer processes, has at so been
suggested.

Some interesting electronic effects have been observed in low E ion-surface
interactions. especially with oxide and halide surfaces. Fig. 55 shows the
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effects of Ar bombardment of crystalline TiO2 [1691. Ar bombardment
initially amorphized the surface (LEED pattern disappeared) without signifi-
cant removal of oxygen. Additionally an extrinsic surface state possibly
involving Ti' " was observed in the UPS. With continued bombardment the
energy of the surface state shifted with concomitant loss of oxygen. The final
UPS and ELS spectra for the bombarded surface was seen to be very similar
to those of vacuum-fractured Ti ,O. Interestingly. exposure to 0. was seen to
restore the bombarded surface back to the original TiO, surface.

Theoretical modeling of low energy inert gas ion induced desorption has
been attempted [163,165.167,170]. Monte Carlo procedures have been used to
simulate the sputtering of adsorbate layers. A modified version of the com-
puter program MARLOW 1171] has been used [165) to model the removal of
sulfur and oxygen adsorbed on Ni by bombardment with 0.5 keV Ne- and
He'. A modified version of the TRIMSP code [76] has been used to simulate
the desorption of 0 from Ni(111) by 5-200 eV Ne bombardment [167]. Both
Monte Carlo programs simulate desorption by calculating many single-particle
trajecte within the solid. The atoms move in straight line segments.
changing heir directions in binary collisions with stationary target atoms
placed at the end of each segment, the scattering angles being calculated b, an
analytical method based on the Moliere interatomic potential. A major !imita-
tion of the models is that the many-body aspects of low energy atom-atom
interactions are neglected 11721.

8.3. Chemical sputtering effects in reactive ion-surface interactions

Chemical desorption is indicated by observation of a sputtering yield with
no sharp desorption threshold and which is higher than for other ion/target
combinations of similar mass. The implantation of a reactive projectile in the
target matrix is believed to precede chemical bonding and product desorption.
This subject has been the topic of several recent reviews [5.61 so only an
overview of the effect will be given here.

8.3. 1 Atomic ion induced desorption
Fig. 56 shows the sputtering yields of carbon by hydrogen and oxygen ions

as a function of the target temperature. In nearly all cases the sputtering yield
exhibits a temperature dependent maximum between 720 and 920 K. a
behavior typical of chemically induced erosion. T he physical sputtering yield
of C by energetic hydrogen (fig. 56a) is - 10 2 atoms/ion in the range
100 1000 eV. while the maximum of the chemical sputtering yield increases to
a value almost 10 ' atoms/ion. The temperature dependence of chemical
sputtering of graphite by energetic oxygen is shown in fig. 56b. For 500 eV 0'
ions impinging on graphite. a monotonic increase in the sputtering yield was
observed with increase in temperature between 22 and 500 0 C.
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Fig. 56. Erosion yield of graptet~ due to interaction %ith hy'drogen and oxygen as a function of
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emnission of CH,. C.H.. CC) or CO. The shaded areas between curves a. h, and Iindicate the
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The lower curve e is; obtained for 0,. curve o for H.() attack of graphite With permission from

ref. 161.

Sputtering of graphite has also been carried out with H, D and H-e ions with
energies in the range 20 -1000 eV 1173). At room temperature, the yield curve
for He* tons decreases with energy as expected for physical sputtering. For
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H+ and D' ions, however, the sputtering yield increased with decreasing
energy below 100 eV. This increase has been correlated with detection of
desorhed CH 4 and CD, respectively.

The chemical sputtering behavior of an element is dependent on its chem-
ical environment. Recently, the chemical sputtering of sintered diamond
compacts, a diamond film, and graphite have been measured as a function of
target temperature and H, ion energy 11741. Fig. 57 shows the energy
dependence of the chemical sputtering yields (C/H) of the carbon surfaces.
The CH 4, C, and C, hydrocarbon production yields from the diamond
compacts are significantly lower than those for graphite. Raman spectroscopy
showed that the bombarded surfaces of diamond compacts and films retained
their sp configuration, whereas the bombarded graphite surface was trans-
formed into microstructural domains. These surface structural changes have
been correlated with the higher erosion yields for graphite. Fig. 58 plots the
energy dependence of ad for bombardment of graphite with a mass-analyzed
beam of 0" C* and Ne* ions. Notice the high value for the sputtering yield
for reactive oxygen bombardment, while sputter removal by Ne' shows a high
E threshold. At the higher E, the sputtering yield of Ne" approaches that of
0 suggesting that both ions induce desorption by momentum transfer.
Similar studies of carbon desorption from a carbide and diamond films on
Ni(111) by mass-analyzed beams of 0, Ne' and Ar' have been performed
[50] as shown in fig. 53 and table 3. In the range 20-300 eV. 0' ions exhibit

o r(2 . . . . . .. "

c Grwitt
0 Oiom W Film

500 * Ouo Co1pC

0 08
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004 C,
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(3 002 C3

00 l ilI

0'

Incidert E" of H (keV)

Fig S7 Energy depcndcncies of the evaluated chemical sputtenng yields (C/H) of C. C.. and C,
hydrocarbons at the peak temperature T_ . With penrnssioih from ref. [1741.
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Fig. 58. Energy dependence of carbon sputtering with O', Ne*, and C ions at room temper-

ature. With permission from ref [61.

an energy independent sputtering behavior, in contrast to the > 30 eV
threshold observed with Ne' and Ar* ions.

Fig. 59 shows the energy dependence of the sputtering cross-sections
(yields) of p(2 x 2) oxide on Ni( 11) h (5- 2(0 eV) ('. The figure illustrates
in a very dramatic manner, the characteristics of chemical sputtenng in
comparison to physical sputtering. C' bombardment induced removal of )

C-

I ' -

C--

01 40

0O Ne x 2)Y/N,(II

5 C: 50 0OO

ION KINETIC E .LRGY (eV)

Fig. 59. Orxgen desorption yield as a function of projectile energy for the C "/NiO and Ne /NiO
ssscms The oxsgen i, ad'orhed as a p2 X 2) oxidc pha&e. With permission from ref 14).
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proceeds very efficitntlv (S = 1.0) at the lowest energies and graduallN de-
creases with E, ultimately reducing to the momentum transfer limit at
E > 100 eV. Ne* sputtering of 0 exhibits a significant threshold (- 20 eV),
implying that C'/NiO interactions are completely chemical in the E < 20-25
eV range.

8.3.2. Molecular ion induced desorption
An interesting aspect of the low energy chemical sputering studies is the

difference in the sputtering yields of atomic and molecular prcjectile ions Foi
the reaction of hydrogen at E < 1-2 eV with graphite. Gould [1751 has
observed an increase in a by orders of magnitude upon dissociation of
hydrogen molecules. Balooch and Olander 11761 have reported a similar result.
For the reaction of graphite with oxygen, a similar difference in the desorption
efficiencies of atomic and molecular oxygen has been observed [177.

Recently. collisions of polyatomic ions like pyrazine. acetaldehyd. etc. with
surfaces of stainless steel. Pt, and Ag have been studied using a mass
spectrometer [178}. The incident ion was found to abstract a hydrogen atom
from the surface, although pick-up of up to four hydrogen atoms and/or a
methyl group was observed in some cases. Interestingly. with very few excep-
tions. only odd-electron ions were found to undergo reactive ion-surface
collisions, consistent with the thermochemical stability of the even-electron
configuration.

8.3.3. Ion-assisted dc'sorption in a reactive gas environment
Several studies have investigated chemical sputtering in an alternative way.

i.e. b, inert ion bombardment in a .eactive gas atmosphere 1179,180]. The ion
beam provides energy for atom mobility at the collision site, while the reactive
gas species chemically etch the surface. Table 4 shows the enhancement of the
sputtenng yield of Si and SiO 2 by 3 keV Ar' in a Cl. or XeF. atmosphere
jilj. The chemicai reactions that ,.uitiibutc to the tching process are also
iisted along with the reaction exothermicities. "I - ancement factors have
been explained in terms of an etch mechanism analogous to that of Winters

Table 4
Enhancement of the sputter yield in the presence cf the reactive gas compared to the pure physical
sputter yield under approximately equal experimental conditions: in the last column the exo-
thermicitv of reactions which take place in the collision cascade is indicated (from ref. [1811)

System Sputter .ield Chemical reaction
enhancement

SiO2(C],. Ar' r I Si-O+Cl 1 S-l + 0..02ev
SiO, Xef,. Ar " 3 Sj-O+ F Si- F O+ 1.1 eV
Si(CI,. A'r 4 S-Si+CI -. Si-Cl - Sti 2 9 eV

Si(XeF 2. At >20 Si-Si + F -. Si-F -- Si + 3 eV
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and Coburn [182]; adsorption of the reactive gas is followed by inert gas
promoted atomic mixing and product formation, and finally ejection of the
product complex.

A topic of debate in ion-assisted etching has been the observation that a
majority of products have kinetic energy higher than thermal energy but much
less than is usually observed with collisional sputtering processes [183,184].
Surface kinetic processes with residence times considerably longer than the
collision cascade relaxation time have also been reported. Recently. this
problem has been studied [1851 by using modulated ion beam techniques to
measure product identity and kinetic energy in ion-induced sputtering of
GaAs by C12 at room temperature. Modulated ion beams of I keV Ne were
used to etch the surface in the presence of a steady-state flux of Cl, with a
neutral/ion flux ratio of 0-100. The major product species detected were
GaC13 and AsC! 3, and elemental Ga and As. Collisionally activated formation
of products and desorption of the products during the relaxation time of the
collision cascade was proposed as the etch mechanism.

8.4. Mechanisms for encrgetc reactive particle induced desorption

Chemical ,puttering is a multistep process wherein the final step is forma-
tion of a v.Aatile molecule. A process to be considered with adatoms on
surfaces is electronic excitation of adsorbate complexes leading to desorption

6 C2 HI

Ci

H

I H

Fig. 60 Schematic diagramlr of the potential energies for the adsorption of hydrogen and different
hydrocarbons on a carbon surface With permission from ret. 161.
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of the complex as ions or neutrals. This requires a primary excitation to a
repulsive potential curve, by which conversion from electronic excitation to
nuclear motion can occur.

A qualitati e mechanism has been propri)sed [61 for the reaction of hydrogen
(ith a carbon surface that is illustrated in fig. 60. Molecular hydrogen does

w, adsorb on a carbon surface, whereas atomic hydrogen is strongly bound.
-hc hydrogen atoms adsorbed may then react with surface carbon atoms

icading to the final formation of CHt and acetylene (C.H.. the former
product desorbing spontaneously at temperatures above 50 K on account of its
low binding energv (0.2 eV). These steps are represented by curve-crossings in
the potential energy diagram.

A similar approach has been adopted to the reaction of C' and oxygen
from a NiO surface to form gaseous CO [481, The reaction has two intrinsic
steps.

C(g) + NiO(s) - NiCO(s). AH = - 8.43 cV. (46)

NiCO(s) - Ni(s) + CO(g). _1H = 1.55 eV. (47)

Reaction (46) is highly exoergic and the reaction energy released is comple-
mented by the C+ translational and inertial energ,. The resulting energy
released upon reacuon can therefore be significantly greater than 8.43 eV aind
will act as a source of excitation to a repusive potential for the system.

thereby desorbing the CO adduct by rupturing the relati~elv weak Ni-CO
bond.

Two theoretical models of surface reactive desorption processes hae been
given. The first is a version of the TRIM computer code used previously in
examining Ne '/NtO interactions, modified to include a bond formation
mechanism 11861, Ahile the second is a stochastic trajectory calculation ap-
proacti that incorporates attractive interatormc potential surfaces [1871.

The Monte Carlo trajectory calculation approach (TRIM) has been used to
model oxygen removal from a Ni( 11) surface by C' bombardment [481. For
simulation of the momentum transfer contribution. C was treated as a
non-reactive projectile and calculational procedures were similar to those
discussed for the Ne/NiO system (section 8.2). Simulation of cherrucal desorp-
tion w.s performed by inclusion of a C-O bond fowrmation step in the
computations. Without rigorously incorporating attractive potential functions.

a simplistic representatir ) is made of the bond formation by assuming that a
C atom moving within taie range of the CO equilibrium distance from an 0
atom, with energy sufficiently low to be trapped in the domain, will -ombine
with that 0 atom to form a CO molecule. Fig. 61 plots results for such
calculations for a range of (" encrge Contnbution, of individua! ph.sical
sputtering and chemical desorption processes as calculated by TRIM are
shown, as also the calculated iota! ,puttering yield. E, in the figure represents
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Fig. 61. (a) Contributions of individual physical sputtering and chemical de.orption processes for
p(2 x 2) NiO calculated by TRIMSP. Sp: direct knock-off. S,,: substrate sputtering. S,1 . Sc2. and
So: chemical desorption for final C trapping energies (E ) of S. 10. and 20 eV. respectively. The
dotted lines below 20 eV Ek are extrapolated towards unit sputterng yield corresponding to

complete C and 0 recombination. (b) Cakulated total sputtenng yields and experimental data.

the final energy in the collision processes below which the C atom is regarded
as a trapped species. The calculations are in good agreement with experimental
data and serve to emphasize the decreasing importance of chemical (potential)
effects at higher energies on account of increasing ion ranges in the solid and
the shorter duration of the attractive interactions between a projectile atom
and an adsorbate atom.

A different approach based on stochastic classical trajectory calculations
focuses on the dynamics of surface recombination processes [1871. Thermal
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energy atomic 0 interaction with C adsorbed on a Pt(I 11) surface has been
studied by this method. Sampling was done using 512 trajectories. 497 of
which resulted in CO formation and desorption within 5 ps b the reaction

O(g) + PtC(s) - CO(g) + Pt(s). AH = -6.1 eV. (48)

Only 4 trajectories ( < 1% of total) corresponded to a trapping of the product
CO molecule on the Pt surface. Fig. 62 plots the total energy distribution of
the desorbed CO molecule, with > 90% of the heat liberated in the reaction
(48) being retained in the CO molecule, indicating inefficient energy dissipa-
tion into surface and bulk. An interesting feature of the energy distribution is
the lack of energy loss in Pt-Co bond dissociation ( - 1.2 eV). Such nonstatis-
tical patterns of energy distribution could be due to preferential excitation of
the CO molecule and could provide an interesting system for the study of
surface reaction dynamics via state-specific detection of desorbed product
molecules.

Classical trajectory simulations of atom and molecule ejection during low
energy reactive ion bombardment have also been carried out for the Cu/( < 200
eV) 0* system (751. The effect of adding an attractive part to the interaction
potential on the spullering was examined. The attractive part, essentially a
Morse function was found to have no effect on atom ejection. However, O
bombardment was found to result in relatively high yields of Cu, molecules

I T I T I
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Fig. 62 Distrihuttion of total energy (translation plus vibration plus rotation) en the product CO
molecule computed for an 0 atom incident with E - 0.087 eV Solid lines, surface temperature = 0

K Dashed lines, surface temperature 500 K With permission from ref. I18'71.
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and for E < 100 eV, CuO molecules were formed between surface Cu and
primar) O'.

Finally, it is useful to discuss the relative desorption efficiencies of thermal
energy molecules versus thermal or energetic atoms/ions. It has been reported
[481 that low energy (1-100 eV) O* ions remove surface carbonyl from NiCO,
and carbon from NiC more efficiently than thermal energy oxygen molecules.
Fig. 63 shows a schematic of a simplified potential energy diagram for the
O/NiCO, 0/NiCO, O/NiC. and O2 /NiC systems. CO removal by O,
proceeds by the Langmuir-Hinshelwood mechanism [188] in which dissocia-
tion of O, and subsequent chemisorption of the oxygen atoms has to precede
the chemical interaction between an oxygen atom and a CO molecule. The
barrier to C and 0 recombination inhibits the reaction rate in this mechanism.
In contrast, atomic oxygen (thermal or energetic) removes surface CO by the
Rideal-Eley mechanism 11881, in which the interaction between the gas-phase
species and the surface complex is a direct one, without an intermediate
adsorption step for the gas-ph'ase atom. This is represented in the potential
energy diagram of fig. 63, where an incoming oxygen atom can react with CO
to form a CO, adduct that has a very shallow binding potential and so can
e isily escape from the surface with the excess energy available from the CO,
fc-rmation reaction. The removal of NiC by ()2 or 0 follows an identical
mechanistic route as above.

-- 4 I- N, C(s} Oq) , -, ]
N-Cs)+ 0(g)

1 2 /r~)
2

0Z(9)

wo NLA)' Nr0 '
-j -2 NE -(.os)

C
% 2 NCots 2tq) N.

o
N,.('ts)+NO(s) N,,L 2$

-2

REACTiON CQY)PR %A).

Fig. 63. Reaction coordinat diagrams for the (a) ( and 0 recombination and (bh ) and CO
recombination reactions. Potential energies of reactants and product% are drawn to scale, however
the E, H barrier heights are arbitrary. Ile deuarption products. NI(s)+CO(g) and Ni(S)+CO:(g).
are chosen as the mero potential energy references in (a) and (b), respectively. With permission

from ref 1481.
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9. Thin film deposition by low energy reactive ion bombardment

Many thin film deposition techniques involvc some form of energetic
bombardment o; the growing matrix. It is now an established fact that the
nature of the bombarding particle and its primary energy influence different
film characteristics. As such, energetic particle bombardment includes plasma
systems [81, dual beam sputtering [189], ionized cluster beam deposition
(ICBD) [1901, and mass-selected ion beams (MSIBD) [191]. The MSIBD offers
the greatest control of the various parameters and can therefore provide the
most insight into film growth phenomena on an atomic scale.

9.1. Homonucleation studies by mass-selected ion beam deposition (MSIBD)

Perhaps the simplest examples of low energy (< 100 eV) reactive bombard-
ment based film growth are those in which the surface and beam atoms are the
same chemical element. For E < 100 eV deposition occurs efficiently but as E
increases self-sputtering becomes an important phenomenon. Depending on
the sputter-deposition ratio a steady-state situation or a continuously rek eding
surface layer of the substrate may be achieved. The advantage of using
mass-analyzed, low energy ions to "deposit" films lies in the precise control
over the ion type, flux, energy, and spatial profile of the impinging flux. Films
can be grown with excellent isotopic composition, accurate thickness, and
uniformity. Additionally, the methodology is ideally suited for parametric
investigations of film growth processes [192].

Freeman [1931 in 1976 described the adaptation of a laboratory-scale
isotope separator for epitaxial growth of silicon by deposition of Si' ions
retarded to low energy on to heated wafers of single-crystal silicon. Such
behavior is expected from thermodynamic considerations and from the vapor-
phase behavior of crystalline silicon. The epitaxial growth has been indepen-
dently verified [1941.

MSIBD of the semiconductor materials Si and Ge has been demonstrated
recently in the range 40-200 eV on Si(100) and Ge [1951. Ge and Si layers that
were perfectly continuous, had good thickness uniformity, and exhibited a
sharp film-substrate interface were formed from ion doses of (1-2) x 1016

atoms/cm2 .
Epitaxial synthesis of diam". MSIBD of low energy carbon ions has

been reported [1961. An interiL_ netric micrograph of such an epitaxial
deposit, containing some large carbonaceous inclusions is shown in fig. 64.
The photograph illustrates the continuous correlation between the deposited
film and the substrate. Reproducible crystalline growth up to 10 tim in
thickness and several mm 2 in area has been observed for 900 eV C ' deposition
on both natural and polished diamond substrates. In addition, three different
forms of carbon have been observed.
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Fig. 64. Interferometric micrograph of an epitaxial carbon deposit containing inclusions on a
polished diamond plaque. With permission from ref. [1961.

9.2. Heteronucleation studies bh MSIBD

Deposition of particles on a chemically different substrate is chemically and
physically more complex. Consideration must be given to the possibility of
formation of binary phases. preferential substrate sputtering, segregation
phenomena, and phase changes associated with the film itself. These processes
compete with the growth of the described film and the relative efficiencies are
dependent on deposition parameters such as ion energy, ion type. ion flux,
presence/absence of fast neutrals in the projectile beam, vacuum conditions in
the deposition chamber, substrate type, and temperature. Efficient film deposi-
tion is possible only by performing parametric investigations of the film
growth.

Thomas et al. [197] have coined the term ion beam "epiplantation" for
MISBD and have carried out deposition of thin films of Ag and Ge on Si(I 1)
by this method. For both systems. epitaxial growth was achieved at tempera-
tures (230-350'C) lower than encountered in chemical vapor deposition
(CVD). In conjunction with the film deposition, sticking probability measure-
ments have been made for 25-125 eV Ag and 25-300 eV Ge* and are shown
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Fig. 65. Measured sticking probability of Ag' on its own lattice as a function of the acposition
energy and simulations of the sticking probability from the MARLOWE calculations. Witii

permission from ref. [1971.

in figs. 65 and 66, respectively. In both cases S drops from near unity at the
lowest E to near zero at the higher E. Growth of the crystalline films was
explained n terms of localized hot spots generated by the energetic projectile
atoms, i.e. the thermal spike model [1981. Other systems have been itudied by
MSIBD. Pb and Mg films have been grown by MSIBD in UHV [1991. Fig. 67
shows a series of electron diffraction patterns obtained from lead deposits on
either a carbon film or NaCI. The crystallinity of the film had an E depen-
dence; for low E an amorphous or polycrystalline structure resulted, while for
E = 120 eV, a definite orientation was observed.
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Fig. 66. Measured sticking probability of Ge * as a function of tht dep%)shion energy. MARLOWE
calculations for Ge(lll) and "amorphous" Ge are included for comparison. With permission

from ref. [1971.
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Fig. 67. Electron diffraction patterns of lead deposits on (a). (c) carbon film or (b). (d) NaCI: (a).
(b) incident energy. 48 eV: (c), (d) incident energy. 121 eV. With permission from ref. 11991.

MSIBD has been used recently [200] to enhance doping efficiency during

growth of IlI-V compound semiconductor films. Traditionally, MBF tech-
niques have been used in doping procedures but suffer from very low sticking

probabilities for the dopant (group V) atoms. By supplying the dopant atoms
by MSIBD methods, and combining it with MBE deposition of Group III
atoms, enhanced sticking efficiencies have been obtained. Single-crystal GaAs
films have been grown by this approach at substrate temperatures of
220-550° C. using As + ions of 100-200 eV.

Recently, there has been widespread interest in deposition of carbon films
that have properties identical to those of diamond 150.189,192,201.2021, Chai-
kovskii et al. 12021 have used 30-100 eV C beams to deposit polvcrystalline

diamond films on a variety of substrates maintained at 25-SY'C. The phase
composition of the films was observed to be very sensitive to the presence of
neutrals in the beam, gtaphitization becoming a severe problem with the
presence of neutrals. Electron diffraction. AES and other techniques were used
to identify the diamond phase.

Miyazawa et al. [2031 and Anttilla et al. [204] have also reported deposition
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of diamond-like coatings using MSIBD. The coatings were amorphous, but
had good adhesion and mechanical properties. Antlilla et a]. 1204} have
compared the properties of coatings made from C and various other hydro-
carbon ion beams. The films prepared from hydrocarbon ions uniformly
exhibited brittleness and poor adhesion.

Comprehensive surface spectroscopic characterization of lov, energy MSIBD
of diamond film growth has been provided by Kasi et al. [50.192.201.2051. The
first prto)" for chemical bonding of these films was obtained from AES. ELS.
and ILS data. Fig. 68 (right) shows C KLL AES signatures for 30--180 eV C*
deposition on Ni(l 11). Initial carbon deposition results in the formation of a
subsurface carbide layer [fig. 68 (right. a)] that transforms with continued
carbon exposure into a graphitic [fig. 68 (right, c)] and finally a diamond film
structure [inset. fig. 68 (right)]. Similar evolutionary details ha'e been mapped

E,=350eV A
a

b

b

'CI

V 'd d

Al
A3 A2

220 240 Z4

o 80 0 230 250 2 0
ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS [eV] ELECTRON KINETIC ENERGY [eVj

Fig. 69. Righ~t panel Fvolution of the AES line shape from (a) carbidic to (dl c-beam damaged
diamond for 75 eV C" deposition on Ni. The doses are as follows: (a) 2.0x 10i , (b) 6x105 , (c)
9x u, and (d) > 2c x0i^ ions/cm*. The inset shows a spectrum obtained with minimal
electron beam exposure at the final stage Left panel- ELS spectra of (a) clean Ni and the same
surface after exposure to (h) x 1015. (c) 5 x 101 , (d) 7x !0" . (e) 9 x 101% , and (f) I X 10 C'

ions/cm2 at 75 eV. The electron beam energy was 350 eV. With perminnion from ref. [1921
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Fig. 1). (Arhon phase transformations as a function of ion energy and flucnce. Regions A B, and
C correspond to C K L L AES signatures of (a). (b. and (c) of fig 68 (nght). With permission from

ref 1501

out using ELS Ifig. 68 (left)). ELS and C Is XPS data confirm the absence of
iT-bonding in the films, and the energy loss suffered in exciting a bulk plasmon

in the film matched that of natural diamond. Epitaxial growth has been
verified by XRD for room temperature C* deposition on Si(100) and TEM
stiidies indicate that the film is composed of microcrystalline deposits of - 50
A. Parametric investigations of the effect of C' energy and dose have been
carried out 150] and the ideal energy range for diamond deposition reported to
be 30-180 eV. Fig. 69 shows the energy-fluence dependence of the carbon
phase transformations (fig. 68) for room temperature C deposition on Ni( ]]).

For E- 30-180 eV efficient chemical rearrangement of the carbon deposits
occurs and diamond formation occurs fastest. For E < 30 eV. the phase

transformation does not proceed to the diamond structural stage. and high-
liphts the important role of enertv in low energy MSIBD. For E > 180 eV
radiation effects in the form of lattice displacements and onset of self-sputter-
Ing become important, and when combined with increased ton range and

straggling, necessitates higher doses to attain a final diamond structure in the

AES. Lattice damage effects can be sometimes annealed out by maintaining
the substrate to he coated at a high temperature during deposition. Freeman et

al. ti96J o.tained crystalline diamond films for 900 eV C' deposition on
diamond substrates maintained at - 700°C.

Radiation induced segregation is a common phenomenon in multicompo-
nent systems. For thin films, outward diffusion of the substrate or diffusion of
the film material into the substrate lattice under the influence of energetic
radiation is to be taken into account in formulating an efficient deposition
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Fig 70 Depth concentration profile using keI , Ar ' ions for a 75 e\ ( NSIBI) Jtan 'nd Iliii
on Nit I 1I) With p!rmi,,ion from ref 1'0]

scheme. For 150 eV C "/Ni, Kasi et al. 1501 have examined possible diffusion
effects by 3 keV Ar inert gas depth profiling. Fie 70 shovs the sputter depth
profile data for the system and no segregation effects are evident. A sharp
film-substrate interface characterizes the low energy MSIRD scheme.

It is clear from the many examples available in literature that film growth
by MSIBD has numerous advantages. Systems which have been studied
include. ('r [206]. Zn (2071. Ph (2081. and cul'ic BN [2091

9.3. Ion-aslsied deposition (IA D) of thin Jilniv

In section 8.3.3 reference was made to the possibility of sputter removing
surface material chemically using a beam of inert gas ions in a reactive gas
atmosphere. In a similar manner the simultaneous impact of energetic inert
gas ions and thermal reactive atoms at a surface can be used to form thin films
of the reactive atoms on the surface. Such a deposition arrangement is called
ion-assisted deposition (IAD) wherein the inert gas ions provide local actixa-
tion energy for chemical rearrangement. Parameters important to fi;7, growth
and properties include ion energy and ion/vapor flux ratio [189]

Results of lAD of Cu films have been recently reported 12101. The effect of

ion bombardment on the crystallographic texture, microhardness. crystallite
size, and resistivity of the thick Cu films was seen to be very different at high
energy (600 eV) as opposed to low energy (62 eV). Larger crystallite sizes and
consequently lower resistivities were observed for lower E. The microhardness
was higher for 600 eV Ar' IAD. The e.,u:;. have been inte,-preed in terms of
increased Ar incorporation and lattice damage at the higher E. These studies
emphasize the importance of ion E in the deposition process.
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9.4 Theoretical firmulution o( energetic particle deposition

Simulation of film growth process has been performed using different
classical approaches to develop an understanding of the mechanisms of
MSIBD and lAD.

Thomas et a) 1197) used a modified , ersion of the program MARLOWE-10
[171.2111 concentrating on two specific aspects of the "epiplantation" price-
dure: (i) the increase in concentration of the primary ions on the surface or in
the near surface region and (ii) creation of damage in the crystal via atomic
displacements initiated by the primary ions. The model was briefly described
in section 8.1. The important parameter is E: its dissipation creates lattice
damage that is governed by a number of adjustable parameters Ed - the bulk
displacement energy. E" - bulk binding energy, P - the minimum energy a
moving atom can possess before it is trapped in the lattice, and E'. surface

displacement energy for an atom with a velocity component directed outward
from the crystal surface. Figs. 05 and 66 show the predictive capabilities of the
simulation procedure %%hen applied to low energy MSIBD. While the agree-
ment is satisfactory for Ag"/Ag(1 1), the calculated sticking probabilities for
Ue '/Ge( 11) were consistently higher than the experimental data and were
better correlated when 'in amorphous target Aas used in the calculations. The
results of the calculations were consistent with a growth process that involved
,hort penetration depths, increased sputtering with E, and minimal bak-

scattering of the projectile ions.
Herbots et al. [195) have modeled 0-200 eV MSIBD of Si and Ge on Si

b, performing Monte Carlo calculations with TRIMSPUT [2121. The proce-
dure produces a distribution that can be fitted by a Gaussian intersecting the
surface of the substrate near the maximum of the distribution. Film growth by
MSIBD Aas suggested to proceed in three steps: (i) in the initial stages, the
implanted ions distribute in the first few layers until the maximum of the

profile reaches an atomic concentration, N,. equal to the atomic density of the
material being deposited, i; (i) continued saturation of the layers between the
surface and the maximum of the Gaussian at the same N,, creating a new
surface laver that contains only the MSIBD species; and (iii) true film growth
involving increasing film ttuckness. Comparison of the experimental and
calculated results showed that the Monte Carlo simulation code TRIMSPUT
was able to provide quantitative values of the sputtenng yields., ion ranges.

and range stragghng in the 40 -200 eV range provided that the surface binding
energy of the substrate, which is a crucial parameter in sputter remo\,al of top
layer substrate atoms dunng deposition. ,s known accurately for the experi-

mental conditions.
Lifshitz et al. [2051 have more recently described a "subplantation" model

for growth of rigid, metastable films by MSIBD Subsurface implantation.
energy loss, preferential displacement of weakly bonded atoms in favor of
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rigidly bonded atoms, and sputtering of substrate material are processes
considered for hyperthermal particle interactions with the substrate. Epitaxial
growth and preferred orientation result from the angular dependence of the
displacement energy and the host mold effect. The model. supported by ion
trajectory calculations and expenmental data. has been applied to diamond
film formation from 30-150 eV C' ions.

There have also been theoretical studies of the influence of projectile energy

in thin film deposition using lAD. Two-dimensional molecular dynamics (2D
MD) simulation 1213,2141 of the growth process and the resulting film struc-
ture has been investigated for a growing film of Lennard-Jones particles (zero
substrate temperature). For IAD. l0 eV Ar* ion induced structural re-
arrangement of a growing Ni film was examined by the 2D MD procedure.
The simulation technique of MD is a classical model in which the representa-
tive sample of the system is followed on the microscopic scale of time and

0. 1 .V vapor J/

(C1 
0.1 , 7 5V At '

Fig 71. ia)-(c) Typical mrcrostructure obtained for condensming vapor atoms of 0.1 eV kinetic
energ, amving under normal incidence (a) without ion bombardment. (b) with Ar bombardment
of E -10 eV and ,j, -0.16. (c) with Ar bombardment of E - 75 eV and j,,/:, 0 16 The

atom-alom potential is U. With permission from ref 1213)
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distance. Hamilton's equations were solved for a system of interacting film
atoms, arriving vapor atoms, and the impinging ions. Ions are assumed to
interact with the film atoms by a pairwise additive and spherically symmetric
Moliere potential. Fig. 71 shows the change in film microstructure for a fixed
ion-to-vapor flux ratio (j, , = 0.16). ".,ith increasing E. The sputtcir.g yields
were S = 0 for E = 10 eV. and S = 0.7 for E = 75 eV. It can he seeni that void
filing and corresponding film densification is more efficient at higher E for
Ar +. Homoepitaxial growth is also supported by ion-assisted deposition
according to the result! of the simula ions. Similar qualitative behavior is
reported for increased ion/vapor ratios. The results have been explained in
terms of increased adatom mobility due to the availability of Iocal energy at
the growth site.

10. Perspectihe

Tihe interactions of low-energy. reactive ions with surfaces has been surveyed
in this contribution. The spectrum oif interaction channels asailablk to atomic
and molecular ions with energy in the chemically interesting range of 1 -1000
eV has been considered. Elucidation of the panorama of interaction phenom-
ena including. electonic processes, molecular dynarmcs, and chemical reac-
tions has been provided by treatment of the phenomenological aspects of the
ion-surface interaction. Specifically. examples have been provided of experi-
mental and theoretical approaches used in the study of different aspects of the
energetic gas-surface interaction problem. Information obtained from such
segments car. be used to reconstruct a complete picture of the mufti-dimen-
sional problem that is low-energy ion-surface interactions. Experimentally.
these interactions can be studied within an ultra-high vacuum environment.
allowing for dynamic in situ characterization of the reacted surface and an%
gas phase product evolution. Established surface analytical tools, such as AES.
XPS. UPS. and LEED have found wide use, as have the more recent
time-of-flight scattering and recoiling techniques.

Understanding ion -surface interactions is basic to a number of technologi-
caly important phenomena. Some of the most significant applications include
film deposition. alteration of surface properties. understanding and controlling
reactions in hostile environments, and inducing endothermic reictci;s. -o;.-
cerning film deposition. low-energy, mass-selected ion beams are emerging as
a new and exciting methodology for growing pure epitaxial films at low
substrate temperatures. In alteration of surface properties. applications in-
clude preparation of metal surfaces or films that are chemically inert and
corrosion resistant, surface hardening and passivation, preparation of catalyst
surfaces that are selective and specific to desired reactions, adjustment of
electronic band gaps and surface conductivities, and alteration of polymer
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surfaces. Applications in hostile environments include plasma etching and
processing of materials, nuclear reactors, interstellar atmospheric processes.
high-temperature and stress situations, and development of non-equilibriun
plasma chemistry. Inducing novel reactions includes stimulation of endother-

mic processes at low temperature. studies of catalstic reaction mechanisrr.s.
and production of new and novel compounds on surfaces,
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XPS and UPS studies of 4-keV Ar* bombarded K2TiF,. KNbF-. and KTaf, reveal the reduction of the central transition-metal
atom to lower oxidation states in all cases. The tantalum and niobium in KTaF, and K2NbF, are reduced to oudation
states of IV. i. and 0. while the titanium in KTiF, is reduced to oxidation states of III and II. The various oidation states
arc sdentificd through binding energy shifts of the XPS core level spectra Atomic concentration measurements are used
Lu stimatc the surface compositions 1 hesc resu;,- are discussed in terms -,' the thermal spike model, and the beha% ior of
the spec,.> compounds is shown to ,-orrelatc vith the relative stability of the possible reaction product,

Introduction damaged layer can be quantified The results are compared to
Ion bombardment of a surface deposits large quantities of the studies of the corresp.nichng oxyanion compounds and are

energy into localized regions near the surface. This energy can discussed n terms uf th! tability of the possible reaction products.
induce a variety of processes such as preferential sputtering, Experimental Section
dissociation, atomization, and recombination resulting in an altered
surface layer" 3  The momentum transfer collision cascade The XPS measurements in this study were carried out on a
theory" of sputtering is well developed and provides a good model Perkin-Elmer PHI Model 550 ESCA/SAM system with Mg Ka
of ion damage in single-component targets. The mechanism of X-rays at 1253.6 eV as the excitation source. The base pressure
ion damage in multicomponent targets is not well understood, of the instrument is 2 X 10- 1 Torr. UPS measurements --
however performed on the same system with He 11 radiation at 40.2 c's

In this laboratory, salts of complex oxyanions have been used as the excitation source. Auger measurements were attempted.
as model systems for the study of ion damage to multicomponent but it was found that the electron beam readily decomposed the
systems. Oxyanions. such as COJ: . NO3

2-, and SO,2 . whose samples.
central atom (C, N. S) forms volatile compounds with oxygen were KTiF6, K2TaF7, and K2NbF7 (Alfa Products). in the form of
found"' to become deficient in this central metal atom upon fine powders, were pressed into I 4.m X 0.2-0.5 mm disks that
bombardment. In contrast, ion bombardment of oxyanions with were positioned on the sample probe of the instrument. Ion
metal central atoms, such as Mo,", where M = Cr, Mo. W, V. bombardment was performed with 4-keV Ar* ions at a flux of
Nb, and Ta. "shch form involatile compounds with oxygen. rc- 3 uA/cm'. Ion currents were measured on a stainless steel plate
suited in preferential loss of oxygen and reduction of the central with an area oqui.ai,, .. that uL .z sm..ples. XPS meas,-tme'_
metal atom to lower oxidation states."' In some cases, reduction were made at regular intervals during bombardment until no
of the central metal atom to oxidation state 0 was observed but further changes in the peak shapes or relative atomic concen-
not in others. These results were explained according to the trations were observed. This saturation condition typically oc-
thermal spike model of Kelly.'2 This model states that when an curred at ion doses of (1.5-1.8) X 10" ions/cm. All binding
ion strikes a surface, a localized high-temperature region is pro- energies were referenced to C Is at 284.5 eV, w hich was present
duced. resulting in atomization and fragmentation of the species as an impurity in all unbombarded samples. or to peaks of the
within this region. As the system relaxes, recombination occurs. bombarded sample (in which no C remained) that were unchanged
Of the numerous decomposition reactions possible in such a by bombardment. UPS measurements were made on the fresh
process. the model predicts that those with the highest negative samples and the bombarded samples after the steady-state con-
free enthalpy of reaction occur with the highest probability. This dition was obtained.
model successfully predicts the decomposition behavior of the
ox)anions studied.

In order to further test the generality of the proposed mecha- Prior to bombardment of the fluoroanion compounds with 4-keV
nism. these studies were extended to the ion-induced decomposition Ar , XPS survey spectra were taken of the fresh samples. These
of the fluoroanion compounds KTaF,, K2NbF,, and K2TiF In spectra indicated that each fresh sample was contaminated with
this paper. we present UPS and core XPS spectra of these un- a small amount of carbon and oxygen. After bombardment, no
bombarded and Ar*-bombarded fluoroanion compounds. Both trace of either contaminant remained.
the atomic concentrations (AC) and binding energy (BE) shifts The core-level XPS lines of the fluoroanions were monitored
are monitored for all elements such that the composition of the before and at various times during ion bombardment. The core

_ lines of the transition metals all showed large chemical shifts upon
(I) Chrisie. A 8. Sutherland. L. ; Lee. J., Walls. J. M Va, uum 1"I. bombardment. These metal core lines are characterized by

., 513 spin-orbit (SO) doublets. When more than one oxidation state
(2) Coyle. G J . Tsang. T . Alder, 1. Ben Zui. N . Vim. t 1 Ele-' mn was present on the surface, the overlapping SO doublets of the

Specrrosc. 3"9. 24. 221
(3 Coyle. G J Tsang. T . Alder. I.. Yirn. t.. Surf. Sci. 91. l11.1 t97 various oxidation states yielded a rather complex peak shape The
(4) Sigmund. P Phys Rev 1969. 184. 383; J Mater. Set. 1973. ., 1545. peaks were curve fit by using (i) the relative intensities of the SO
(5) Andervni. N . Sigmund. P X Dan Vltdensk. Sflrk. Mat .Fvs Aledd components, (it) the SO splitting, and (iii) the known binding

1914 . 13 energies of the various oxidation states.'"'' A more detailed(6) Winters. H' F ,4di Chem See 1976, 158, 1

(7) Contarin. S . Rabalais. J W J ElectronSpectrosc Relat. Phenom description of the curve-fitting procedure has been given previ-
1915, 35. 191 ously.'"
(9) Aduru. S; Contarini. S. Rabalais. J W J. Phys Chem 316. 90.

(9) Contarini. S. Aduru. S. Rabalais. J W J Phys (hem 1986. 00. ( 3) Hofmann. S.Sany J M. J. Truce Microprobe Tech 192-93. 1. 213.
3202 Cimino, A ; Angelis. B A. J. Catl 1975. 36, I lHimpsel. F J : Morar. J
(101 flo. S F.. Contarini. S. R abais, J W Chem Phy Lieti 191. 133. F.; MeFeely, F. R. Pollak. R. A; Hollinger. G ,'!s Ret 8 Condens.
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,a 4 f' ' NA N,~% BOMBARDED T.2p,/1 , I,
Tmcw T3o) /. NbWI

- - NIibf) --- TiW)

j~s rF Nb (0)--

dinw

INITIAL

- I,1

34 3C 26 22 214 210 206 20 470i 466 462 458
BINDING ENERGY [eV1

Fqmw 1. XIPS spectra of the transition-metal core lines of K.Ti-,, ks2NbF,, and K2TaF, before and aftr Ar bombardment to the stead)-statc condition.
Thc impurity observed on the initial surfaces is due to hsdrolysis products such as KTaOF4. KNBOF4 . and K2TiOF4

TABLE 1: Bindiug Energies (ineV) aai Atomic Conenctrattm for K2ToV1
KzTaF,. K2NbF,. and K2TiF6 before am after 4-keV Ar*
Bomardm~ent to a Steadv-Stair Condition

Initial bombarded\ /
BE AC BE ACZ

K.TaF,
K 2p37  2q2 n 71 292 0,18
F Is 687 068 682 062 \v
Ta 4f. IV) 300 0.07 00K KNOF7 N

Ta 4f,(IN-) 0026
Ta 4f- (11) 0 23 7 0.02 0.20 V?,S2
Ta 4f,,2 (01 0 21,7 016KT, 5 E0

tipuriti, 28 4 004

KNbF. 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
K 2p, 293 0.22 29) 0OAS BINDING ENERGY 'Lev]
F Is 686 0.69 686 0.64 Flg , Difference UPS spectra of K2TaF,, K2NbF-. and K:TiF.
Nb 4f- (V) 208.9 0.06 208.8 0.09 obtained by tubtracting the initial UPS specrumn from the UPS spectrum
Nb4f- (I V) 206.4 0.03 obtained after Ar* bombardment to the steady-state condition.
Nb 4f. kll 204.3 0,01 0.16
Nb 4f. '(0) 202 4 0.03 and binding energies of the bombarded samples are the steady-
impurity 207.2 0.04 'tate values. These values are obtained and persist long after the

KTiF5  oxygen-containing impurities have been sputtered away. Therefore
K 2p, 292 0.23 292 0 19 the steady-state values reflect the decomposition of the K,TaF-
IF is 686 Ot'8 68t, 063 and are not influenced by the hydrolyzed surfaces
Ti 3p3 *(II 41 00 461 2 001 Upon Ar* bombardment, the Ta 4f region shifts to two major

Ti p32 (ll 4Q 4 0 11 0.17 peaks at 21.7 and 23.6 eV with a low-intensitN fail to higher
impr 45 4II 0.0 I ) binding energy. By use of the curve-fitting method presiously

Impults 594 .02described, this band shape can be shown to consist of three

A. K.T'aF.. The core-level binding energies and atomic con overlapping SO doublets corresponding to formal oxidation states
centrations; of K.TaF. before and after ion bombardment ame listed of 0, 11, and IV. The Ta(0) peaks are particularly prominent.
in Table I Examples of the corresponding XPS spectra of the comprising greater than 80'; of the total Ta 4f intensity, indicating
Ta 4f levels are shown in Figure 1. The initial K,TaF. surface that the Ta is primarily reduced to the metallic state
was found to contain approximately 5 atom Ir each of carbon and The UPS spectrum exhibits similar changes upon ion bom-
oxygen impurities. The Ta 4f peaks of K2TaF- at 30.0 and 31.85 bardment. Figure 2 is the difference spectrum obtained when the
cV overlapped with the K 3s and F 2s peaks at 3211 and 30.1 eV. UPS spectrum of the fresh sample is subtracted from the UPS
respectively, making decionvolutioet of the individual peaks difficult. spectrum of the irradiated sample. The new peak at 3 c%' is due
Therefore, in the curve fitting of the initial surface. the K 3s and to ionization of the Ta 5d band, which is now octupicd in the
F 2s p, aks were omitted. This makes the reported atomic con- reduced metal This binding energy agrees very well with the Ta
centration,; and binding energies of the initial surface an upper 5d band in sputtered films 14

limit. Curve fitting of the Ta 4f region revealed a SO doublet Both fluorine and potassium arc preferentially lost upon born-
due to Ta(V) in K.Ta Fand a second SO doublet at 1. 5 eV lower bardment. The Ta/land Ta/K ratios increased from 0A land
energy. K:TaF. can hydrolyze to form species such as K.TaOF 4  0.52 to 0 32 and 1.ll, respectively.
and K.TaO.F. These species, while still Ta(V 1. will have lower B. K. 1VbF, The initial surface contained K2 \bF~- along with
binding energies due to the lower electronegativit) of oxygen than rather substantial amounts of hydrolysts products such as KNbOF4
fluorine. The surface,. of these samples were likely hydroly7cd or KNbOI 2 . Upon Ar' ion bombardment the \b Id region
during their preparation and handling. These lower energy broadens into a structure characteristic of several oscrLipping SO
components are therefore assigned to hydrolysis products. It doublets. Curve fitting shows this structure to consist of four
should be noted that no oxygen -conta ini ng species was detectable overlapping doublets corresponding to oxidation states tl (0, II.
after Ar* bombardment to the steady state. These surface oxygen IV, and V as is shown in I igure I The binding energies .,-d
containing species were total ly removed after an ion dose of ap-
proximately 5 X 10'8 ions cm' r,, ieiatit: dicimic mrcentrattoflt f?41 Penclsina, C 14 Phis Rei B Soliud State 19 7 6. J4. 4407
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- both translational and elf:ctronic energy into localized regions nix.

a crystalline surface. Seitz and Koehler"' gise an expression for
a pa rticlc of energy V- striking a surface of thermal conduct iv its'

70 Q A, heat capacitf, . and density p The teniperature T at a disz.ince
r fromn the site .i icr a timec i is giien b%

T = f(Col /fl(urAol 2 c,<pf-( or1.40 I

- I For a 4-keV Ar* ion sirikii N alt, t~pic.Al oI these studied herein.
_j ~a region of radius 'ifk cian tic- tc~.d to -i tmnq-cr.i:ure of gcrater

.4 sphies Th0eK hi n~domnt pii the thi h--ernxs:k ein~c
4,of magnitude longer than ihe vibration,il t'rid~he surfaxe

thanes 30h)Ke hih eneri dni in crithe forni . 'ich : ordr
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Figure 3. Plot of the distribution of i he various oxidation state io f the lost to iactuiu This is not to mrpl ih.:i .q is c.. hino
transition metals following 4-kcV Ar' bombardment to saturation situation is attained during sputtering but tha:t heriroc\ narrics

onlygovrn, ilc prbabliv ofa copoud flf 11 1g L'Or rC
relatise atomic concentrations are listed in Table 1. The L.PS laxation.
spectrum showed a growth of the Nb 4d batnd indicating reduction Kelly'2 has shossn that the decomposition ot metifl oxide,; upo!'
of the central atom as shown in Figure 2. ton bomrnbardment catn he explained in terms of tie, thermal-spike

C K.TiF,6 The initial surface contained primar., K,TiF, with model Ho et al hs!e -vended this treatmer!:, three-com-
small amounts of hydrol'~sis products such as KTiOV, and portent oxyanion cormpo-unds. The. observed (h- those dcom-
KTIOF,.'6  After ion bombardment, SO doublets due to oxi- position reactions Aith the !largest negizaie free ercrg% if cac:tioin
datrcr. sdies V, Ill, anti it were observed in the 11 3p region tended to have the highest piblisof occurriti The 'ilrs
No rediction to the metallic stale was observed Representatise of this oxvanlion work to :hc decomposition .st thc !>: ' rn .)n
spectra are shown in Figure 1. and binding energies and atiinic compounds indicates that i simnilar mechanismi s insosefd L n-
concentrations are listed in Table 1. The UPS spectrum w.,s fortunately, since the required thermnodfnaic, jita ate not
similar to that of the Ta and Nb fluoroanion compounds, showing available for the flujiroantior compounds. a rigorous amn is
agrowth of the Ti 3d band upon bombardment; however, itws not poss ible. H-o%%cer, the stabilit\ of the p-H rdc, a

of much lower intensity. The 3d orbitals of Ti(ll) and -(Ill) are be examined
partially occupied, giving rise to the valence band structure shown Compounds of the first-row transition metals Asith oxidatron
in Figure states of If and Ill are Aell-known and are stable in thle ,oad

state." However. losser oxidation states in second- and third-rowt
Discmmsioi transition metals tend to be tinstable and do not play A maijor role

The results indicate that all of the fluoyroanions decompose under in their ciiemistrs \s the thermal spike relases. stabie -ionsolatile
ion bombardment and that the composition of the decomposed products with large free energies of formation are torined and
layer reaches a steady state after which additional ion bom- remain on the surface. Thermody~namics govecrns thL protbbiit,.
bardment causes no further changes in the systemn detectable bv that a species % ill be formed upon relaxation Thermody)narnicalls
XPS or UPS While the specific decomposition product distri- favorable reaction channels resulting in transit ion- metal com-
buttons vary widely between oompounds, there are several changes pounds with oxtdition st.ates; of It and Ill are mo-re likelN for
that are common to all of the samples: (i) the relative coneen- first-row transit, in metals such as Ti than for secund- and
tration of the central transition metal increases while the con- third-row metals such as Nb or Ta. Therefore. K.TiF6, should
centrations of the potassium and fluorine decrease and (ii) lower have thermodynanicull ' favorable decomposition channel, w&hich
oxidation statei of the central metal atom are produced. This do not result in the reduction of the Ti all the way to the metal
behavior is similar to the decomposition behavior of transition- K2NbF7 and K I il-,, on the contrary, arc- ,:ss like!\ to have
metal oxyanions.1'0  The relative abundances of the various favcsrsible decomposition channels resulting in oxidation states 11
oxidation ;tates of the metal in the bombarded sample are shown or Ill, therefore, reduction to the metal is favored. especialy for
in Figure 3. K2TaF7. Therefore, while there are insufficient data to prove that

The most outstanding feature observed in the decomposition the decomposition of the fluoroianion compounds is governed by
of the fluoroanion compounds is the fact that the central metal the thermal-spike model, the data are certatnl\ consistent with
atom is reduced to the meallic state in K2TaF, and KNbF, but this model.
not in KTiF.. This behavior also correlates well with decom- While the observed reduction of the fluoroinions is :onsistent
position of the oxyanion compounds ''Oxyanions of first-row with the thermal-spike tooidel. some mention should be made of
transition metals were not reduced to oxidation state 0 upon ion alternate models of ion-induced decomposition Kell\"~ has pointed
bombardment, while those of the second- and third-row transition out that thermal sputtering can be equall well described as a
metals were reduced to 0 This closc correlation of the decom- surface binding energ effect. ic. thtit those itcons ftith a lower
position of the fituoroantion and o-iyanion compounds strongl" surface binding encrgr ire preferentiall ' lost )\cr those ssith a
suggests a similar mechanismi for these decompositions higher binding cnerg for nmetal oxides, the metal atomn has a

Deicomposition of the ox vanion compounds has been successfully much higher surface binding energy than the o\%gi-n due to its

described by the thermal-spike model Ion beams can transfer ____~~--

( 17) Scit . I Koehler, I : P,gK~ri in Solid Staie Phi \ cadctric
- ~ - ___-- ~~ ----- New. York. 11)". pit

IIlLaiockina. A -A . Siika. I A, Malinko. tI - I.: -1&ad .\auk (Iilt (iton. I , 'A ikinson (; 4J,2 n,ed hemmt'i (, ,,~ 4:- cI .

SSSR. .Vomg Maier 1%9. ' '. Adles- intersiience New York. 19,Wi
(16) Sk~adnciv. Yu. N . Mlihailov, M, A J [mi', ,-tori Me t9t W1 fi 0 ell), R \ji. I Insi'un %1eohsl' 1187 H 1 1- KelI\. R JI ,

IS' I elviu 1n " ~2. X
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greater charge. This should be even more exaggerated for metal while the central metal atom was reduced to lower oxidation states.
halides or metal fluoroanions. Therefore, ion bombardment of Reduction to the metal was observed for K2TaF7 and K2NbF,
fluoroanions should induce preferential loss of F and a subsequent but not for K2TiF 6. These results are consistent with the ther-
reduction of metal atom. which is observed. Both models predict mal-spike model of energy dissipation. The resulting surface
the general behavior of the decomposition of the fluoroanions. contains those products with high negative free energies of for-
However, due to the unreliability of surface binding energies for mation.
complex species. the thermal-spike model can be more easily Acknowiedgmnt. This material is based on work supported
applied in these complex systems. by the Air Force Research Office under Contract No. F 19629-

Conelsieas 86-K-0013 and by the R. A Welch Foundation under Grant E656.

All of the transition-metal fluroanion compounds studied Rettry No. K2TiFb. 16919-27-0; K2TaF7. 16924-4-8; KzNbF,.
preferentially lost potassium and fluorine upon Ar4 bombardment, 16924-03-I; Ar . 14791-69-6.
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The chernmsorption of O-CS on polycrystalline Ni foil, in the 77- 293 K temperature range, was
investigated by XPS. UIPS and AE.: electront pectroscupies. At all temperaturestoudied. chemlsri-
rpiion was found to be- dissociative yielding absorbed S and gas phase (( [ 1he reaction is found
to be strongls exothcrtstc with a low activation energy.

Little work has been done on the chemisorption behavior of ca-rbonyl
sulfide (OCS) on transition metal surfaces such as nickel. Such systems are of
interest due to the variety of processes that can occur, ranging from molecular
("hemri sorption to dissociative chemnisorption with one or more of the products
being desorbed from the surface. In the only previous work on this system,
Saleh et al. III studied the adsorption of OCS on evaporated Ni films. By
monitoring the change in pressure of OCS over the Ni film and the composi-
tion of the residual gas after adsorption, it was concluded that OCS dissociates
upon adsorption at temperatures above 293 K, yielding adsorbed S and gas
phase CO This is similar to the dissociative chemisorption Of CO2 on Ni,
which yields chemisorbed 0 atoms and molecular CO [2]. In contrast, at
temperatures beow 293 K, Saich et al. reported the adsorption to be primarily
molecular. ITheir work did not attempt to characterize the surface species after
chemisorption. which is important for a complete understanding of the ad-
sorptioti process. This Letter reports the characterization of the surface species
followinL4 OwCS chemiisorption on Ni foil by XPS, UPS and Auger spectrosco-
pies in the temperature range of 77--293 K.

The XPS ard UPS measurements were carried out on a Perkin Elmer PHI
Model 550 E.SCN,'SAM system using 1253.6 eV Mg Ka X-rays and 40.2 eV
He II radiation, respectively, as the excitation sources. Auger measurements
were carred out on the same system using a 3 keV, I puA electron beam as the
excitation source. A polycrystalline Ni foil (Alfa Inorganics) which was
mechanically polished ltefore insertion into the vacuum chamber was used for
the sample. Thr. szamrple was cleaned in vacuum by simultaneously heating to

0039-6028/88/$03.50 i Elsevser Science Publishers B.
(North-Holland Physics Publishing Division)
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Fig. 1. He 11 UPS spectrum of a clean (a) Ni surface and after exposure to 5000 L OCS (b)
at 293 K.

550'C and sputtering with 5 keV At" for periods up to eight hours. In the
".clean" surface condition, the C KILL, 0 KLL and S LMM Auger peak-to-peak
amplitudes were all less than 0.1% of the Ni LMM peak-to-peak amplitude.
The sample was cooled by flowing cold N, gas or liquid N 2 through a tube in
thermal contact with the sample. The temperature of the sample was moru-
tored by means of a thermocouple spot-welded to the sample holder. In a
typical experiment, the sample was cooled to the desired temperature, a known
dose of OCS was admitted into the vacuum chamber, and UPS. XPS and
Auger spectra were measured on the resulting surface. Auger spectra were
measured after the XPS and UPS measurements to insure that any electron
beam effects did not alter the photoelectron results. The sample was cleaned
after each exposure

XPS, UPS and Auger measurements were made on the clean Ni surface. All
spectra agreed with literature spectra [3,41. Chemnisorption experiments were
run at exposures of OCS ranging from 0.1 to 5000 L.

The UPS spectra obtained from the clean surface and following 5000 L
exposure of OCS to the polycrystalline Ni sample at 293 K are shown in fig. 1.
The clean Ni surface exhibits an intense d-band plus a small plasmon loss
feature centered at 6 eV below the Fermi level. After chermisorption of OCS,
the only change in tils spectrum is a .slight increase in the inelastic electron
loss intensity. To our knowledge, no one has reported the UPS spectrum of
OCS absorbed on a metal surface. The gas phase UPS and XPS spectra of
OCS have intense valence bands at ionization potentials (IP) of 10.1 and 15.5
eV corresponding to ionization of the 37r and 21r molecular orbitals, respec-
tively [5,61. It would be expected that absorbed molecular OCS on Ni would
have similar bands, although possibly with shifted energies. The gas phase IP's

U11
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Fig 2 Auger spectrum of a Ni surface after exposure to 5(Xi) L OCS at 293 K

of these hands correspond to binding energies of 4.S and 10.2 eV below the
Fermu lesel of Ni. No peaks are observed in these regions, indicating that no
molecular OCS is present on the Ni surface.

The absence of molecular OCS indicates that this species undergoes dissoci-
ation upon adsorption. The feasible decomposition products include C. 0, S
and molecular CO. No inolecular CO remains on the surface as indicated b,,
the absence of bands at 8.1 and 10.9 eV due to the 4a and a combination of
the 5c and lir molecular orbitals. respectively {7,81. No atomic species are
observable in the UPS spectrum either. The C 2p, 0 2p, and S 3p ionizations
are typicallv near 3.6, 6, and 5 eV, respectively 14,9.10]. These are not observed
because of the low surface coverage, the overlap with the Ni plasmon peak.
and the low photoionization cross section with He 11 radiation (particularly so
for C 2p and S 3p orbitals). It has been shown [41 that monolayer coverage of
C on Ni is not detected by grazing incidence UPS. The lack of observation of
any valence atomic orbitals in the UPS spectrum is, in itself, not sufficient
evidence that these species are not present. The atomic species present on the
surface can be readily observed in the Auger spectrum shown in fig. 2. An
intense peak at 152 eV due to the S LMM transition is observed while no
transitions due to C or 0 are detectable. Similar results are obtained av XPS.
i.e. an intense S 2p peak but no 0 is or C is peaks are observed.

Similar chemisorption experiments were performed at sample temperatures
of 200 and 77 K. In each case, exposure of the Ni surface for up to 5000 L of
OCS resulted in identical spectra to those at 293 K, indicating that an
identical process is occurring.

The spectra show that OCS decomposes upon chemisorption at all tempera-
tures between 77 and 293 K. The absence of C and 0 on the surface after
chemisorption suggests that C and 0 are desorbing as molecular CO. The most
likel, reaction involves chemisorption of the OCS by formation of a metal-S
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bond. Electron transfer from the metal weakens the S C bond, resulting in
efficient bond rupture and desorption of molecular CO_ The overall process is
then:

OCS(g) -* OCS(ad) /AH= -215 kJ/mol. (1)

OCS(ad) -- S(ad) + CO(g) (2)

The bond energy of chemisorbed S on alumina supported Ni has been
measured to be 465 kJ/mol between 600 and 800 K [111. Assun,.ig that the
bond energy is similar for polycrystalline Ni at room temperature. the heat of
formation of chemisorbed sulfur from standard states is approximately - 242
kJ/mol. This value is similar to that estimated by Roberts (121 from the heat
of formation of NiS. Using this value and the standard heats of formation of
OCS(g) and CO(g), the total reaction is calculated to be exotherrmc by 215
kJ/mol at 293 K. The similar results obtained at 200 and 77 K indicate that
the same process is occurring at these lower temperatures. The fact that the
decomposition reaction occurs at such low temperatures indicates that the
activation barrier for the process is very low. The formation of the metal-sulfur
bond must sufficiently weaken the S-C bond to allow bond rupture at
temperatures as low as 77 K. This process is aided by a strong thermodynanuc
driving force.

These results are in contrast to the work of Saleh et al. who found that
chemisorption of OCS on evaporated Ni films was molecular at temperatures
below 293 K. One possible explanation for this may be the different surface
structures of polycrystalline Ni foil and evaporated Ni films. Both the poly-
crystalline foils and evaporated films have a distribution of different crystallo-
graphic faces at the surface. However, the types of faces and their distributions
may be different for the different methods of fabrication. The reactivity of
OCS on Ni may be a function of the surface structure and therefore may be
more reactive on the Ni foils than on the evaporated films. The determination
of the role of surface structure on the decomposition of OCS on Ni will
require a systematic investigation of the cherisorption on a number of Ni
single cr-'stal faces.

OCS was found to decompose upon chemisorption on polycrystalline Ni at
temperatures between 77 and 293 K. The decomposition reaction involves
cleavage of the C-S bond followed by desorption of molecular CO. The fact
that the reaction occurs at such low temperatures implies a low activation
barrier for the process.
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Dissociative scattering of 1.5-4.5 keV N+ and N- on gold and graphite
surfaces
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Scattering of molecular nitrogen tons in the 1.5-4 5 keV range from gold and graphite surfaces
results in a small fraction of surviving molecules and molecular ions in addition to atoms and
atomic ions resulting from dissociation. The kinetic energy (E,) distributions of scattered N,"
and N ions have been measured directly by means of an electrostatic sector analyzer (ESA)
and the velocity distributions of the scattered N, and N neutrals plus ions have been measured
by time-of-flight (TOF) techniques. Scattered ion fractions were determined from the TOF
measurements. The relative E, distributions of the scattered atomic ions indicate that
dissociation from excited repulsive electronic states which are populated during the collision
dominate the mechanism, rather than purely vibrational or rotational excitation from the
X '- ground state of N . The excited dissociative C 1: and D 1-n states of N2 are
accessible by Franck-Condon transitions from the X 21,- state. The data are consistent with a
mechanism in which these two dissociative states contribute their repulsive energy to the large
relative E, distributions of the scattered N ' ions. The electronic excitation occurs via electron
promotion during the scattenng collision through the Fano-Lichten mechanism.

I. INTRODUCTION internuclear interactions play an important role in the sur-

The interaction of keV diatomic ions with surfaces has vival ofthe molecular ion. Both of theseapproaches treat the
received a great deal of interest in recent years. When di- dissociation as a classical process and neglect the role of elec-
atomic ions are scattered from surfaces, the scattered flux ironic excitation in the dissociation mechanism.
consists of surviving moiecular species in addition to atomic In later work. Heiland et al. have studied both the scat-
species resulting from dissociation. Most of the work has tered neutrals and ions resulting from N," bombardment by
been concentrated on H, scattering.'- At scatterng cner- TOF spectrometry. "" They found that the scattered flux
gies up to several keV. small molecular ion fractions ( < 5%) from 400 eV N,' bombardment of Ni( ll) results in pn-
survive the collisions, even though the elastic losses to the manly neutral N. scatteringwith smalleramountsofneutral
surface are much larger than the bond energy of the molecu- atomic N. They attribute these results to resonant charge
lar ion. transfer from the surface to the N,* on the incoming and

Extension to heasier diatomic tons has been confined outgoing tratectories. Transfer to a bound state of N. results
primarily to N:" ."'- Balashova et al. " have found that in neutral associative scattering while transfer to an anti-
some N," survives even at collision energies up to 30 keV bonding sta:: res-.' ' in dissociative scattering. This work
and also noted a strong directional dependence to the scat- proved that ciectronic excitation plays an important role in
tered N: lux. Hetiand and TagLitier hae observed that the collisional induced dissociation mechanisms of molecu-
molecular ion surtsal is strongl. dependent on the surface lar iuns. re',ilting in neutral molecular and atomic scatter-
conditions f\)r N. scattering from Ni at a primary ion ener- ing. in contrast to the proposed mechanism of Panilis. - It
gy of 400 cV and scattering angle of 20'. The molecular ion is not clear. however. ifexcited states play a role in the mech-
yield was found to increase by a factor of 2 for scattering anisms leading to %cattered molecular and atomic ions.
from a ntrnded Nit 110) surface as compared to the clean or We have studied the scattenng processes of molecular
sulfur covered surface. They attributed this to more effective N.- ions from gold and graphite surfaces in order to deter-
stbrational.quenchingofthescattered N. bysurfaceN than mine the role of excited electronic states in the collisional
b, Ni or S dissociation :r,-ccss By measunng the energies of the scat-

Betenski and Parillis have developed a model to teredionsdirectly through an electrostatic analyzer tESA).
simulate the .survival of molecular ions which treats the con- the 'elocittes of the scattered neutrals and ions by time-of-
stituent atoms in the molecular ion as separate entities. They flight (TOF) methods, and the scattered molecular and
found that when the molecular axis of the ion is oriented atomic ion fractions. it is possible to assess the role of elec-
along the direction of incidence of the primary beam, the tronic excitation into excited states in the dissociation mech-
constituent atoms in the molecule scatter with relative kinet- anism.
ic energies I E, ) of the atoms less than the bond energy of the
molecular ion This results in associative or molecular scat- II. EXPERIMENTAL
tenng. Molecular dynamics simulations by Jakas and liarri- The experiments were performed on a TOF ion scatter-
son" have found that scattering of the constituent atoms ing spectrometer described previously"' with the following
cannot be treated separately, but that target atom recoil and modification. The flight tube at 22" scattenng angle was re-

3870 s :er,-' ??-s 89 151 -5 eoleoinner '"P iC21-9606/8h "8387Z,' c. * ,."r''ca- 1sttje r, P, ,cs
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placed by a 12'r electrostatic analyzer (ESA) equipped with where A - f, /M,, and 6 is the laboratory scattenng angle.
a gxid window allowing a line-of-sight 1.5 m flight path di- The ESA was calibrated by assigning the maximum of the
rectly through the ESA. This arrangement allowed the ener- scattenng peak to the energy E given by Eq. ( I , for several
gy spectra of the scattered ions to be measured with the ESA different saiues of E,,.
or the TOF spectrum of the scattered neutrals and ions to be
measured through the flight tube. Operational details have Ill. RESULTS
been described previously.' "' Briefly, molecular N." ions A. Energy spectra
were formed in a colutron ion source, accelerated to 1 25- Figure I show% an example of energy spectra obtained
4.50 keV, and transported through a beam line equipped figure N shows an rom o ang ra tm2d
with a Wien filter for mass selection, an off-axis aperture for from 2000 eV N. scattenng from gold and graphite at 22.
elimination of fast neutrals, and pulse plates for producing a Each spectrum exhibits a low intensity peak at high energy

pulsed ion beam of width - 100 ns. The resulting mass and and a high intensity peak at low energy. The assignments of

energy selected ion beam was directed into a UHV chamber the individual peaks can be made by application of the binary

for scattering from the sample surface. The scattered flux collision model. The scattering energy for elastic quasisingle

was then energy or velocity analyzed. scattering of a nitrogen molecular ion can be approximated

The energy spectra of scattered ions were measured by by direct application of Eq. ( I ) for a projectile with .34
means of the ESA using an unpulsed primary ion beam of = 28. Quasimultiple scattenng can be described by repeated

-0.1 pA/cm2 . The identities of the individual peaks in the application of Eq. ( 1) Scattenng of the atomic ions result-

resulting energy spectra were confirmed by pulsing the pn- ing from dissociation can be approximated as follows: Upon

mary ion beam and measuring TOF spectra through the dissciatuon, the E, of the incident molecular ion will, on the

ESA. with the ESA set at a specific energy to pass the peak of average, be distributed to the resulting fragments in propor-

interest. From the known path length through the ESA. the tion to the mass of the fragment. Therefore, for N.- dissocia-

velocity corresponding to each peak in the energy spectrum tion. the scattered atomic ions can be treated, in a first ap-

can be determined. Since both the energies and velocities are proximation. as incident atomic ions. each with incident

measured from such TOF-ESA spectra, the masses of the kinetic energy of E, /2. Using these procedures, application

scattered ions can be unambiguously determined, of Eq. ( I) gives the scattenng energies for quasisingle (SS)

TOF spectra of scattered neutrals plus ions (N + i) and quasidouble scattering (DS) of the atomic and molecu-

were obtained by pulsing the ion beam (average current 0.2- lar ions as indicated in Fig. I. As observed, the high energy

1.0 nA/cm2 ) and measunng the flight times of the scattered peaks occur at approximately the energy expected for DS of

species through a flight path of 150 cm using conventional N,- from gold or graphite, while the low energy peak occurs

timing and pulse counting techniques which have been de-
scribed previously." Neutral (N) only spectra were ob-
tamed by deflecting the scattered ions with a deflector vol- 2.e 4 SCATTERING
tage plate placed beside the flight path. Spectra of (N + 1) AT SU C
and (N) were collected in alternating 20 s cycles into differ- GAPITE SURFACE 0

ent groups of a multichannel pulse height analyzer by
switching the deflector voltage on and off. Ion fractions were
determined as I (N - I) - (N)/(N + 1)1. 1

The polycrystaliine gold (Alfa) and graphite i Union _

Carbide) samples were mechanically polished before inser-
tion into the scattenng chamber. The samples were cleaned 0 A
in vacuum by Ar * sputtering and annealing to 500 *C. The
surface cleanliness was checked by Ar ' TOF direct recoil C

spectrometry before and after each scattenng experiment. V D
Impunty levels of H,C,N and 0 were all below 10 mono-
layer after cleaning. After 20 min of Nl* scattering, both 9 GOLD SURFACE
surfaces contained approximately 5% of a monolayer of ni-
trogen due to reactions with the beam. Further experiments
indicated that this level of nitrogen had no measurable effect
on the ESA or TOF spectra of the scattered N 2' . .4 1

The ESA was calibrated by scattering Ar ' at various
energies from clean gold. For such ions in the keV range, the .
binary collision model provides a good description ' of ion/ z0 15 tO 05 0
surface collision dynamics. For a projectile of mas. M,, and SCATTERING ENERGY keV]

energy E, scattering from a target atom of mass M,, the F . P ion ESApecra for 2.0 keY N.' scatienng from graphite
scattering energy for a quasisingle scaltering collision of the aM god surface. The ictimr represent .ernes calc uiatedl from Eq 1 ) for
primary ion is given by the following cams: A) 2 0 keV N. single scattenrng. B I -" 0 kev N..

double scaienng. IC) I 0keV N %ingle scattenng t DI I 0 keV N - dou-
E, = EnicosO - fA -sin: 0)"2J/(l -A):. (I) blesesitenrn.

J Chern P"ys. Vol 89. No. 6. 15 Seotemoer 1988
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at the expected energy for SS ofN * (with 1/2 ofthe primary
ion energy). Therefore the low energy peak can be assigned N+ FR(W Au
to scattered atomic ions resulting from molecular dissocia-
tion while the high energy peak can be assigned to surviving
molecular N .These assignments were confirmed by TOF-
ESA measurements. Similar results were obtained at the oth- N* FROM C

er primary ion energies and scattering angles employed. The
scattering energies obtained experimentally and those calcu- a el
lated from Eq. (1) are shown in Fig. 2. In all cases, the 200
scattered molecular ion peak is near the DS position with no N 200
intensity at the SS position. This is not to say that these ions
are only the result of distinct DS events. There are a variety t
of multiple scattering sequences that give rise to scattering
energies near that calculated for DS. Note the proximity of
the calculated quadruple scattering (QS) energy to the ex- 0- N' FROM Au
perimental energies for scattering from gold in Fig. 2. These -
results indicate that the surviving molecular ion is the result
of multiple scattering (MS) events rather than SS events.
This is reasonable since it is more probable that the molecu-
lar ion will survive multiple soft collisions rather than a sin-
gle hard collision. This result is similar to that obtained for 01

CO - scattering from magnesium surfaces.° 15 20 25 30 35 40 4'5
PRIMARY N" ENERGY [keVI

Inspection of Fig. I also shows that the molecular ion

peak is a factor of three broader for N, scattering from FIG. 3 Full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) o(tbe scattenng peaks of
graphite than from gold. This result is expected since N2* Nz- and N * as a function ol pnrmy N:" energy for scatteinng from gold

transfers much more energy to a light target atom such as and graphite at 22"

carbon than to a heavy target atom such as gold. N, can
transfer a maximum of 37% of its E, in a collision with a Au
atom while it can transfer 72% of its E, in a collision with a ing from Au or C. The energy spread of these peaks is much
C atom. Therefore, variations in the multiple scattering tra- greater than expected from elastic losse to the surface. For
jectories (such as double. tople, or quadruple collisions) of comparison. experiments were performed in which mass-
N. will result in a much larger spread in the scattering selected N * ions with an energy of 2 keV were scattered
energies from graphite than from gold surfaces. Since the from the gold surface, resulting in a FWHM of the scattered
survising molecular ions are mainly the result of multiple peak of - 80 eV. The 2 keV primary N corresponds to
scattering, a significantly broader molecular ion peak is ob- scattered N - resulting from dissociation of N,' ions with a
tained lor scattering from graphite. pnmary energy of4 keV or 2 keV/atom. As observed in Fig.

While the width of the N,- peak is much greater for 3. the F\VHM of N - resulting from 4 keV N, dissociation
scattering from graphite than from gold. the energy spread is - 302 eV The broader energy distribution of sca..ttered
oftheN- peak is relatively insensitive to the target. Figure 3 N resulting from N,- dissociation than from primary N
shows the full-width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of the scat- scattenng indicates that some relative E, is" released to the
tered molecular and atomic ions as a function of primary ion individual atomic ions b, the dissociation process itself. This
E,. The N - FWHM is approximately the same for scatter- :onciusion is supported by the fact that a large proportion of

the scattered atomic ions are of an energy greater than the
incident energy/atom. Inspection of Fig. I shows that the

4 .' energy distribution of the scattered atomic ions extends to

!50- greater than 1.25 keV, while the incident energy/atom is
" . .2- ; ~only I keV, indicating that some E, is imparted to the frag-

- ments durnig the dissociation process. The energy spread of

S . mntdunthe scattered atomic ion peak is then due prman) to the
V/ 3 dissociation process itself. The similar widths of the N

" - / peaks resulting from scattering f om gold or graphite sug-
,," w /,* g'st that similar processes are involved on both target sur-

0 11 C ,0 40 L 1 40 faces.

-R,MARY ton 6NECY ivj Te ratio of surviving molecular ions to atomic ions is

FIG. 2. Primary ton energy dependence of the scattenng energies for N; shown in Fig. 4 The surviving molecular ion fraction de-
and N - scattering from gold at 2r and 33" and graphite at 22" 4 and 0 creases from - 7% at 1.5 keV to < I% at 4.5 keV for scatter-
represent the experiental scattering energies for N.' "ndN r ve- ng from both graphte and gold. The similarity ofthe sumv-
ly. The straight lines are scattering energies calculated from Eq. I) for (a)
N' SSat_,2.(h N" DSatE,,2.(clN." SSaF .(d)N." DSai&, ing molecular ton y ield from gold and graphiteis surprising
and I eN." QS i L, in that the energy transfer of the projectile to the surface is

I Che' Ptys. Vol 89. No ' 15 Seote'itor 1988
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PRIMRY N ENEGY [eV1mum. The laboratory to center of mass transformation was
FIG. 4 Ratio ofsurviving Ni to dtssociaied N '(N2'/N )as afunction carred out according to the procedure of Gibson and Los.:'
of primary N,* energy on gold and graphite surface&. Specifically, the energy scale was converted by application of

Eq. 2 and the intensity was scaled by

much greater from N, to C atoms than from N,* to Au N(EA) = N(E, )(E,/E.). (3)

atoms. Therefore, it would be expected that the molecular where.VWE, is intensizyin the center of mass system,.V(E, )
ion yield would be lower for scattering from carbon if the is intensity in the laboratory system. and (E, IE,) is the Ja-
dissociation is a purely classical process. The molecular ion cobian of the transformation. The center of mass energy
yield decreases as expected with increasing scattering angle. spectrum. VI E, vs Ewas generated in this manner. The
Increasing the scattering angle results in harder collisions change in scattering intensity N( E.) Ias a function of E,
(smaller impact parameters), therefore lowering the prob- was calculated bydifferentiating the E, spectrum to produce
ability of molecular ion survival as has been observed be- the E, distributions of the scattered atomic tons.
fore.' i.e.. dV E.) /dE. vs E,. The relative energy E. distributions

As stated previously, the largeenergy spread of thescat- in the center of mass system, calculated in this manner for
tered atomic ions is192e to the release of energy in the disso- N'satrn rmgl n rpiea aiu nris
ciation process. Heiland' 0  has observed asimilar broad- aregiven in Fig. 5. Ascan beseen, the relatiseeniergy spectra
ening of the neutral N scattering peak, resulting from N,'
scattering from Ni and attributed it to relative energy re- 0
leased following electron transfer from the surface into an V)N* -Au
antibonding molecular orbital. When a diatomic ion is excit-
ed to an internal energy above the dissociation limit of the
ion, the ion dissociates and the excess internal energy is con-
verted to E,, of the resulting fragments. It has been shown by ~
Purser and others-' 2' that a small release of internal energy a30
to relative E~, following dissociation in the center of mass < 8
system of a fast ton, is amplified in the E, spread of the 'W

resulting fragments in the laboratory system. For dissocia- ~.8=33
tion of a homonuclear diatomic ion, the energy released in
the center of mass system E_, is related to the laboratory
scattering energy E, by" 05 0

&E/4E, (2)RELATIVE KINETIC ENERGY,

where AL, E' , - E,_ i e., the half-width of the peak at E, FIG 6. Relative kinetic energy distributions of nitrogen atomic N ions

values. Here E? is the E, corresponding to the peak maxi- resulting from 2.5 1eV N:; lcatering from gold ai 03 = "* And 133

J Cheni PI'ys .Vol 89. No 6.,15 Septemnber 1988
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all peak at low energy < I eV and extend out to higher ener- of expressions which are directly comparable to the expert-
gies ranging from - 10 eV for 1.5 keV scattering to greater mental data. The model attributes the broadening of the N -

than 20 eV for 4.5 keV scatternng. Comparison of the graph- peak to self-scattering of the atoms in the molecular ion and
ite and gold results also shows that the relative energy distri- predicts that the relative energy widths of the N, to N -
bution for scattering from graphite is slightly broader with peaks should be I:V2. This agrees satisfactonly with the
the tail of the distribution extending to higher energies, indi- results of scattering from the graphite surface where the ra-
cating a slightly higher degree of excitation for N,1 scatter- tio is approximately 1:1.3, but agreement is poor for scatter-
ing from C atoms. Changing the scattering angle from 22" to ing from gold where the ratio is 1:3.7. The model also pre-
33" for N 2* scattenng from gold causes little change in the dicts that the ratio of scattered molecular species to scattered
center of mass energy distribution as shown in Fig. 6. atomic species (R_ R,, ) resulting from dissociation should

follow the expression
B. TOF spectra. R./,= (rld 2E,.)R(O), (4)

Heiland et al. have shown 2 that neutralization plays an
important role in the composition of the scattered flux. In where cis the bond energy of the molecular ion, dis the bond
order to examine the degree of neutralization, the TOF spec- length of the ion, and E, is the primary ion energy. R(8) is
tra of both the ions and neutrals were measured. A typical the scattering intensity one would observe if the correspond-

TOF spectrum is shown in Fig. 7 for 2 keV N,' scattering ing atomic ion was scattered from the same surface with a

from gold at 22. The TOF of N, and N are nearly identical primary ion energy of E, /2 and scatterng angle 0. There-

and are not resolved. No distinction between a sharp N2  fore, R(6) should be proportional to the scattering cross

peak superimposed on a broad N peak is observed, in con- section (a) of N -. The ratio of surviving molecular ions to
trast to the work of Heiland.', This is probably due to the dissociated atomic ions then becomes R, /R. cc alE. We

low N, survival probability at the higher scattering energies have calculated the scattering cross sections with a scatter-

and angles used in our experiments. The low intensity peak ing program:' that uses the Moliere approximation-2 to the
at short flight times is due to directly recoiled nitrogen which interaction potential for nitrogen atomic ions scattenng
has been deposited on the surface from the impinging beam. from gold and graphite surfaces at scattering angles of 22"
Measurement of the ion fraction in the scattered flux was and 33. Plots of the ratio of molecular to atomic ion scatter-
performed by comparison to the neutral only spectra ob- ing intensity R, /R, vs alE, are linear as the model pre-
tained b- postscattenng deflection of the scattered ions. The dicts. However, this may be an artifact since we are only
neutral only spectra were indistinguishable from the ion plus applying it to scattered ions, while the Parillis model treats
neutral spectra for all scattering energies and angles em- the total scattered flux. The measured ion fraction of the
ployed. indicating that the ion fraction was less than 1% of scattered flux is less than 1%. Therefore, in order to assume
the total scattered flux. that our data fits the Panllis model, we must assume that the

relative ion fractions of N and N2 are constant over the E,
IV. DISCUSSION range studied. This is unlikely as the neutralization probabi-

Previous theoretical models of the dissociation of fast lities of the atomic and molecular ions are probably different

diatomic ions upon reflection from surfaces have treated the and energy dependent. Therefore, a rigorous test of the Paril-

uc:sociation process as purely classical.'"' The Parillis lis model cannot be made without information on the com-

model " assumes correlated collisions of the individual position of the constituents in the scattered neutral flux.

atoms with the surface. This treatment allows the derivation The relative energy distributions of the scattered N
following dissociation extend to 10-20 eV/atom with aver-
age values in the 2-3.5 eV/atom range. This indicates that on

average the N.- molecular ion is excited 4-7 eV above the
O keV N;Au : dissociation limit. This level of excitation cannot be ex-

>. [plained by simple mechanical (rotational or vibrational)
dissociation mechanisms. For this level of excitation, excited

z SCATTERED electronic states must play an important role in the dissocia-No- N o '+ "

2*z tion process. cinme-
,,I The charge exchange and excitation proces inmolec-

> ular ion-surface collisions can be treated in the same manner

- DIRECT as atomic ion-surface collisions. Ions impinging on a surface
WJi RECOIL can undergo charge exchange into the ground or excited

OF N states along the incoming or outgoing trajectory"7 by reso-

I , - nant or Auger processes. Therefore, the incoming N,- ion

II 16 21 can undergo resonant or Auger neutralization on the incom-
TOF (psec) ing trajectory. As described by Heiland, 6"7 " charge transfer

FIG. 7 TOF neutral plus ion spectrum obtained for 2 0 keV N," scattenng into a dissociative state of N, can cause dissociation and

from gold at 22" The neutral only spectrun was indistinguishable from the neutral N scattering while charge transfer into bound states
neutral plus ion spectrum due to the small ion fraction. The small peak near can result in assoctative neutral scattering. The scattered
I Ixs represents directly recoiled nitrogen atoms from the surface. molecular tons and atomic ions observed in this work must

J Chem iys Vol 89. No 6. 15 Seoiemoer ' 988
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therefore arise from those ions which survive the incoming 34
and outgoing trajectories in their initial charge state or those -
neutralized molecules which are retonized in the close en- 32
counter. The latter process has a low probability at the low
energies employed. " 30I

In addition to charge exchange on the incoming and
outgoing trajectories, the incoming ion can also experience 28 C?'u

additional neutralization and electronic excitation during
the close encounter with a surface atom. -'- These processes 26-

can be described by the Fano--Lichten mechanism."'" In
the violent collision of the incident ion with a surface atom, Q

significant overlap of the atomic orbitals (AOs of the sur- 22-
face atoms and the AOs or molecular orbitals (MOs) of the Wt

projectiles can occur. Electron promotion can then occur 20
within the %1Os of the p.ojectile/target complex formed Z2u+

during the collision. Applying this mechanism to molecular 18 2
ion surface collisions, those molecular ions which survive
the incoming trajectory in their original charge state collide 16 -
with a surface atom. During this closeencounter. significant-.1q+
overlap of the target AOs and N' MOs can occur resulting I0 2.0 30
in electron promotion, ionization, and neutralization. Exci- INTERMJCLEAR DISTANCE (A)
tation of the molecular ion to dissociative states results in
scattering of atomic ions and neutrals according to the pro- FIG 8 Energy level diagram for N:" adapted from Ref 30. The ordinate
cesses repr"en is i he x)tentjai energy of an electron bound to N." The zero of

energy i% i he zero- point energy of ground state 1'" neutralN, TheFrank-
N -Condon reM N illustrate% a tr-ansition leading to dissociation into

or N CS ") - N 'P)

N,' - M- N,-N " N + e. ion fraction studies of scattered noble gas ions."' The ion
fractions of the scatiered noble gas ions increase with in-Previous studiecs of NJ" scattering from noble gas atoms

glvcs a good indication of the specific processes involved m creasing energy due to the greater degree of orbital overlap

N. ' dissociation on surfaces. Fouriner et al. have observed and resulting electronic excitation. The shift of the relative

predissoctacion of the vibrationally excited C'I.' state in E, distribution to higher energies for scattering from graph-

N . FHe collisions resulting in energy released in the 0.03- ite as opposed to gold is in agreement with the arguments of
S .oeBarat and Lichten'' in that electronic excitation cross sec-o -an . Vle, t,, rin mt,n of the N.' energy level - n .rn ro inl rao i*.'J c .ae ....... .:ions are highest between collision partners ofs~n-tlar atomic

diagram' in Fig. 8 shows that impact induced excitation of number Thereotre. nitrogen molecular ons would expen-
ground ,late X-I,- N.-" to the D '11. state in the Frank- nubrTefoniognmlcaroswudexr-

t tence a higher deiree of excitation upon collision with C
Condon region results in energies 0-9 eV in excess of the atomsthan with Au atoms, resulting in a shiftingofthe rela-
dissociation limit. These two transitions, in particular, fit in ato istrbti to rengies

weil ..ith the tohsersed re!atie E, distributions. As the pri-

mar, ion E, is increased, excitation to higher MOs of N: V. CONCLUSIONS
become possible resulting in an increase in the higher energy
portion of the relative E, distribution. Other possible pro- N.' scattering from graphite and gold surfaces in the

cesses resultingin scattered N ' are ionization ofneutralized energy range 1.5-4.5 keV results primarily in dissociation

N 2 in the close encounter to a dissociative state of N,* or with only a small fraction of surviving molecular ions. This

resonant or Auger transfer from neutral N to the surface on surviving molecular ion fraction varies from 0.08 to 0.002.

the outgoing trajectory. The former process can bedescribed increasing with decreasing primary ton energy and scatter-

in identical terms as N. " excitation in the close er1oaUicr. ing angle. The relati e E, distrihutions of the scattered N

Therefore. we propo,,e that the primary dissociation mecha- indicates that the dissociation mechanism involves elec-

nism of the molecular nitrogen ion upon collisions with gold tronic excitation of the N, to dissociative excited states. For

and graphite surfaces to yield scattered atomic ions is excita- dissociation yielding atomic ions, the data are consistent

tton of the molecular ton to dissociative states in the close with a mechanism in which electronic excitation occurs in

encounter. the close encounter as described by the Fano-Lichten mech-

Within the context of the proposed mechanism, the anism.

trends observed in these experiments can be described. As
the primary ion energy increases, there is greater orbital ACKNOWLEDGMENT

oserlap, resulting in greater excitation to dissociative states. This maierial is based on work suvlported by the Air
lo ,ering the N,* yield. and shifting the relative E, distnbu- Force Research Office under Contract No. FlQ23-S6-K-
tio.is to higher energies. These results are analogous to the 0013
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